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Abstract We focus on the state-of-the-art theory of
electromigration under single and multiple complexation
equilibrium. Only 1:1 complexation stoichiometry is
discussed because of its unique status in the field of affinity
capillary electrophoresis (ACE). First, we summarize the for-
mulas for the effective mobility in various ACE systems as
they appeared since the pioneering days in 1992 up to the most
recent theories till 2015. Disturbing phenomena that do not
alter the mobility of the analyte directly but cause an unex-
pected peak broadening have been studied only recently and
are also discussed in this paper. Second, we turn our attention
to the viscosity effects in ACE. Change in the background
electrolyte viscosity is unavoidable in ACE but numerous ob-
servations scattered throughout the literature have not been
reviewed previously. This leads to an uncritical employment
of correction factors that may or may not be appropriate in
practice. Finally, we consider the ionic strength effects in
ACE, too. Limitations of the current theories are also
discussed and the tasks identified where open problems still
prevail.

Keywords Capillary electrophoresis/electrophoresis .

Affinity capillary electrophoresis . Electrokinetic
chromatography . Viscosity . Ionic strength . Separations/
theory

Introduction

Affinity capillary electrophoresis (ACE) refers to a family of
methods. These have in common that a sample reversibly
interacts with one (or more) component(s) of the electropho-
retic system while it is driven through the capillary or gel by
the electric force [1, 2]. These methods are used for studies in
proteomics, immunology, drug development, molecular biol-
ogy, or microbiology, as well as in the separation sciences
[1–5]. The interacting component is often referred to as a
ligand since the purpose is to study analyte–ligand weak in-
teractions. In separation sciences, however, the interacting
component takes the role of a selector that interacts selectively
with various components of the sample (analytes) thus affect-
ing their separation. Although gel electrophoresis was first
applied in the ACE mode, namely in biophysical studies, the
free-solution ACE, where the interacting components are dis-
solved in the background electrolyte (BGE), has become a
highly popular technique especially in the separation sciences.
The term electrokinetic chromatography (EKC) became com-
mon for these kinds of separations [6, 7], while capillary EKC
(cEKC) was suggested by other authors [8]. However, this
terminology should not be confused with micellar electroki-
netic chromatography (MEKC)—which is based on similar
principles, yet described by a conceptually different ap-
proach—or even capillary electrochromatography (CEC),
which is a completely diverse technique. Since cyclodextrins
(CDs) belong to the most common selectors in EKC, CD-
mediated EKC (CD-EKC) [9, 10] or CD-modified CZE
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(CD-CZE) [6] are idioms that can also be encountered in the
literature. Other authors [11] differentiate between ACE and
EKC so that B[in EKC] the constituent(s) added to the elec-
trophoresis buffer [BGE] is considered to form a separate
phase as is the case for micelle, microemulsion and liposome
forming excipients^. Then they used the formalism of phase
distribution equilibria in the case of the EKC (which applies to
MEKC, too), while the weak chemical binding equilibria was
considered characteristic for ACE. Specifically, the term
mobility-shift ACE [2, 11] is used for the electrophoretic tech-
nique that we are going to discuss in this review paper.
Although this differentiation between ACE and EKC is natu-
ral, it is not generally accepted. Historically, EKC has been
used in the sense of what the authors would refer to as the
mobility-shift ACE. For example, CD-EKC is a common term
in spite of the fact that CDs do not form a separate phase in the
BGE. The terminology may also differ upon the authors’ per-
spective. When, for example, the prime interest is in determin-
ing the analyte–selector binding constants by means of capil-
lary electrophoresis experiments, the (mobility-shift) ACE
designation is sometimes preferred over the EKC, perhaps to
put the stress from Bchromatography^ (resembling separation)
back on Baffinity^ (resembling molecular binding). Since the
separation principles in electrophoretic systems with weakly
interacting selectors are not directly comparable to chroma-
tography (as we also discuss later in this paper), we suggest to
stick to the simple ACE acronym whenever the selectors
(ligands) are (i) added to the BGE, (ii) do not form a separate
phase, and (iii) affect the migration of the analyte(s) through
the affinity interactions.

The detailed theory of the electromigration in ACE is
reviewed in this paper. Its application is found namely in chiral
separations or when the analyte–ligand weak interactions are
to be studied carefully. Numerous review papers exist (we
counted over 100 of them since 1993 but here give only those
that appeared over the last decade) summarizing applications
of ACE [8, 12–21], monitoring usage of various selectors [6,
7, 12, 14, 18, 20], others targeting CDs only [9, 22–27], or
focusing on the weak interactions between analytes and selec-
tors (ligands) [28–30]. Only a few out of the numerous review
papers cover the fundamentals of the technique as (one of)
their prime subject [8, 31–37], whereas some focus more on
theoretical aspects of the separation principles [34, 36–40]. As
far as we are concerned, the theory of electromigration under
the influence of complexation equilibrium has never been
summarized to the extent we do in this paper.

Effective mobility

Although it may seem that the effective mobility of an analyte
in ACE is so well understood that it is not worth any special
attention, the diversity of various equilibria that may take

place in the ACE separation system gave rise to a variety of
expressions in the mid-1990s and the research has still not
subsided. Simultaneously, these expressions were sometimes
derived by several authors in various forms but have appar-
ently never been summarized in one place. This may cause
difficulties when getting oriented in the subject. For this rea-
son we summarize the theory in this section, placing especial
emphasis on mutual relationships among the equations.

Simple systems

The theory of ACE is based on the fundamentals of electro-
phoresis as postulated by Tiselius in 1930 [41]. If a chemical
species exists in various forms among which a chemical equi-
librium establishes at fast reaction rate, the individual forms of
the species do not migrate apart each other. Instead, they form
a single zone whose effective mobility is given by the Tiselius
equation:

μA;eff ¼
X

i

χiμA;i ð1Þ

where

χi ¼
ni

∑ jn j

ð2Þ

is the molar fraction of the i-th form of the species A, μA;i is its

individual electrophoretic mobility, and ni and ∑
j
n j represent

the amount of the i-th form and the total amount of the
sp e c i e s A , r e s p e c t i v e l y. ( S e e t h e E l e c t r on i c
Supplementary Material (ESM) for more detailed expla-
nation of the Tiselius equation.) Equation (1) is applica-
ble to, e.g., the three ionic forms of phosphoric acid as
well as the ACE scenario depicted in Fig. 1A. Here, an
analyte (A) interacts with a selector (S); the selector is
homogenously distributed in the BGE at a total concen-
tration of cS. Thus the analyte exists in two forms, as the
free analyte (A0) and as the complex with the selector
(AS). The fast equilibrium with 1:1 stoichiometry is as-
sumed between the analyte and the selector. Noticeably,
the selector also exists in two forms, as the free selector
(S0) and as the complex with the analyte (AS).
Nevertheless, it is the analyte that is of prime importance
in the separation process; thus, the selector is generally
considered as a uniform background. This is only appro-
priate if the selector is present in sufficient excess of the
analyte. Violating this rule has consequences that we will
discuss later in this paper. Under these circumstances
(fast equilibria, large amount of selector), a constant mo-
lar ratio between the two forms of the analyte is kept
across its migrating zone during the entire separation
process,
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nAS
nA0

¼ K
0
AScS; ð3Þ

where K
0
AS is the apparent (in contrast to the true ther-

modynamic) binding constant,

K
0
AS ¼ crelAS

crelA0c
rel
S0

: ð4Þ

In Eq. (4), c stands for concentrations, while the superscript
rel reminds of the fact that the relative concentrations should
appear in formulas regarding chemical equilibria. Equation (3)
results from Eq. (4) after realizing that the relative concentra-
tions are numerically equal to the absolute ones, that n ¼ cV
in any finite volume element V, and that cS0≅cS under the
assumption of cS≫cAS.

The analyte migrates with its own mobility, μA0. The ana-
lyte–selector complex migrates with a mobility of μAS. In the
simplest case of Fig. 1A, χAS ¼ 1� χA0 and the effective
mobility of the analyte results as [34, 42]

μA;eff ¼ χA0μA0 þ 1−χA0ð ÞμAS

¼ 1−χASð ÞμA0 þ χASμAS; ð5Þ

where χA0 is the fraction of the uncomplexed analyte [42] or
(equivalently) χAS is the degree of complexation [34]. After
expressing the molar ratios by means of Eqs. (2) and (3), the
well-known relation for the effective mobility of the analyte in
the ACE results,

μA;eff ¼
μA0 þ K

0
AScSμAS

1þ K
0
AScS

: ð6Þ

The binding constant, K
0
AS, depends on the ionic

strength (IS) of the BGE. The same applies to the
mobilites of the free analyte and the analyte–selector

complex. Thus Eq. (6) is generally valid but the IS-
condit ional parameters must be entered into it .
Typically, the parameters are determined at a certain IS
and thus the IS must be kept while changing the selector
concentration when applying Eq. (6). This causes
difficulties especially when permanently or weakly
acidic/basic selectors are used. Alternatively, the IS-
conditional parameters can be calculated from the ther-
modynamic (binding constant) or limiting (mobilities)
ones. We discuss the role of the IS of the BGE in more
detail in BIonic strength^. Equation (6) is often ascribed
to Wren and Row [43] (which has over 600 citations
since 1992) but it was already published in this exact
form by Guttman et al. in 1988 [42] in the context of
the employment of cyclodextrins incorporated within a
gel matrix. Explicit forms of Eq. (6) were given for neu-
tral analytes (μA0 ¼ 0 ) [44, 45] or neutral analyte–selec-
tor complexes (μAS ¼ 0 ) [46, 47]. In the former case the
selector has to be charged (μAS≠0 ) so as to mobilize the
sample, while the latter case is a consequence of analyte
and selector bearing the same but opposite charges. An
alternative form of Eq. (6) can be encountered in the
literature [48], although it does not seem to bring any
advantage.

Studies that primarily aim to determine the binding con-

stant, K
0
AS, often start with Eq. (6) expressed as [49]

K
0
AScS ¼

μA0−μA;eff

μA;eff−μAS
: ð7Þ

Other rearrangements lead to the so-called x-reciprocal, y-
reciprocal, and double-reciprocal linearized expressions [49],
respectively:

μA;eff−μA0

cS
¼ −K

0
AS μA;eff−μA0

� �þ K
0
AS μAS−μA0ð Þ; ð8aÞ

cS
μA:eff−μA0

¼ 1

μAS−μA0
cS þ 1

μAS−μA0
⋅

1

K
0
AS

; and ð8bÞ

1

μA;eff−μA0
¼ 1

μAS−μA0
⋅

1

K
0
AS

⋅
1

cS
þ 1

μAS−μA0
: ð8cÞ

Another approach to the linearization of Eq. (6), which is
somewhat similar to the x-reciprocal Eq. (8a) and enables
specific statistical treatment that we discuss in BOther ap-
proaches^, can be found in ref. [50]. Results (namely binding
constants) obtained by the different linearization approaches,
Eq. (8), and the nonlinear regression of Eq. (6) have been
compared in several studies showing that the obtained values
may or may not differ significantly [51–55]. Nevertheless,
Bowser and Chen demonstrated by Monte Carlo simulations
in 1998 that the data transformation causes a violation of sta-
tistical requirements on that data and thus is not recommended

Fig. 1 Complexation scheme.A Simple complexation. B Coupled acid–
base equilibrium
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[56, 57]. Linearization of the fundamental Eq. (6) seems rather
obsolete with the contemporary computational power and sta-
tistical tools. We recently published freeware CEval
(http://echmet.natur.cuni.cz/download) [58] that enables easy
evaluation of data from ACE measurements, automatic
estimation of the binding parameters by the linearized
equations, and subsequent nonlinear regression of Eq. (6).
On the other hand, the x-reciprocal rearrangement may be
advantageous for data visualization since it is sensitive to
possible nonlinearities, namely deviations from the 1:1
stoichiometry [59–61].

The existence of the weak interactions between the analyte
and the selector makes ACE comparable to chromatography.
This may bring about certain confusion reflected both in the
nomenclature (as briefly demonstrated in the BIntroduction^)
and the related theory. Bowser et al. [62] opened Ba potential
pathway to a unified separation science^ in 1997. Virtually the
same idea was published by Lelièvre et al. [63] that same year.
The authors realized the common nature between the molar
fraction, Eq. (2), and the chromatographic capacity (retention)
factor

k 0 ¼ nSF
nMF

; ð9Þ

where nSF represents the amount of the analyte adsorbed on
the stationary phase and nMF stands for that remaining in the
mobile phase. Denoting nMF≡n0 (aka the free analyte), it fol-
lows that

χi ¼
niX
nj

¼ ni=n0ð ÞX
nj=n0

� � ¼ k
0
iX
k

0
j

: ð10Þ

Consequently, Tiselius’ Eq. (1) is of general applicability in

separation sciences if k
0
i is defined as

k
0
i ¼

Amount of analyte of species i½ �
Amount of free analyte½ � ; ð11Þ

where the Bspecies i^ represents various analyte interac-
tions that can appear in the separation system.

Comparison between Eqs. (3) and (11) clearly shows that

the product of K
0
AScS in ACE gives the counterpart to the

retention factor, k
0
, in chromatography. Consequently,

Eq. (6) becomes

μA;eff ¼
1

1þ k 0
μA0 þ

k 0

1þ k 0
μAS ð12Þ

as also explicitly derived by Peng et al. in one of their
subsequent papers [64]. Although the chromatographic
approach to the effective mobility provided its educative
purpose in the early days of ACE, it seduces one to
think of the ACE systems as chromatographic ones,
which is not always appropriate [7, 8, 33, 38]. For this
reason we consider it best avoided nowadays. See the
ESM for additional information on the chromatographic
concept in ACE.

Acid–base equilibria

Only rare analytes are permanently charged or neutral
molecules. Usually they bear one or more ionizable
(acidic or basic) groups. Monovalent analytes are com-
mon. Larger molecules can often be treated as Bstepwise
ionizable^ in the entire pH range as long as the pKa

values of all individual ionizable groups are sufficiently
different. Thus the natural extension of Eq. (6) is to
account for monovalent weakly acidic and basic
analytes. By Bmonovalent^ we mean that only one ion-
izable group is considered at a time in the sense of the
Bstepwise ionization^. Thus the protonated form of an
acidic analyte does not necessarily need to be the neu-
tral one and the same applies to the deprotonated form
of a basic analyte. This situation is depicted in Fig. 1B.
The protonated/deprotonated forms of the analyte are
denoted by subscripts þH½ � / �H½ � respectively, so as
not to impose a perception of any charge state.

The complete solution was published by Williams and
Vigh in 1997 [65]. After expressing the molar fractions, xi,
for the individual forms of the weak acid or base in Fig. 1B, its
effective mobility results as

μA;eff ¼
μA −H½ � þ μAS −H½ �K

0
AS −H½ �cS þ Kmix

protaH3Oþ � μA þH½ � þ μAS þH½ �K
0
AS þH½ �cS

� �

1þ K
0
AS −H½ �cS þ Kmix

protaH3Oþ � 1þ K
0
AS þH½ �cS

� � : ð13Þ

In Eq. (13), subscripts A and AS refer to the free analyte

(acid or base) and the analyte–selector complex. μ and K
0

stand for electrophoretic mobilities and apparent equilibrium

constants (cf. Fig. 1B), respectively. Kmix
prot is the so-called
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mixed protonation constant, either of the acid or the base. For

acids, Kmix
prot ¼ 1=Kmix

A , for bases, Kmix
prot ¼ Kmix

B =KW, where

Kmix
A is a mixed acidity constant, Kmix

B is a mixed basicity
constant andKW ¼ aH3Oþ � aOH� is the ionic product of water.
Finally, aH3Oþ and aOH� are activities of hydroxonium and
hydroxide ions in a BGE, respectively. Equation (13) does

not originally contain the Kmix
protaH3Oþ product, but it was

expressed in terms of K
0
protcH3O

þ , i.e., an apparent protonation

constant and a concentration of hydroxonium ions. Using the

product of Kmix
protaH3Oþ is more appropriate though [66], and

thus we will use it throughout this paper (cf. the ESM). Notice
that the mixed constant applies only in the context of the acid–
base equilibrium. The complexation equilibria are described
by apparent binding constants. The activity of the
hydroxonium ions can be obtained directly from a measure-
ment of pH ¼ �logaH3O

þ . The only precaution is needed re-

garding IS of the BGE. As a matter of fact, Kmix
prot actually

results when the protonation constant is determined by means
of the CE (a dependence of the effective mobility of a weakly
acidic/basic analyte on pH at a constant IS) [66] and thus can
be directly used for the purpose of Eq. (13). Another approach
was adopted in one of our very recent studies [67]. From
Eq. (15a) given below it follows that

Kmix
protaH3Oþ ¼ μA0 −H½ �−μpH

A0

μpH
A0−μA0 þH½ �

; ð14Þ

where μpH
A0 is the mobility of the analyte at the given pH (and

IS) without presence of any selector. All mobilities in Eq. (14)
are easily accessible experimentally and the resulting product
of Eq. (14) can be input into Eq. (13) when the analysis is
performed at defined pH and IS with changing cS only.
Derivation of Eq. (13) is a relatively simple task. For example
Rizzi summarized the derivation process in a highly instruc-
tive way in his review paper in 2001 [34]. On the other hand,
this enabled various authors to make this derivation from
scratch; this resulted in numerous different-looking expres-
sions, additionally depending on whether acids or basis were
of interest [26, 65–70].We explore these expressions and their
mutual relations in the ESM.

Lelièvre, Gareil, and Jardy [63] expressed the dependence of
the effective mobility of an analyte on its ionization state and the
concentration of the selector in terms of pH-conditional parame-
ters.Theconditionalconstantswerereferredtoasapparentones in
the originalwork. In one of our recent papers [67]we used a term
Boverall^. However, the adjective Bconditional^ is the more ap-
propriate from the physicochemical point of view [71]. In the
frame of the last paragraph, the parameters were actually cH3Oþ -
conditional, i.e., requiring constant concentration of the
hydroxonium ions. Nevertheless, we can adopt the concept of
themixedprotonationconstants,whichwillmake themodel truly

pH-conditional.The resulting formula takes the sameformas that
for the effectivemobility in simple systems, Eq. (6):

μA;eff
μpH
A0 þ μpH

ASK
pH
AScS

1þ KpH
AScS

; ð15Þ

with

μpH
A0 ¼

μA −H½ � þ μA þH½ �Kmix
protaH3Oþ

1þ Kmix
protaH3Oþ

; ð15aÞ

μpH
AS ¼ μAS −H½ �K

0
AS −H½ � þ μAS þH½ �K

0
AS þH½ �Kmix

protaH3Oþ

K
0
AS −H½ � þ K

0
AS þH½ �Kmix

protaH3Oþ
; and ð15bÞ

KpH
AS ¼ K

0
AS −H½ � þ K

0
AS þH½ �Kmix

protaH3Oþ

1þ Kmix
protaH3Oþ

: ð15cÞ

Notice that not only pH but also IS of the BGE must be
kept constant to ensure the validity of Eq. (15). The IS-

conditional equilibrium constants, K
0
AS and Kmix

prot, make the

pH-conditional parameters, Eqs. (15a–15c), IS-conditional,
too. Equations (15a–15c) appear in a different form from that
in the original paper [63]. We deliberately applied some rear-
rangements to give them the shape resembling Eq. (13). See
the ESM for details. Mofaddel et al. [54] further extended the
pH-conditional model by considering two simultaneously dis-
sociating acidic groups of binols. The prime message is that
even such complicated systems can be treated from the pH-
conditional perspective and the protonation equilibria can be
omitted as long as the pH (and IS) stays constant.

The pH-conditional mobilities and binding constants can
be obtained in yet another way, which is of general applica-
bility for systems with multiple equilibria. For this reason we
briefly introduce the rearrangement strategy in the ESM, too.
On the other hand, when the pH dependency is taken into
account but the concentration of the selector, cS, is kept con-
stant, the same rearrangement (ESM) can be applied to
Eq. (13) with respect to the aH3O

þ , rather than cS, yielding

μA;eff ¼
μcS
A −H½ � þ μcS

A þH½ �K
mix;cS
prot aH3Oþ

1þ Kmix;cS
prot aH3Oþ

; ð16Þ

where

μcS
A −H½ � ¼

μA −H½ � þ μAS −H½ �K
0
AS −H½ �cS

1þ K
0
AS −H½ �cS

; ð16aÞ

μcS
A þH½ � ¼

μA þH½ � þ μAS þH½ �K
0
AS þH½ �cS

1þ K
0
AS þH½ �cS

; and ð16bÞ

Kmix;cS
prot ¼ 1þ K

0
AS þH½ �cS

1þ K
0
AS −H½ �cS

⋅Kmix
prot ¼ ZprotKmix

prot ð16cÞ
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are the cS -conditional parameters. Specifically, Kmix;cS
prot is the

cS -conditional (mixed) protonation constant. Equation (16b)
implies pKmix;cS

prot ¼ pKmix
prot þ pZprot. This means that the sys-

tem behaves as if no selector was present but the pKmix
prot value

was shifted by a factor of pZprot. This effect is known as the
complexation-induced pKA shift. We recapitulate the key pa-
pers [72–77] in the ESM. More studies are summarized in the
review paper [7]. A list of related studies (not limited to elec-
trophoresis) is also provided in the introduction of ref. [78].
Yet again, the cS -conditional constants, Eqs. (16a–16c) are
simultaneously IS-conditional.

Multiple equilibria

Separation systems with two or more selectors, i.e., dual- or
multi-selector systems, respectively, are often encountered in
ACE. The former occurs in an attempt to increase the separa-
tion efficiency (cf., e.g., [35]), whereas the latter out of neces-
sity since commercial derivatives of selectors (namely func-
tionalized cyclodextrins) are usually produced as mixtures of
isomers [40, 79–82]. We reviewed the theoretical aspects of
ACE separations in such systems recently [31].

When an analyte interacts with a mixture of selectors and
the requirements of the fast equilibria, the 1:1 stoichiometry,
and the large amount of the selector are fulfilled for every
analyte–selector interaction, the effective mobility of the ana-
lyte results as a straightforward extension of Eq. (6),

μeff
A ¼ μA0 þ μAS 1½ �K

0
AS 1½ �cS 1½ � þ⋯þ μAS N½ �K

0
AS N½ �cS N½ �

1þ K
0
AS 1½ �cS 1½ � þ⋯K

0
AS N½ �cS N½ �

: ð17Þ

Equation (16c) was expressed in terms of the capacity fac-
tors, Eq. (11), from the Bunified separation science^ approach
by Bowser et al. [64] and derived by Lurie et al. earlier in 1994
[83] for dual-selector systems (N ¼ 2 ). The indexes 1½ �… N½ �
refer to the first up to theN-th selector in the mixture.When all
concentrations of the selectors in the mixture are kept constant
except one, e.g., the first one (cS 1½ � ), the rearrangement intro-
duced in the ESM provides the cS 1½ � -conditional parameters.
Similarly to the previous cases, such parameters are IS-condi-
tional, too. They were originally published for dual-selector
systems [84] but we provide universal formulas here:

μ
c
S 1½ �
A0 ¼

μA0 þ
X N

q¼2
μAS q½ �K

0
AS q½ �cS q½ �

1þ
X N

q¼2
K

0
AS q½ �cS q½ �

; ð18aÞ

μ
c
S 1½ �
AS ¼ μAS 1½ � ; and ð18bÞ

K
0c
S 1½ �

AS ¼ K
0
AS 1½ �

1þ
X N

q¼2
K

0
AS q½ �cS q½ �

: ð18cÞ

Alternatively, the mixture composition may be held con-
stant while changing its total (analytical) concentration. So
every selector concentration can be expressed as
cS q½ � ¼ χqcS, where χq is the (constant) molar fraction of the

q-th selector in the mixture and cS now represents the total
concentration of the mixture. Then, the same rearrangement
yields the χ-conditional (and simultaneously IS-conditional)
parameters [85, 86],

μχ
A0 ¼ μA0; ð19aÞ

μχ
AS ¼

X N

q¼1
μAS q½ �K

0
AS q½ �χq

K
0χ
AS

; and ð19bÞ

K
0χ
AS ¼

XN
q¼1

K
0
AS q½ �χq: ð19cÞ

We give preference to the χ-conditional perspective for two
reasons. First, theχ parameter is well constrained between 0 and
1, which makes the inspection of the parametric space of the
effective mobility easier in the case of dual-selector systems.
Second, the χ-conditional perspective is natural to the multi-
selector systems composedof amixture ofunknownbut constant
composition.Themodel can explain the extraordinary selectivity
of randomly charged CDs as often encountered in practice [87].
Recently we showed that the χ-conditional perspective enables
determination of relative enantiomer migration order of enantio-
mers using a racemic sample [88]. If an enantiomer A migrates
first with one single selector, it is possible to decide whether the
first migrating enantiomer with another selector is also the enan-
tiomer A or it is the opposite one. Such a decision can be made
without the need of having the pure enantiomers available if the
two selectors are combined into a dual-selector mixture in a de-
finedway.Thisallowsforassigning thecomplexationparameters
obtained in single-selector systems to the correct enantiomeric
forms as necessary for computation of theχ-conditional parame-
ters, Eq. (19), e.g., for subsequent method optimization.

For the Btotal concentration^ of the mixture it applies

cS ¼
XN
q¼1

cS q½ � ¼
X N

q¼1
nS q½ �

V
: ð20Þ

Equation (19a) may come in useful especially when dealing
with deliberately prepared mixtures, typically the dual-selector
ones, for which the individual values of nS q½ � or cS q½ � are known.
When, on the other hand, dealing with mixtures of constant, yet
unknown, composition, it is best to express the total concertation,
cS, and the χ-contitional binding constants in terms of masses.
Additionally, onemaybe unsurewhether or not theχ-contitional
parameters can be further combined into yet other χ-contitional
parameters. To illustrate such a need, imagine that two
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commercialmixtures ofCDderivatives are to be combined into a
finalBdual-selector^-likemixture.Although intuitively accepted,
this problemhas apparently never been addressed in the literature
explicitly.We provide a proof that it is indeed so in the ESM.

Another example of a multiple analyte–selector interaction
is represented by chiral separations of cis-diols (and related
compounds, such as saccharides) in borate buffers. The bo-
rate–diol interaction provides achiral resolution of analytes or
mobilizes the neutral ones, while addition of a chiral selector,
typically cyclodextrin, allows for the chiral recognition. We
again provide detailed discussion on the key papers [89–92] in
the ESM. The theoretical treatment of such coupled equilibria
shows that the χ-conditional perspective has stronger limits
than the cS 1½ � -conditional (or any equivalent) one. The 1:1
stoichiometry is the only prerequisite for the latter, while no
mixed complexes are an additional constrain put on the for-
mer. Apart from multiple interactions among one analyte and
a mixture of selectors, one can imagine multiple interactions
between one analyte and one selector, yet occurring among
various binding sites. This issue was addressed by Asnin and
Nikitina only recently in 2014 [93]. Their model aimed exclu-
sively at the 1:1 complexation stoichiometry, which means
that a certain portion of the molecules of the analyte interacts
with the selector through an interaction BA^, another portion
through an interaction BB^, etc., but these interaction modes
are independent of each other and there is no space for a mixed
mode. The model is also summarized in the ESM. In brief, the
theory reveals that what manifests itself as a single analyte–
selector interaction can actually be made up of more elemen-
tary equilibria (between one analyte and one selector) that,
however, remain hidden and inaccessible.

Despite the long-term existence of the above equations, we
identified in our recent review [31] that a model that would
adequately describe both complexation equilibria with multi-
ple selectors and acid–base equilibria was still missing. This
led us to formulation of the so-called MAMS -conditional
parameters in our recent work in 2015 [94]. The MAMS no-
menclature shortens the Bmulti-analyte multi-selector^ model
and the parameters are also IS-conditional, as usual. The mod-
el is designed for an analyte that exists in L forms among
which fast equilibria are established. The L forms are not
specified but the protonated/deprotonated forms of a weakly
acidic/basic/amphoteric compound are definitely of prime in-
terest. Such compounds are no longer limited to monovalent
or Bstepwise ionizable^ ones. These L forms of the analyte are
allowed to interact with N selectors under the exclusive 1:1
stoichiometry and no mixed interactions. Noticeably, R out of
the N selectors (R≤N ) may alternatively represent R
(de)protonated forms of weakly acidic/basic selector(s). The
conditional parameters read

μMAMS
A0 ¼

X L

i¼1
χi0μA0 i½ � ; ð21aÞ

μMAMS
AS ¼

X L

i¼1
χi0

X N

q¼1
μAS i½ � q½ �K

0
AS i½ � q½ �χq

K
0χ
AS

; and ð21bÞ

K
0MAMS
AS ¼

XL

i¼1

χi0

XN
q¼1

K
0
AS i½ � q½ �χq; ð21cÞ

where χi0 is the molar fraction of the i-th form of the free (not
complexed) analyte, μA0 i½ � are their (the i-th forms’) electro-
phoretic mobilities, KAS i½ � q½ �0 are apparent binding constants
between the i-th form of the analyte and the q-th (form of the)
selector, μAS i½ � j½ � are the electrophoretic mobilities of such
complexes, and χq are the molar fractions of each q-th (r-th
form of the) selector.

The most important outcomes of the model—as discussed
in more detail in the ESM—are the following. First, the molar
fractions of the free analyte, χi0, can be evaluated, e.g., from
the given pH without the need to take the complexation into
account if the Kprot

mix constants are known for every ionization
state (cf., e.g., [95, 96]). The same possibly holds true for the
fractions of, χq (aka χr), if a weakly acidic/basic selector is
present alone or in a mixture. The latter must be applied with
caution that the selector—being present in a large amount—
may participate in the buffering properties of the BGE and
also significantly contribute to the IS of the BGE, which both
would invalidate this approach. Having the values of χi0 and
χq in hand, one can deduce theMAMS-conditional parameters
directly from Eq. (21). Similarly, pH-conditional parameters
can be determined at defined pH (and IS) for several selectors
(or several mixtures of selectors) and simply combined into
the χ-conditional parameters, Eq. (19). Likewise, the χ-con-
ditional parameters can be determined with a mixture of se-
lectors and inserted into any of the pH-dependent models; this
latter case is only applicable to mixtures of neutral or perma-
nently charged selectors. Such a method was demonstrated in
the experimental part of one study [67]. It was observed that
the χ-conditional parameters can be evaluated from the pH-
conditional ones (a partially dissociated weakly acidic ana-
lyte) with an excellent precision. The precision was not so
perfect in the opposite case of inputting the χ-conditional
parameters (of a mixture of selectors) into the pH-
conditional model. This was attributed to the difficulties with
which the complexation constant of the neutral form of the
weakly acidic analyte are determined (regardless of whether
the selector is a single compound or a mixture). Nevertheless
the pH-conditional parameters were still satisfactory for prac-
tical use.

Violating the basic assumptions

Apart from the 1:1 complexation stoichiometry (which is tak-
en as granted here), fast equilibrium rate, sufficient excess of
the selector, and the requirement that the selector does not
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interact with any component of the BGE are the prime prereq-
uisites of the aforementioned models. We briefly summarize
consequences of violating these assumptions in this section.

If the complexation equilibrium is not accomplished with
fast enough rates, the peak (zone) of the analyte broadens,
while it eventually splits into two peaks interconnected with
an intermediate plateau at medium reaction rates, until the
peaks become completely separated at slow reaction rates
[97]. The process is characterized by two characteristic times,

teq ¼ 1

kþ ⋅ cS0 þ k−
ð22Þ

and

tsep ¼ w
jvA0−vASj ; ð23Þ

where k+ is the rate constant of the complex formation, k− is
that of the complex dissociation, w is the width of the initial
zone, and v stands for velocities. (Other authors define tsep as
half of the value of Eq. (23) [98].) It is possible to determine
the individual rate constants, k+ and k−, from the specific peak
shape distribution caused by the slow kinetics. The most rel-
evant outcome for our purposes, however, is that the peak
shape distribution was indistinguishable from the one that
would result if no complexation equilibrium took place by
computer simulation with tsep/teq > 10. This relation along
with Eqs. (22) and (23) somewhat quantifies the adjective
Bfast^ used to describe the equilibrium rates.

If the selector is present in small amounts, the effective
mobility of the analyte is not affected but nonlinear peak dis-
persion occurs. Some authors tried to calculate the free
amount of the selector, cS0, in the sample zone in an attempt
to compensate for the selector consumption in Eq. (6)
[99–101] (see ESM). However, such a procedure is not ade-
quate. Le Saux, Varenne, and Gareil [102] reported highly
convincing experimental evidence that the analyte peak be-
comes HVL-distorted with decreasing selector/analyte con-
centration ratio, where HVL stands for the Haarhoff–Van der
Linde function (see the ESM). The HVL function was proven
to be an exact solution of the linearized governing equations
of capillary zone electrophoresis (CZE) with a first-order non-
linear term (yet not concerning the complexation equilibrium)
[103, 104]. We made the same conclusion as Le Saux et al. on
the basis of a series of papers combining experiments, com-
puter simulations, and computations by means of the linear-
ized theory of CZE (newly partially accounting for the com-
plexation equilibrium, too) [105–109]. The complexation-
induced distortion in ACE can be understood when realizing
that there is always low enough concentration of the analyte at
the diffusive edges of its migrating zone (peak). Consumption
of the selector can be severe only inside the zone. Thus the
peak edges migrate with the expected mobility, Eq. (6), while

the possible consumption of the selector pushes the peak apex
out of its central position. More about this topic can be found
in the ESM. These findings provide a strong reasoning for
using the HVL function for peak evaluations in ACE. The
a1 parameter of the fitted HVL function is the proper migra-
tion time that should be used for the effective mobility calcu-
lations. To the contrary, the migration time should not be read
from the peak apex since it can be shifted out of its expected
position. The CEval software introduced above [58] performs
automated estimates of the HVL parameters followed by a
HVL fitting procedure and reading the effective mobility from
the a1 parameter.

Presence of any selector, even a neutral one, can alter
the BGE properties if any of the BGE components inter-
acts with it [78, 110]. The interacting component is pos-
sibly subject to the complexation-induced pKA (generally
pKprot) shift (cf. BAcid–base equilibria^ and the ESM).
Consequently, the pH of the buffer may be compromised.
pH shifts as high as 0.5 pH units were recently reported
with some common buffer constituents (benzoic acid,
CHES) and neutral CDs at a concentration as low as
10 mM. When complexation parameters are determined
in such systems, they become conditional to that one
particular system only (cf. Eq. (18a)). An almost 20-
fold biased value of a binding constant determined in
such an interacting BGE has been reported [110].
Additionally, the mobility of system peaks is affected in
this way. The authors also demonstrated a complete de-
terioration of an otherwise promising separation as a re-
sult of these side effects. On the basis of these results it
was concluded that clearly—but against the contempo-
rary usual practice—the pH of the buffer should always
be controlled after the addition of the complexation agent
(even a neutral chiral selector) to reveal a possible com-
plexation with the constituents of the buffer.

Noticeably, the complexation-induced distortion and dete-
rioration of the BGE properties have been studied for a few
neutral CDs only. The theory has not been completed for
charged selectors, or mixtures of selectors. It is only partially
completed for coupled complexation and acid–base equilibria.
System peaks in ACE present yet another open problem.

Viscosity

Selectors in ACE are typically large molecules, such as
cyclodextrins, macrocyclic antibiotics, or even polysac-
charides and polycyclodextrins [111, 112]. The addition
of such molecules into the BGE undoubtedly alters elec-
trophoretic moblities of ions (including that of the ana-
lyte and the analyte–selector complex). The related the-
ory is reviewed, e.g., in a book by Robinson and Stokes
[113] and a paper by Sadek [114]. We recapitulate the
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main ideas in the ESM. In brief, a correction factor, v,
is introduced,

v ¼ ηs
η0
; ð24Þ

which provides conversion from the mobility measured
in a BGE of viscosity ηs to the reference BGE of vis-
cos i ty η0 ( the so-cal led Walden ’s ru le [113] ,
μ ⋅ η = const). Consequently, Eq. (6) becomes either

v⋅μA;e f f ¼
μA0 þ μASK

′
AScS

1þ K ′
AScS

ð25aÞ

or

μA;e f f ¼
μA0 þ μASK

′
AScS

1þ K ′
AScS

⋅
1

v
ð25bÞ

depending on whether the model parameters are to be
determined from the effective mobility data or the ef-
fective mobility is to be predicted from the model pa-
rameters, respectively. The essential problem with the
viscosity correction factor, Eq. (25), is that Walden’s
rule is by far not ultimate. This fact apparently did
not prevent this correction from becoming uncritically
popular in ACE applications, which inspires us to make
a relatively detailed discussion on this topic herein.

The correction factor (aka the relative viscosity) is deter-
mined in several ways in ACE: directly, by determining the
individual viscosities η0 and ηS [115], or indirectly employing
the CZE instrumentation. Typical indirect measurements con-
sist in determination of (subscripts s and 0 refer to Bwith^ and
Bwithout the addition of the selector^, respectively): (i) tS/t0,
where t is the time required to push the solution through the
capillary by a defined pressure [116], (ii) I0/IS, where I is the
current in the capillary at a constant voltage [43, 117], (iii)G0/
GS and κ0/κS where G is conductance, G = I/U, at constant
power, U is voltage across the capillary, and κ is conductivity
of the BGE [118], (iv) tMS/tM0, where tM is a migration time of
an indifferent marker [119]. When viscosity of the solution is
determined by means of external instrumentation, the bulk
viscosity is measured rather than its effect on the movement
of ions. The same applies to method (i) above that effectively
turns the CZE instrumentation into a viscometer. Using the
CZE instrumentation for the viscosity measurements (in the
role of a viscometer) was somewhat validated within the study
by Shibukawa et al. [119] or Fanali and Boček (who weighed
the vials rather than reading times t0 and ts) [120]. The relative
viscosity generally increases with increasing concentration of
the additive in a nonlinear manner [113, 115, 120]. Several
studies [45, 58, 70 122, 123] nevertheless show that a linear
dependence,

v ¼ r⋅cS þ 1; ð26Þ

is often obeyed with an excellent precision within the range of
the selector concentrations used. In Eq. (26), r is an empirical
constant that has to be determined. In some studies [70, 121,
122] the intercept of Eq. (26) was also subject to the linear
regression. This is indeed unrealistic (vj cS¼0½ �≡1 ) and the

intercept should always be fixed to 1 during the regression.

Relations among the various correction factors

Østergaard et al. [118] investigated mobility ratios, μ0/μS, for
various analytes (pharmaceuticals and two bile salts) in
glycerol-altered BGEs. Glycerol was supposed not to interact
with the analytes. We reprocessed the data and provide a
graphical comparison in Fig. 2A. If Walden’s rule applied,
the mobility ratios would equal the relative viscosities, where-
as Fig. 2A clearly displays that it is not so. Interestingly, the
graphical data reveal that not only are some compounds less
affected by the viscosity changes than Walden’s rule suggests
but other compounds are influenced to a higher extent than the
mere viscosity change can account for (which is inconsistent
with the underlying theory recapped in the ESM). Aware of
this discrepancy, the authors attributed it to an observed de-
crease in temperature or possible IS effects. Alternatively
though, the data may just reflect the true nature of the problem
since the theory of migration under the influence of a non-
electrolyte is definitely not a closed issue yet. In any case,
Fig. 2 in the original study demonstrates that the anticipated
constancy of the Walden’s product strongly improves if the
relative viscosity or current is applied as the correction factor
to the effective mobilities. Such an observation can be under-
stood when realizing that the effective mobilities of the
analytes drop roughly by 45 % (calculated as (μ0 − μS)/μ0 =
1 − (μ0/μS)

− 1) as a result of the presence of glycerol, while
they do not deviate from the relative viscosity trend by more
than 8 % (cf. Fig. 2A).

The relative viscosity and current ratio worked com-
parably well in the case of glycerol in the study by
Østergaard et al. The comparison between these two
correction factors is depicted in Fig. 2B (we present
the BGE dilution corrected values only; see the ESM
for details). An agreement between the relative viscosity
and current ratio was reported by other authors at low
concentrations of cyclodextrins, too. A maximal relative
v i s co s i t y o f 1 .32 ( co r r e spond ing to 75 mM
methylated-β-CD) was achieved in one study [43]; al-
though this information was not available in another
study [123], the hydroxypropyl-β-CD concentration did
not exceed 20 mM in that case. Lemesle-Lamache et al.
[117] reported a 1:1 relation between relative viscosity
and current ratio up to concentrations of β-CD of
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200 mM (v ≅ 2.2). Nevertheless, a closer look at the
data plot (Fig. 3 in the original paper) reveals that the

current ratio might have followed the relative viscosity
well up to the values of v ≅ 1.3 while it possibly started

Fig. 2 Correlation of the (BGE dilution corrected) values of relative
current (I*), relative conductivity (k*), relative conductance (G*); and
mobility ratios of non-interacting ions, lidocain (LA), propranolol (PA),
benzoic acid (BA), Dibucaine (DA), imipramine (IA), ibuprofen (IB),
piroxicam (PX), warfarin (WF), glycocholate (GC), glycodeoxycholate
(GDC)—see ESM for chemical structures—with the relative viscosity

measured by the ratio of times needed to push the solution through the
capillary by a defined pressure. A viscosity altered by glycerol; B viscos-
ity altered by glycerol; C viscosity altered by cyclodextrin. Left absolute
values, diagonal line shows the ideal match; Right relative differences to
the absolute match (diagonal line in the right panel). Data reprocessed
from the study by Østergaard et al. (2009)
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deviating at the higher values of the relative viscosity
(however, there are not enough data points in the study
to make a solid conclusion).

These results may seduce one to a conclusion that de-
termining the current ratio is an equivalent alternative to
the relative viscosity. It may well be so but only at rather
low relative viscosities (selector concentrations). Taking
the tS/t0 ratio as a reference, Østergaard et al. [118] also
showed that other methods (current, conductivity, or con-
ductance ratios) provided systematically lower correction
factors than the relative viscosity when a CD (instead of
glycerol) was present in the BGE. The results are less
optimistic than the aforementioned studies, indicating that
the current or conductivity ratios approximately match the
relative viscosity at the lowest CD concentrations only
(cf. Fig. 2C). The opposite conclusion made for glycerol
(v up to 1.7; equivalent CD concentration of 100 mM)
was attributed to the fact that glycerol is a much smaller
molecule than the CD, comparable in size to the BGE
ions. Shibukawa et al. [119] provided highly convincing
results that univocally prefer the current ratio over the
relative viscosity. They determined both the current ratio
and the mobility ratio of (presumably non-interacting)
ascorbic acid in the presence of γ-CD. The current ratio
started deviating from the relative viscosity at values of
approx. 1.8 and the deviation grew up to v ≅ 4.5, I0/Is ≅ 3.3
(approximate values read from data plot) at 250 mM γ-
CD. To the contrary, the mobility ratio of the acid follow-
ed the relative current nearly perfectly up to the highest
CD concentrations.

The fact that the relative viscosity (or rather current ratio)
accounts for a big portion of the change in the electrophoretic
mobility of non-interacting ions not only justifies the applica-
tion of such correction factors but even makes them essential
especially for the weakly interacting analytes in ACE. Penn
et al. discussed in 1994 [99] that if the binding constant is of
the order of 100 M−1 or less, the relative viscosity as low as
1.02 easily overweighs the actual binding effect at low selec-
tor concentrations. At high selector concentrations the binding
effect is significant enough but then so is the viscosity of the
BGE [100] as well as the deviation of the effective mobility
from Walden’s rule [119]. Unfortunately though, the current
ratio is only applicable when neutral selectors are used for
obvious reasons, while the relative viscosity seems to be an
appropriate choice only at low selector concentrations.
Finally, Vespalec and Boček [71] pointed out that cyclodex-
trins are relatively small molecules (in contrast to, e.g., poly-
merized CDs) so that the bulk viscosity of the BGE should be
sufficiently relevant. Figure 2 as well as the results by
Shibukawa et al. indicate that the viscosity changes caused
by the presence of CDs in the BGE do not fully correlate with
mobility changes of small ions and the same can apply even to
as small additives as glycerol.

Using a mobility standard

Britz-McKibbin and Chen used a non-interacting analyte as a
mobility standard (MOS) for viscosity corrections in their at-
tempt to accurately describe weak analyte–additive interac-
tions by capillary electrophoresis [124]. When the effective
mobilities were corrected to the relative viscosity only, the
dependences of μA,eff vs. cS did not follow the hyperbolic
pattern of Eq. (6) and the product of μA·v was by far not
constant for non-interacting analytes. The situation substan-
tially improved by applying a correction factor v' = μMOS,S/
μMOS,0, i.e., a mobility ratio analogous to that depicted in
Fig. 2A. The authors attributed the difference between v and
v' to the fact that the selector alters both the viscosity and the
dielectric properties of the BGE. They originally expressed v'
as v ′ = v ⋅ vδ where vδ is supposed to be the relative dielectric
correction factor. Although this idea is consistent with the
basic theory provided in the ESM and the vδ values were
reported as closely matching those obtained for glucose in
the literature, the study leaves the hypothesis of altering the
dielectric properties of the BGE rather open. The way in
which the parameter vδ was determined and used would be
perhaps better reflected by concluding that a MOS helps in
improving the results no matter what the real cause of v' ≠ v is.
Similarly, the ascorbic acid used by Shibukawa et al. [59] was
actually meant as a MOS.

Other authors realized that even the electroosmotic flow
(EOF) can be used as the MOS since it is—similarly to the
ion mobility (see the ESM)—inversely proportional to the
viscosity of the solution,

μEOF ¼ ∈ζ
4πη

; ð27Þ

potential of the capillary wall. Valkó et al. [125] reported a
constant Walden’s product for the EOF in a phosphate buffer
up to concentrations of γ-CD of 100 mM and consequently
used the EOF as a MOS for determination of binding con-
stants of mandelic acid with the CD. The constant Walden’s
product for the EOF is in accordance with the study by
Shibukawa et al. [59] who made the same observation in the
same buffer up to 250 mM of γ-CD. Interestingly, Lemesle-
Lamache et al. [117] reported just the opposite. They claimed
the EOF mobility ratio did not correspond to the relative vis-
cosity (β-CD, maximal v of 2.5). Unfortunately, the data are
not really convincing in this case since they are rather
scattered, and what manifests itself as a nonlinear relationship
might be alternatively seen as a high variance caused by an
unstable EOF. However, the constantWalden’s product for the
EOF up to the highest relative viscosities simultaneously
raises doubts about using the EOF as a MOS. It rather
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indicates that the EOF happens to be an excellent marker of
the bulk viscosity (which seems reasonable), whereas the bulk
viscosity is not always decisive for the small ions (analytes) as
discussed in the previous section. This is perfectly demonstrat-
ed in the aforementioned study by Shibukawa et al. [59].

Yang, Bose, and Hage [126] showed (both theoretically
and experimentally) that the reproducibility of the moblities
and migration times in general CE improves significantly by
considering a mobility ratio M = μ'A/μMOS or migration time
ratio Rt = tA/tMOS where the subscripts A andMOS refer to the
analyte and the mobility standard, respectively. The MOS has
a similar role here as in the previous cases but it is used in a
different manner now. The mobility of the analyte is not mul-
tiplied by a correction factor based on the mobilities of the
MOS with and without the addition of the selector, but a new
parameter is introduced that is evaluated instead of the
analyte’s mobility. Furthermore, the correction is applied to
the apparent mobility of the analyte, μ'A, not the effective
one, μA,eff, in the original paper by Yang, Bose, and Hage.
The EOF is also applicable as a MOS in general but we al-
ready discussed that such practice is doubtful in ACE. The
two ratios not only account for the viscosity effects but also
do not depend on the experimental setup (capillary length,
detector position, voltage, temperature), thereby making the
method more robust. It is not completely independent of other
effects that alter the EOF, though. The authors also stated that
BM can be used…where it is desirable to relate…migration to
fundamental parameters of the system, such as… binding to
agents that have been added to the running buffer .̂
Nevertheless, the meaning of this statement actually was—
as demonstrated experimentally—that the M or Rt parameter
compensates the effects the additives have on non-interacting
analytes. Kawaoka and Gomez [127] realized that the x-recip-
rocal transformation of Eq. (6) can be equivalently expressed
in terms of the mobility ratio, M, and they determined some
binding constants (though using the EOF as the MOS) in this
way. We give a more general proof in the ESM showing that
the M parameter obeys Eq. (6) exactly. The resulting binding
constant,K'AS, is identical to that obtained in the standard way
but the related mobility of the free analyte, μA0, and that of the
analyte–selector complex, μAS, result in terms of the M pa-
rameter. Subsequently, the original mobilities must be back-
calculated from these parameters. (The situation is not so
simple in the case of the Rt parameter as shown in the
ESM.) Two mobility standards are required to take advantage
of the robustness of the M and Rt parameters and simulta-
neously work with the mobilities directly [128]. Such an ap-
proach also has general applicability in CE, and the inventors
demonstrated its applicability in ACE measurements, too
[129, 130]. In our opinion this latter approach better accounts
for various instabilities in CE, including the EOF; however, it
requires two MOSs, which can cause difficulties in ACE. If
the M parameter is to be used, we would additionally suggest

to base it on the effective mobility, μA,eff, rather than the ap-
parent one, μ'A (cf. ESM).

The use of a MOS may seem the best idea to cope with the
side effects caused be the presence of the selector.
Unfortunately even this cannot be applied without caution.
The problem with using the EOF as a MOS has been already
discussed. The selector may further alter the zeta potential of
the capillary wall [131], which would make the entire ap-
proach of no use. If an internal standard is used as the MOS,
it should resemble the analyte as much as possible, which
contradicts the requirement of the MOS not to interact with
the selector. Additionally, another interesting finding results
from the study by Østergaard et al. [121]. The visual similarity
of tested compounds does not imply their similar sensitivity to
the presence of an additive. When data in Fig. 2A are com-
pared to chemical structures of the compounds (available in
the ESM) it turns out that, for example, benzoic acid (orange
hexagons) does not follow ibuprofen (violet squares), its clos-
est molecule by visual comparison, but it perfectly overlaps
with dibucaine (green diamonds), a molecule that looks some-
what different. Similarly, benzoic acid is the smallest of the
tested compounds but lidocaine (brown pentagons) is the least
affected by the viscosity changes whereas ibuprofen, the
smallest molecule but one, approaches the largest ones.
Several observations of this kind can be made. Only the very
large molecules (triangles) somewhat cluster together, but
again piroxicam and warfarin (rightward and leftward trian-
gles) are the most sensitive to the viscosity changes even
though they are apparently smaller than the bile salts (upward
and downward triangles). In fact, using, e.g., benzoic acid as a
MOS for ibuprofen (under the conditions of Fig. 2A) would
even worsen the situation compared to the simple relative
viscosity correction as benzoic acid deviates systematically
negatively while ibuprofen deviates positively from the rela-
tive viscosity.

Other approaches

Barták et al. [132, 133] took advantage of the lineariza-
tion of Eq. (6) and applied an advanced statistical ap-
proach to the evaluation of binding constants in ACE.
A perfect linear dependence would result after lineariza-
tion if the effective mobility of an analyte was influenced
by nothing but the mere interaction with the selector.
Further, only a slight deviation from linearity is expected
if the effective mobility is not disturbed by the viscosity
(or other) effects too much. On the other hand, real ex-
perimental data are always of a random nature so that the
nonlinearity cannot be easily uncovered and compensat-
ed. The statistical approach introduced by Barták et al.
allows for estimating the extent of nonlinearity of exper-
imental data on the basis of the expected function (the
linearized form of Eq. (6)), which leads to corrected
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estimates of the parameters, i.e., μA0, μAS, and K'AS.
Although the method can handle only minor nonlinear-
ities [71] and it requires rather sophisticated mathemati-
cal treatment, it can be advantageous for evaluation of
the corrected binding constants. On the other hand, it
leaves the question of the source(s) of such nonlinearity
open and thus it is not useful for predicting the effective
mobility in the separation system, e.g., for the purpose of
further method optimization.

Inspired by the fact that the viscosity changes caused by
large selectors shouldmostly influence similarly sized moving
particles, we adopted a practice of correcting only the mobility
term of the complex in some of our studies [45, 70],

μA;eff ¼
μA0 þ

μAS

v
K

0
AScS

1þ K
0
AScS

: ð28Þ

Equation (28) requires an explicit formula for the relative
viscosity, v, as a function of the selector concentration, cS, (cf.,
e.g., Eq. (26)) and can no longer be linearized. This correction
is also implemented in the CEval software [58]. Although this
idea is becoming rather dubious in the light of the just
reviewed evidence that small ions are affected by the presence
of large additives as well, applying the relative viscosity in
Eq. (28) provided a complete match between the fitting func-
tion, Eq. (28), and the experimental data, further supported by
a perfect agreement between the binding constants determined
in this way and those determined independently byNMR [70].
To the contrary, biased fitting curve and binding constants
resulted without any viscosity correction. Perhaps, the best
practice would be to use different correction factors for the
two mobilities on the right-hand side of Eq. (6) (alike
Eq. (28)). Such an approach has not been tested in the litera-
ture yet. As a final note let us point out that the χ-conditional
mobility, Eq. (19) or generally Eq. (21), can be corrected in the
same way only under the—yet most likely reasonable—as-
sumption that the correction factor, v, is common to all selec-
tors in the mixture.

Ionic strength

The IS influences the effective mobility of an analyte in ACE
in two ways: (i) it governs the complexation and the acid–base
equilibria, (ii) it affects the movement of ions in the BGE

Complexation and acid–base equilibria

We advise the reader to refer to the review by Vespalec and
Boček [71] who summarized the related physicochemical
concept of apparent vs. true thermodynamic binding

equilibrium in a highly educative way. The true thermody-
namic binding constant is related to the apparent one through
the activity coefficients, γ, according to

K th
AS ¼ K

0
AS

γAS
γA0γS0

¼ K
0
AS⋅K

γ
AS; ð29Þ

where we use the superscript th to emphasize the thermody-
namic constant and the subscripts AS, A0, and S0 in their
usual meanings. The activity coefficients can be expressed
from the given IS of the BGE using the Debye–Hückel ex-
tended law,

−logγi ¼
0:509z2i

ffiffi
I

p

1þ 3:287a
ffiffi
I

p ; ð30Þ

where the two numerical constants are valid for water solu-
tions at 25 °C, zi is the charge of the species i (AS, A0, or S0),
parameter a represents the distance of closest approach of ions
(in nanometers), and I is the IS, I =∑cizi2, where the summa-
tion extends over all ions in the system and the concentrations
are expressed in moles per cubic decimeter. The logarithm of
the activity coefficient quantifies (but not equals) an extra
potential energy that the species i attains in the solution owing
to its interactions with surroundingmolecules (including those
of the species i itself). It is generally accepted that electrostatic
interactions are the prime source of such energy in electrolyte
solutions as reflected by Eq. (30). At this point we have to
distinguish among three cases. The first one is a neutral ana-
lyte interacting with a charged selector. The potential energy
of neutral analytes is not affected by the electrostatic interac-
tions and thus its activity coefficient equals one (the logarithm
being zero). The analyte–selector complex bears the same
charge as the selector itself and it is reasonable to assume that
the two are of similar sizes as well, thus sharing the same value
of the parameter a. Consequently, the activity coefficients of
the selector and the complex are likely similar. Under all these
assumptions, KAS

γ ≅ 1, and, KAS
th ≅KAS

' [134]. The opposite
case happens when a charged analyte interacts with a neutral
selector. Then the activity coefficient of the (neutral) free se-
lector is equal to one. The parameter a of small ions is gener-
ally close to 0.5 nm, which gives the McInnes approximation
of the product 3.287a ≅ 1.5. Taking the same value for the
analyte–selector complex is not appropriate for most selectors,
which are generally much bigger than the Bsmall ions^, but the
correct value is hardly available and so one is left with using a
rough estimate (cf. [70]). Alternatively, the value can be esti-
mated from the dependency of the effective mobility of an
analyte (either the free ion or the selector) on the IS [45,
135]. The final case is that of both charged analyte and selec-
tor. The McInnes approximation can be used for the analyte,
and the same parameter a would possibly apply to a large
selector and its complex with the analyte. The activity
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coefficients of the free selector and the complex do not cancel
each other this time since the free selector and the analyte–
selector complex have different charges. As far as we are
concerned, no data have been published that would deal with
the IS correction in such systems.

Next, let us consider the χ-conditional binding constant,
Eq. (19c), of a (presumably commercial) mixture of selectors.

In the case of neutral analytes, K
0
AS q½ �≅K th

AS q½ � , and consequent-

ly,KAS
'χ ≅KAS

thχ, regardless of the nature of the selectors used. In
the case of a mixture of neutral selectors, the constant, KAS

γ ,
reduces to, γAS/γA0, which factors out of the summation in
Eq. (19c) only if all the selectors in the mixture have similar
sizes, i.e., they share a common parameter a. The same applies
to a mixture of selectors that all have the same charge (and a
charged analyte) if additionally the size of the complex is
comparable to the size of the selector (aAS ≅ aS0), which is
often a reasonable assumption, though. Lastly, the χ-condi-
tional binding constant cannot be corrected to the IS as if it
were a binding constant of a single selector when the mixture
consists of selectors of different charges (and the analyte is
also a charged molecule). Instead, an individual correction
constant, Kγ

AS q½ � , applies to each individual selector that cannot

be separated out of the summation, Eq. (19c). Unfortunately,
this is often the case with commercial mixtures of CDs and so
attention must be paid to this fact when analyzing charged
solutes. Combinations of charged and neutral CDs in dual
systems are also common but often employed for neutral
analytes or the individual constants, Kγ

AS q½ � , can be utilized

since the composition of such artificial mixtures of selectors
is known (unless being composed of commercial mixtures of
selectors, for which the above stated limitations apply).

Concerning the mixed protonation constant, it results [66]
that

K th
prot ¼ Kmix

prot

γA þH½ �

γA −H½ �
: ð31Þ

The activity coefficients can be calculated according to
Eq. (30), e.g., using the McInnes approximation. The two
activity coefficients do not cancel each other because of obvi-
ously different charges of the two protonated states of the
analyte.

Effective mobility

Correction of the ionic moblities to the IS poses a convoluted
problem that involves recursive formulas as results from the
theory by Onsager and Fuoss [136] (cf. namely Eqs. (4.6.8),
(4.7.11), (4.7.12), (4.8.1)–(4.8.3) in the reference). The formu-
las must be solved numerically as implemented, e.g., in our
software PeakMaster [137] (available for free at http://echmet.
natur.cuni.cz/download), though only for non-interacting

analytes and BGE constituents. The equations have not been
solved for analytes interacting with a selector in the BGE yet.
The IS mobility correction is considerably simplified when
only two species (an ion and its counterion) are present in
the solution (cf. Eq. (4.9.1) in [136]). Then,

μ0
A− 0:7853⋅μ0

A zAzBj j q
1þ ffiffiffi

q
p þ 3:138⋅10−8⋅ zAj j

� � ffiffi
I

p

1þ 3:287a
ffiffi
I

p

ð32aÞ

where zA is the charge of the ion of interest, zB is its counter-
ion, and the numeric constants are valid for water solution at
25 °C if the IS is expressed in moles per cubic decimeter, the
parameter a in nanometers, and the electrophoretic mobility in
meters squared per volt per second. μA

0 is the limiting electro-
phoretic mobility of the ion A (at infinite dilution of the solu-
tion) and

q ¼ zAzBj j
zAj j þ zBj j

μ0
A þ μ0

B

zAj jμ0
A þ zBj jμ0

B

: ð32bÞ

Specifically, q = 0.5, for uni-univalent electrolytes. One
may be aware of a simplified version of Eq. (32a), which takes
only the square root of the IS on the right-hand side, thus not
requiring the parameter a. Unfortunately, this simplification is
not appropriate in CE [135]. Electrophoretic mobility of an
analyte, A, can be corrected to the IS of the BGE using
Eq. (32) while the counterion of the BGE is taken for the ion
B. This results in a somewhat hybrid approach when only
analyte–counterion interaction is assumed on the one hand,
but all present ions are accounted for in the calculation of
the IS on the other hand. Nevertheless, such an approximation
is preferred over not performing the IS correction at all [138].
It has been further justified experimentally in a rather unique
study by Beneš et al . [45] . The authors studied
electromigration of a neutral analyte in the presence of a de-
fined monovalent charged CD. When the simple Eq. (6) was
employed, the fitting curve did not match the experimental
points very well but the situation improved dramatically when
viscosity and IS corrections were applied. Additionally, the
data were obtained in two ways. First the IS was kept constant
by decreasing buffer concentration while increasing the
(charged) selector concentration. Second, the IS was not ad-
justed manually but the IS correction, Eq. (32a), was employed
to account for it. The parameter a of the selector was estimated
experimentally in the study and the authors introduced a simple
verification that the same value applies to the analyte–selector
complex, too. A perfect agreement between binding constants
determined at the constant IS and the variable IS was reported.
Equation (32a) has been applied by other authors even in
methanol/water solvent systems (after accommodating the nu-
merical constants properly) [139]. Other approaches to the IS
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correction can be found in the literature [135] but they have not
been apparently transferred to ACE.

When a highly charged selector is employed in the separa-
tion system, it influences the IS of the BGE to a great extent
and simultaneously the mobility of the (highly charged) com-
plex is especially sensitive to the IS (cf. Eq. (32a)). In such
systems, the dependence of the effective mobility of the ana-
lyte on the selector concentration may completely violate the
hyperbolic pattern prescribed by Eq. (6). Instead it may exhib-
it a local maximum, which would be much unexpected if not
observed for several highly charged CDs (z > 7) by the group
of Vigh [140–143]. The authors explained their observation
by the mechanism that we reproduce in the ESM.
Additionally, the large multiply charged selectors (as typical
for several widely used CD derivatives) definitely do not sat-
isfy assumptions required for the validity of the Onsager–
Fuoss theory. As a matter of fact, the entire concept of the IS
is questionable in such systems. So even the compensation for
the increasing IS is not fully justifiable, notwithstanding the
usually unknown composition of commercial mixtures.
Whatever else might be said about it, the problem of large
highly charged selectors and their impact on the (effective)
mobilities of ions remains an open issue.

Conclusion

Various equations describing the dependence of the ef-
fective mobility of an analyte on the selector concentra-
tion, pH, and composition of a mixture of selectors have
been reviewed and their mutual relationships explored.
Equation (6) is the fundamental equation in ACE, origi-
nally developed for interactions with a single selector in
systems where neither the analyte nor the selector is in-
volved in the acid–base equilibria. Several authors ex-
tended this formula in an attempt to account for the pH
dependence of the effective mobility of a monovalent
weakly acidic/basic analyte interacting with a neutral or
permanently charged selector. The resulting expressions
are not always easily seen as being actually identical but
they are all covered by Eq. (13). If pH is kept constant,
the analyte obeys Eq. (6) with the pH-conditional param-
eters regardless of its actual ionization state. If the selec-
tor is present at a constant amount, the analyte behaves
as a standard weakly acidic/basic compound possibly
with a complexation-induced shifted pKA value.

The most recently published multi-analyte multi-selec-

tor model discloses that Eq. (6) with conditional param-

eters, μMAMS
A0 , μMAMS

AS , K
0MAMS
AS , i.e., Eq. (21), retains its

validity if (i) the external conditions (typically pH) are
maintained so that the distribution of the analyte into its
possible (typically ionic) forms does not change; and (ii)

a mixture of selectors of constant composition is
employed. The pH-conditional and the χ-conditional pa-
rameters can be further combined into the MAMS-condi-
tional ones. Specifically, in any of the previously pub-
lished models any mixture of selectors can be treated as
a single selector with the χ-conditional parameters, in-
cluding the case when χ-conditional parameters of sev-
eral mixtures of selectors are combined into subsequent
χ-conditional parameters of yet another mixture. This
justifies the usual practice of treating commercial mix-
tures of selectors as a single one. Nonetheless, the χ-
conditional parameters may (or may not) lose their va-
lidity when the selectors alter the viscosity of the BGE
or when it comes to the ionic-strength-related effects.
Also, attention must be paid to the fact that the funda-
mental Eq. (6) as well as any of its various conditional
alternatives are always additionally IS-conditional.

Apart from the 1:1 complexation stoichiometry several
further requirements apply, namely fast equilibrium rate,
sufficiently abundant amount of the selector in compari-
son with the amount of the analyte, and no interaction
between the selector and the BGE components. Violation
of these requirements has diverse consequences. Slow
equilibrium makes the peak wider, while it can eventual-
ly split into two. Low selector concentration does not
alter the effective mobility of the analyte but rather leads
to an unexpected dispersion of its migrating zone. The
Haarhoff–Van der Linde (HVL) function seems to de-
scribe the dispersed peak well. Finally, if the selector
interacts with any of the BGE components, conditional
parameters valid in the particular separation system only
appear in Eq. (6). Such side interactions can also consid-
erably alter the basic BGE properties such as its pH. pH
of the buffer should always be checked after the addition
of a selector (even a neutral one). If the buffer pH
changes upon addition of the selector, it indicates unde-
sirable side interactions of the BGE component(s) with
the selector (but the stabile pH does not guarantee a lack
of such side interactions).

Both viscosity of the BGE and its ionic strength have a
significant impact on the effective mobility of the analyte.
None of these effects can be treated in an ultimately exact
way. Viscosity effects are unavoidable in ACE but few studies
can be found in the literature on this topic, sometimes with
contrary conclusions. Different ions exhibit different sensitiv-
ity to the addition of large particles (selectors) into the BGE,
perhaps regardless of their visual structural resemblance on
paper. An observation has been made that large ions are influ-
enced by the addition of glycerol to a larger extent than the
bulk viscosity can account for, which is in contradiction with
the standard theory. Using the current ratio (neutral selectors
only) as a Bviscosity^ correction factor or adopting different
correction factors for the mobility of the free analyte and the
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mobility of the complex, perhaps employing a mobility stan-
dard (MOS), seems the best practice in the light of current
studies. Further investigations are needed, though.
Nonetheless, using the EOF as the MOS is not advisable.
Few studies examined the IS-related effects in ACE. The bind-
ing constant is (under reasonable assumptions) not affected by
the IS if a neutral analyte interacts with any selector or their
mixture. Otherwise it can be approximately recalculated to the
thermodynamic one, but mixtures of charged selectors of un-
known composition cannot be generally treated in this way. IS
correction of the effective mobility is a complex task that has
not been fully accomplished in the literature yet. The
Onsager–Fuoss formula for two interacting ions (the free an-
alyte and the BGE counterion and/or the complex and the
BGE counterion) was reported to work with sufficient preci-
sion for this purpose. In general, it is best to keep the IS
constant in the separation system. The BGE can be appropri-
ately diluted upon addition of a well-defined charged selector.
This practice is, however, hard to meet specifically in systems
with highly charged selectors or a mixture of selectors. A
suitable treatment of the IS remains an open problem there.

When (possibly conditional) complexation parameters are
to be extracted from the experimental data, linearization of
Eq. (6)—as often applied in practice—is neither advisable
nor needed with current computational power and tools. We
kindly encourage the reader to download our recently pub-
l ished freeware CEval (ht tp: / /echmet .natur.cuni .
cz/download) for this purpose. The software accounts for
HVL distortion of the peaks, viscosity corrections, nonlinear
regression of Eq. (6), and statistical evaluations.
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Into the theory of the partial-filling affinity
capillary electrophoresis and the
determination of apparent stability
constants of analyte-ligand complexes

The partial-filling affinity capillary electrophoresis (pf-ACE) works with a ligand present in
a background electrolyte that forms a weak complex with an analyte. In contrast to a more
popular mobility-shift affinity capillary electrophoresis, only a short plug of the ligand is
introduced into a capillary in the pf-ACE. Both methods can serve for determining apparent
stability constants of the formed complexes but this task is hindered in the pf-ACE by the
fact that the analyte spends only a part of its migration time in a contact with the ligand. In
1998, Amini and Westerlund published a linearization strategy that allows for extracting
an effective mobility of an analyte in the presence of a neutral ligand out of the pf-ACE data.
The main purpose of this paper is to show that the original formula is only approximate. We
derive a new formula and demonstrate its applicability by means of computer simulations.
We further inspect several strategies of data processing in the pf-ACE regarding a risk of
an error propagation. This establishes a good practice of determining apparent stability
constants of analyte-ligand complexes by means of the pf-ACE.

Keywords:
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1 Introduction

The partial-filling affinity capillary electrophoresis (pf-ACE)
was introduced by Valtcheva et al. [1] as an alternative to the
mobility-shift affinity capillary electrophoresis (ms-ACE) [2].
It is based on a formation of a non-covalent chemical binding
equilibrium that takes place between an analyte and a ligand.
The ligand is dissolved in a background electrolyte (BGE) and
the mere difference between the ms-ACE and the pf-ACE is
that, in contrast to the ms-ACE, only a small part of a capillary
is filled with the ligand plug in the pf-ACE. The rest of the
capillary is filled with the pure BGE. Thus, an analyte has to
migrate through the zone of the ligand where the complexa-
tion occurs first, while it continues its electromigration and
finally reaches the detector in a ligand-free buffer (Fig. 1).

Correspondence: Dr. Pavel Dubský, Charles University in Prague,
Faculty of Science, Albertov 6, CZ-128 43 Prague 2, Czech Republic
E-mail: pavel.dubsky@natur.cuni.cz
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It should be emphasized that the analyte escapes the ligand
plug chemically untouched in the pf-ACE. This is in contrast
to, e.g., electrophoretically mediated microanalysis (often re-
ferred to as an EMMA) [3] where a substrate (analyte) and an
enzyme (ligand) are also introduced in plugs into the capillary
but the substrate undergoes a chemical transformation when
mixed with the enzyme, and the enzyme activity is measured.
To the contrary, the ACE is utilized either for separations of
structurally similar compounds, or for measurements of a
stability of analyte-ligand complexes [4].

The pf-ACE was refined by Tanaka and Terabe [5] by
applying a theoretical background of method optimizations
known from the ms-ACE [6]. They introduced the pf-ACE as
a method for commercial usage thorough a validation of its
reproducibility. Applications of the pf-ACE were described in
following reviews [7, 8]. The method finds its main utiliza-
tion in separations of pharmaceutical drugs [9, 10] and their
enantiomers [11, 12]. The advantage of the pf-ACE over the
ms-ACE lies in the fact that the ligand does not reach a de-
tector. This can be prerequisite for coupling the separation

Color Online: See the article online to view Figs. 1–3 in color.
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Figure 1. The principle of the pf-ACE. (A) Introduction of a ligand
zone from the inlet of a capillary. l L is the length of the ligand
zone, l0 is the remaining length to the detector. (B) Injection of
an analyte. The analyte plug has a negligible (effectively zero)
length. (C) Electromigration of the analyte in the ligand zone. The
ligand zone itself may also move due to its own electrophoretic
movement or an EOF. (D) The analyte has just escaped the ligand
zone at the point of pL |0. l ef f

0 is now the remaining length to the
detector.

with a mass spectrometric detection [13–15] or it significantly
contributes to reducing a noise, especially when the ligand is
UV-absorbing [i]. Low consumption of a (possibly expensive,
rare) ligand is another big advantage of the pf-ACE [16–18].

The determination of stability constants of complexes
formed between analytes and ligands by means of the ms-
ACE [19–22] is based on a change in an effective mobility of
an analyte upon altering a concentration of a ligand in a BGE
according to the well-known relation [23]

μA,e f f = μA + μAL K AL cL

1 + K AL cL
(1)

where μA,e f f is the effective mobility of an analyte, A, in a
presence of a ligand, L , μA is a mobility of the analyte alone,
μAL , is a mobility of its complex with the ligand, K AL is the
apparent stability constant of the complex, and cL is the con-
centration of the ligand. Eq. (1) supposes the complexation
between the analyte and the ligand in a simple 1:1 stoichio-
metric ratio and fast enough rate of the complexation equi-
librium, and cL refers to the total (analytical) concentration
of the ligand [18].

First approach to determining the apparent stability con-
stant, K AL , by means of the pf-ACE was reported by Heintz
et al. [24]. The authors used the pf-ACE for its low ligand con-
sumption, however they allowed a ligand zone (along with a
sample) to reach a detector through an electroosmotic flow
(EOF). This in turn allowed them to use the classical data eval-
uation known from the ms-ACE. Notice that when a sample
enters a ligand zone at the beginning of the pf-ACE experi-
ment and still remains in that zone when passing through
a detector, there is no conceptual difference between the

pf-ACE and the ms-ACE since the analyte has spent 100%
of its migration time in a contact with the ligand. An interest-
ing approach to the actual pf-ACE was presented by Nilsson
et al. in 2004 [25]. It is powerful and simple to use; neverthe-
less, it assumes a mobility of the analyte-ligand complex be
equal to the mobility of the ligand itself. This assumption can
be valid for small analytes and big ligands, e.g., as encoun-
tered in measurements of protein-ligand interactions, but it
is not generally applicable. We encourage the reader to go
through the Supporting information if interested in the work
by Nilsson et al. and its comparison with our new equation.

The most general approach to determining an apparent
stability constant from a pf-ACE measurement would consist
in a preceding evaluation of the effective mobility of an ana-
lyte, μA,e f f , cf. Eq. (1), as in a ms-ACE. The fact that the analyte
spends only a part of its migration time in a ligand zone in the
pf-ACE however hinders this task. In 1998, Amini and West-
erlund [26] suggested that an observed mobility of an analyte
in the pf-ACE can be expressed as a weighted average of the
effective mobility of the analyte in the ligand zone, μA,e f f ,
and the mobility of the analyte outside that zone, μA, plus a
possible mobility of an EOF, μE OF , assuming a zero mobility
of the ligand, μL = 0. Denoting L an effective length of the
capillary (from its inlet to a detector), l L a length of the ligand
plug, l0 a length of the rest of the capillary filled with a pure
BGE (up to the detector, Fig. 1 A), and x a proportional part
of the effective length of the capillary filled with the ligand
plug, so as

l L = xL (2a)

l0 = (1 − x) L (2b)

the formula proposed by Amini and Westerlund reads (we
use a simplified but fully equivalent expressions in this text
compared to the original paper [24])

μobs |A&W = (
xμA,e f f + (1 − x) μA

)∣∣
A&W

+ μE OF (3)

By using the |A&W notation we stress out that the formula
originates from the paper by Amini and Westerlund [26].
Since a value of μA can be measured independently, the
Eq. (3) is rearranged as

y|A&W ≡ (μobs − μE OF ) − (1 − x) μA = xμA,e f f (4)

which constitutes a linear dependency on x – the proportional
part of a capillary filled with the ligand plug – the slope of
which equals the effective mobility of the analyte in a presence
of the ligand, μA,e f f .

The main purpose of this paper is to show that the linear
dependency (2) is not generally valid and that the Eq. (1) needs
a refinement. We derive a new equation that serves for evalua-
tion of the effective mobility of an analyte, μA,e f f , from pf-ACE
experiments. The equation takes a possible nonzero mobil-
ity of a ligand into account, too. The derivation is supported
by analysis of data obtained from computer-simulated pf-
ACE experiments. Three main simulators of electrophoresis,
Simul 5, SPRESSO, and GENTRANS, have got established in
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the field [27–29], out of which Simul 5 is being actively devel-
oped in our research group. Simul 5 [30] (nowadays Simul 5
Complex) and GENTRANS [31] were upgraded with a capa-
bility of modelling analyte-ligand weak interactions and the
algorithms were utilised for investigating several aspects of
ACE, micellar electrokinetic chromatography, and sweeping
techniques [32–41]. This is a first paper where the pf-ACE is
inspected by means of the computer simulation. Addition-
ally, we provide an error analysis of various approaches to the
apparent stability constant evaluation from pf-ACE data.

2 Materials and methods

2.1 Computer simulations

All simulations were carried out using our Simul 5 Complex
computing program (http://echmet.natur.cuni.cz/simul). A
model system consisted of D-tryptophan benzyl ester as an
analyte and dimethyl-β-cyclodextrin as a neutral ligand. Re-
alistic input parameters were used for the simulation as de-
termined in our laboratory by means of a standard ms-ACE
experiment (unpublished data): mobility of the free analyte,
μ̃A = 18.30 × 10−9 m2V−1s−1, apparent acidic dissociation
constant of the analyte, pKa = 7.5, apparent stability constant
between the analyte and the ligand, K AL = 1.48 mM−1 (num-
ber entered as pK = -3.17 into the Simul 5 Complex), mobility
of the analyte-ligand complex, μ̃AL = 6.75 × 10−9 m2V−1s−1.
10 mM lithium and 30 mM formic acid (pH 3.47; calculated
by the Simul 5 Complex) buffer was used as a BGE. Input pa-
rameters for the BGE were taken from the Simul 5 Complex
internal database.

Total capillary length was set to 50 mm with an inner
diameter of 50 μm. Detector position was set to 45.5 mm
(42.3 mm effectively, see below). 200 V was applied as a con-
stant driving voltage (4 kVm−1 electric field intensity) result-
ing in currents lower than 1 μA. The capillary was divided into
3000 uniform grid points. All simulations were performed
with an automate time step optimisation resulting in dt steps
varying from 4x10−2 s to 2x10−2 s with a maximal calculation
error lower than 10−7 mM. The Simul 5 Complex software
mimics an EOF by moving the detector along the x axis with
the defined mobility.

The capillary was segmented into four parts. First 3 mm
contained the BGE to isolate the analyte injection plug from
the inner end of the capillary. Following 0.2 mm served as an
injection plug for the analyte. Next two segments were vari-
able and belong to the ligand plug and the remaining part of
the capillary that contains the BGE only. The segments had
an error-function-shaped diffusive boundaries of 0.05 mm.
The analyte plug and the ligand plugs both contained the
BGE so that the BGE concentration was uniform through-
out the capillary. The analyte plug did not contain the ligand.
The BGE corresponds to an ionic strength of 10.3 mM but
an ionic strength correction was not applied during the sim-
ulations since it considerably prolongs the simulation time
and would not change general conclusions drawn from this

study. An effective length to the detector was calculated as the
detector position minus the initial 3.0 mm segment minus
the 0.2 mm injection segment (the results did not change
considerably whether or not the injection segment was
subtracted).

2.2 Calculations

We analyse a sensitivity of several expressions to an experi-
mental error in this study. Let’s z be a measured variable and
y be a calculated variable that depends on z, so that y ≡ y(z).
Then an estimate of an absolute error in y or a relative error
in y results as

�y (z) = δy(z)�z (5)

where

δy(z) = dy

dz
(6a)

or

δy(z) = dy

dz

1

y
(6b)

respectively, and �z is an error in the experimental variable,
z. Specifically, by a “rate of an error propagation” we will
mean an (absolute) value of the terms δy(z) above.

A degree of complexation, β, is expressed as

β = K AL cL

1 + K AL cL
(7)

and depends on the K AL cL product only. Thereafter, it is
often advantageous to think in terms of the K AL cL product,
or the degree of complexation, β, rather than in individual
values of K AL and cL when making theoretical considerations
about a pf-ACE setup. It can be shown that it is a relative
error (rather than an absolute error) that propagates with
a sole dependency on the degree of complexation, β, when
evaluating an apparent stability constant from the expressions
derived further in this study.

The simulated peaks were processed with our soft-
ware CEval (http://echmet.natur.cuni.cz/ceval) [42] for eval-
uation of their observed mobilities. Linear and nonlin-
ear regressions were performed by means of OriginPro
2016 software (http://www.originlab.com). Other calcula-
tions were performed in MS Excel 2016. Maple 2015 soft-
ware (http://www.maplesoft.com) was used for symbolic
calculations.

2.3 Theory

2.3.1 Effective mobility of an analyte in the pf-ACE

Several designs of the pf-ACE can be thought out. Out of
these we will treat only the following: (sample) | (ligand plug)
| (pure BGE) | [Detector]; (Fig. 1). Different pf-ACE designs
must be treated separately in a way similar to that outlined in
this paper. The sample plug is regarded as of a negligible (ef-
fectively zero) length. There is no further limitation regarding
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mobilities of EOF, analyte, ligand, or analyte-ligand complex,
neither in their value nor the direction of movement, as far
as the setup allows the analyte to pass through the ligand
plug and reach the detector in a pure BGE within the sep-
aration time. For the sake of clarity, we will further apply
signed quantities of velocities, electrophoretic mobilities and
an electric field according to the following convention: ṽ stays
for a signed velocity with a ‘+’ sign indicating a movement
towards the detector and a ‘−’ sign the opposite; μ̃ stays for
a signed mobility with a ‘+’ sign for cations and a ‘−’ sign
for anions; Ẽ stays for a signed electric field with a ‘+’ sign
for the lower potential be located at the detector side and a
‘−’ sign for the reverse potential. All symbols used in the
equations throughout this paper are listed in the Supporting
information.

As an analyte is detected at a time t from the beginning
of the separation it (by definition) travels with an observed
velocity of

ṽobs = L

t
(8)

Out of the total migration time t , the analyte has spent
a time tL in the ligand plug and a time t0 in the pure BGE
(cf. Fig. 1). Its velocities (in a capillary frame of reference)
were (ṽA,e f f + ṽE OF ) and (ṽA + ṽE OF ) in the ligand plug and
the pure BGE, respectively. While the analyte is migrating in
the ligand plug, the ligand front boundary is allowed to move
with its own velocity of ṽB ahead of it (Fig. 1C). Thus the time
tL at which the analyte escaped the ligand plug (Fig. 1D) is
given by a solution of (cf. Eq.(2a))
(
ṽA,e f f + ṽE OF

)
tL = xL + ṽBtL (9)

which results in

tL = xL

ṽA,e f f + ṽE OF − ṽB
(10)

A position, pL |0, in the capillary at which the analyte
escaped the ligand plug is first expressed as

pL |0 = (
ṽA,e f f + ṽE OF

)
tL (11)

and then used for calculating the remaining length the analyte
has travelled in the pure BGE,

l e f f
0 = L − pL |0 (12)

This finally gives the time

t0 = l e f f
0

ṽA + ṽE OF
(13)

Substituting the above equations into the Eq. (8) for
t = tL + t0 and applying the relation ṽ = μ̃Ẽ results in an
evaluation of the signed observed mobility of an analyte in a
pf-ACE capillary

μ̃obs = (μ̃A + μ̃E OF )
(
μ̃A,e f f + μ̃E OF − μ̃B

)

(
μ̃A,e f f + μ̃E OF − μ̃B

) + x
(
μ̃A − μ̃A,e f f

) (14)

Noticeably, the Eq. (14) – in contrast to the original for-
mula, Eq. (1) – shows that a pf-ACE setup may not coincident
with the ms-ACE setup (i.e. μ̃obs �= (μ̃A,e f f + μ̃E OF )) at x = 1.

This is caused by the fact that a pure BGE is present in the
vials (and the rest of the capillary beyond the detector) in
the pf-ACE. The two methods only intersect if x = 1 and
μ̃E OF = 0 and μ̃B = 0. We will focus on an applicability of
the Eq. (14) to neutral ligands in this paper, and comment on
using charged ligands at the end. For neutral ligands, μ̃L = 0
and μ̃B = μ̃E OF , which gives

μ̃L = 0 : μ̃obs = μ̃A,e f f (μ̃A + μ̃E OF )

xμ̃A + (1 − x) μ̃A,e f f
(15)

The Eq. (15) can be linearized in a way similar to the
Eq. (3),

μ̃L = 0 : y|p f ≡ μ̃A + μ̃E OF − (1 − x) μ̃obs

μ̃Aμ̃obs
= 1

μ̃A,e f f
x (16)

The slope of the dependency, Eq. (16), equals a recipro-
cal value of the effective mobility μ̃A,e f f . The Eq. (16) is not
congruent with the original linearization by Amini and West-
erlund, y|A&W, Eq. (4). On the other hand, the authors clearly
demonstrated a linearity of their measurements. It can be
shown that, based on the Eq. (15),

μ̃L = 0 : μ̃Obs |A&W = lim
μ̃A→μ̃A,e f f

μ̃Obs = lim
μ̃A,e f f →μ̃A

μ̃Obs (17)

The Eq. (17) says that the original formula, Eq. (3), is
approximately valid when a neutral ligand is used and if the
effective mobility of an analyte in the ligand plug is not too far
from the analyte’s own electrophoretic mobility. This is sat-
isfied when the mobility of an analyte-ligand complex, μ̃AL ,
does not differ much from the mobility of the analyte it-
self, μ̃A, or when a degree of complexation, Eq. (7), is low.
The former case is not very likely but a satisfactory linear-
ity of the originally introduced quantity, y|A&W, Eq. (4), may
be observed in pf-ACE systems with a (neutral) ligand the
concentration of which is low enough to keep the degree of
complexation at a reasonably small value.

2.3.2 Calculation of the effective mobility and the

apparent stability constant

The linearized Eqs. (4) and (16) provide a straightforward way
of evaluating the effective mobility, μ̃A,e f f . Nevertheless, they
require prior knowledge of the mobility of an analyte, μ̃A,
as well as an appropriate measurement of an electroosmotic
flow, μ̃E OF . That said, the effective mobility can just as well
be expressed directly from the Eq. (15) as

μ̃L = 0 : μ̃A,e f f = xμ̃Aμ̃obs

μ̃A + μ̃E OF + (1 − x) μ̃obs
(18)

in a single experiment. On the other hand, no need of lin-
earization is present with contemporary software tools and
the Eq. (15) can be treated by a nonlinear regression. This
gives four possible ways of extracting the value of μ̃A,e f f ,
from the pf-ACE data that we will further refer to as: y|A&W

linearization (Eq. (4)), y|p f linearization (Eq. (16)), a μ̃A,e f f

direct calculation (Eq. (18)), and an x-fit (Eq. (15)). In con-
trast to the other approaches, the x-fit does not, in principle,
require the prior knowledge of μ̃A.
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An extra attention deserves an impact of an EOF on a
pf-ACE measurement. In a classical ms-ACE experiment, the
EOF mobility is subtracted from an observed mobility before
processing the data with the Eq. (1) This procedure is, indeed,
fully justified in the ms-ACE where an analyte travels with an
observed mobility of (μ̃A,e f f + μ̃E OF ) for its entire migration
time. Consequently, the same strategy was originally adopted
in the Eq. (4). Unfortunately, though, the justification does
not hold true when switching from the ms-ACE to the pf-ACE
mode. We have not found any subtle transformation of the
Eq. (14) that would allow us to isolate the term of μ̃E OF and
group it with the observed mobility μ̃obs . Neither can the μ̃E OF

term be grouped with the independent variable x in the x-fit.
In consequence, the μ̃E OF must stay as a constant parameter
throughout the nonlinear regression, which makes it only
possible when the EOF does not change from experiment to
experiment. Since the EOF is prone to a significant variability
and moreover likely to depend on the relative length of a
ligand plug in a capillary, x, it is best to be completely avoided
whenever the x-fit is to be applied. The Eq. (14) indicates that
an effectively zero EOF is achieved in the pf-ACE when it is
negligible to the mobility of a free analyte, μ̃E OF � μ̃A. To
the contrary, y|A&W and y|p f linearization formulas do not
suffer from an unstable EOF since they enable every data
point, y, to be assigned to an individual value of μ̃E OF .

Once the effective mobility, μ̃A,e f f , has been determined,
an apparent stability constant of an analyte-ligand complex
can be evaluated in two ways. First, the apparent stability con-
stant can be expressed directly from the Eq. (1), if a mobility of
the analyte-ligand complex, μ̃AL , is additionally available [26],

K AL = μ̃A,e f f − μ̃A

cL

(
μ̃AL − μ̃A,e f f

) (19)

Second, a more general strategy of determining the ef-
fective mobility at several cL levels and applying a non-
linear regression to the Eq. (1). can be adopted from the
ms-ACE [20, 22].,

3 Results and discussion

An observed mobility of an analyte is the primary output
of a pf-ACE measurement. An expected observed mobility
is given by the Eq. (14) (i.e., Eq. (15) for neutral ligands).
An experimental (in-silico) value of the observed mobility
was calculated from a simulated migration time. The ana-
lyte peak in the simulated trace in the time domain was fit-
ted with the Haarhoff–van der Linde (HVL) function [43]
and the migration time read as an a1 parameter of the
fit [44]. Simulated mobilities did not match the expected
ones exactly. We comment on this in the Supporting in-
formation. Consequently, two values of the mobility of the
analyte are on hand for further data evaluation. One is the
value of μ̃A = 18.30×10−9m2V−1s−1 that is the actual in-
put into the simulation. The second is the experimental (in-
silico) value of μ̃A = 18.22×10−9m2V−1s−1. The value of μ̃A

is needed for the direct calculation, Eq. (18), and for the

linearizations, Eqs. (4) and (16). It can also be supplied as
a constant (fixed) parameter during nonlinear regressions,
Eqs. (1). and (15). To meet an experimental practice as close as
possible, we decided to use the experimental (in-silico) value
of μ̃A = 18.22 × 10−9m2V−1s−1 for all calculations. Similarly,
we only fixed the value of μ̃E OF = 0 if applicable, since this
is natural in systems with the zero EOF.

3.1 Linearization

As a first step, we compare the original linearization, y|A&W,
Eq. (4), with the new linearization, y|p f , Eq. (16). The two
linearization approaches are depicted in Fig. 2, left and
right, respectively. We first simulated a larger set of data
in the whole range of relative ligand plug lengths from
x = 0% to x = 100% for degrees of complexation starting
at β = 7% to β = 98% (corresponding to cL = 0.05 mM up
to cL = 30 mM) at zero EOF (μ̃E OF = 0). (We express the rel-
ative ligand plug lengths and the degrees of complexation in
percentages throughout this paper.) Figure 2A demonstrates
that the Eq. (4) visibly loses its linearity at β >∼ 60% while
the Eq. (16) retains it for any degree of complexation.

To fulfil the concept of a partial filling, only a subset
of this data (x < 50%) was used for later evaluation of the
effective mobility and the apparent stability constant (dis-
cussed below). The corresponding linear regressions are de-
picted in Fig. 2B) along with their coefficients of determina-
tion for a representative set of βs. Not only Fig. 2B) clearly
demonstrates the approximativeness of the y|A&W lineariza-
tion, but the effective mobility μ̃A,e f f was estimated with a
4.6% error (values not reported) by this approach even at the
lowest β = 7% in spite of the coefficient of determination
R2 = 1.000. The coefficient of determination of R2 = 0.996
(β = 60%) can still be considered as a strong indicator of lin-
earity, while y|A&W linearization already led to by almost 50%
biased estimate of the corresponding value of μ̃A,e f f . An error
of 93.4% was observed in the μ̃A,e f f estimate at the highest
degree of complexation, β = 98%. Figure 2A suggests that
the parameter y|A&W may recover its linearity at higher plug
lengths, x. Therefore, we performed linear regressions of this
parameter in a range of x = 50% up to x = 100%, too. It re-
sulted that although an apparent linearity was well satisfied
(R2 > 0.996) for every degree of complexation, β, the linear
regression again led to biased (yet a bit less) estimates of the
value of μ̃A,e f f . Thus it should be concluded that a degree
of complexation up to which the linearity of the parameter
y|A&W is satisfied is neither clear nor decisive for a precision
of the μ̃A,e f f estimate. To the contrary, the y|p f lineariza-
tion worked well up to the highest degrees of complexation
(R2 = 1.000, relative error in μ̃A,e f f was 0.4% and 2.1% at βs
of 7% and 98%, respectively).

Both Eqs. (4) and (16) account for an EOF, μ̃E OF .
Figure 2C illustrates data simulated for three EOF values,
μ̃E OF = 0 (reference) and μ̃E OF = ±5 × 10−9 m2V−1s−1, at
β = 60%. While these values of μ̃E OF do not influence the
linearity of the parameter y|A&W much, they still affect a slope
of the linear dependency resulting in three different estimates
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Figure 2. Linearization
y|A&W , Eq. (4), (left panels)
and y pf , Eq. (16), (right pan-
els). Simulated data. x-axis:
relative ligand plug length.
A) Full dependencies from
no ligand in the capillary
(x = 0%) to the capillary
fully filled with the ligand
(x = 100%), degree of com-
plexation β = 7 − 98% (see
legend), zero EOF. Dashed
horizontal line indicates
zero. B) pf-ACE dependen-
cies for x = 0 − 50% used
for calculations of μ̃A,ef f ,
zero EOF. Representative
dependencies for selected
degrees of complexation,
β, (see legend). Linear fits
with coefficients of deter-
mination, R2. C) μ̃E O F =
0 and ± 5x10−9 m2V−1s−1

(see legend). Other con-
ditions same as in panels
A and B. The degree of
complexation, β = 60%.
Linear fits with coefficients
of determination, R2.

of the value of μ̃A,e f f . The y|p f parameter remains untouched
by the influence of the EOF, as expected.

3.2 Apparent stability constant

In the first approach, the direct calculation of the apparent sta-
bility constant is combined with the μ̃A,e f f direct calculation.
Consequently, the apparent stability constant is evaluated in a
single experiment, at one plug length x and one concentration
of ligand cL , resulting in one individual estimate of K AL for ev-
ery (x, β) data point. Table 1: μ̃A = 18.22 × 10−9m2V−1s−1,
shows relative errors (|�r

K AL
|) observed in this study. The

spotted trends can be rationalised on the basis of the
data reported in the Supporting information and an error
propagation law. A complete explanation goes beyond the

limitations of this paper but a few observations are worth
a short commentary. First, the error propagation can get en-
tirely out of control when a (possibly biased) estimate of μ̃A,e f f

gets close to the limiting value of μ̃AL . Then, the rate of an er-
ror propagation (Eqs. (5)) approaches infinity (data assigned
with a b) note in Table 1.). Second, an error analysis indicates
an existence of a safe region of the direct calculation that
is located at preferably high plug lengths, (x → 100%), and
middle-range degrees of complexation, (β ∼ 50%). This re-
gion is fairly wide in Table 1: μ̃A = 18.22 x 10−9m2V−1s−1

but the direct calculation may be highly sensitive to any
of the input parameters. In our case, if we used the ac-
tual input value of μ̃A = 18.30 × 10−9m2V−1s−1 (instead
of the experimental – in silico – one) the safe region
would become much narrower as follows from Table 1:
μ̃A = 18.30 × 10−9m2V−1s−1. Notice how dramatic effect a
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Table 1. Relative errors in estimations of the stability constant K AL by means of the K AL direct estimate, Eq. (19), combined with the
μ̃A,ef f direct estimate, Eq. (18). Errors reported at every degree of complexation, β, and every relative ligand plug length, x

� 98% 94% 88% 75% 60% 43% 13% 7%

x �̃A = 18.22 × 10−9 m2V −1s−1

0.6% 118.44%a) 223.60%a) 438.99%a) 35.17% 12.26% 6.86% 21.63% 16.31%
1.2% 127.71%a) 484.99%a) 123.10% 21.58% 9.83% 3.74% 0.97% 3.59%
2.4% 144.63%a) 701.43%b) 64.31% 15.38% 6.26% 2.19% 0.97% 3.59%
4.7% 179.20%a) 158.28% 37.26% 11.25% 5.09% 2.19% 0.97% 1.37%

11.8% 353.84%a) 59.75% 19.66% 6.62% 3.70% 2.19% 0.97% 1.61%
23.6% 2369.88%b) 33.81% 12.45% 4.43% 2.55% 1.58% 0.45% 1.61%
47.3% 187.49% 20.16% 7.68% 2.56% 1.46% 0.81% 0.07% 0.61%
59.1% 134.85% 17.10% 6.45% 2.05% 1.04% 0.29% 0.49% 0.42%
82.7% 90.08% 13.27% 4.86% 1.22% 0.27% 0.86% 1.87% 0.94%

100.0% 4.68% 0.68% 0.17% 0.61% 0.81% 1.76% 1.75% 1.10%
x �̃A = 18.30 × 10−9 m2V −1s−1

0.6% 112.91%a) 149.95%a) 243.39%a) 19890.18%a),b) 585.58%a) 537.87%a) 1401.09%a) 2779.94%a)

1.2% 118.76%a) 191.12%a) 729.09%a),b) 214.59% 152.42% 171.31% 530.42% 996.55%
2.4% 129.85%a) 354.36%a) 313.25% 77.33% 62.11% 72.88% 232.70% 437.91%
4.7% 152.48%a) 952.13%b) 91.23% 36.98% 30.36% 35.12% 109.29% 210.54%

11.8% 249.74%a) 99.21% 33.72% 15.67% 13.23% 14.90% 41.77% 79.34%
23.6% 1246.13%a),b) 45.41% 18.22% 8.71% 7.22% 7.88% 20.78% 38.52%
47.3% 233.72% 23.91% 10.04% 4.59% 3.78% 3.99% 10.72% 19.43%
59.1% 153.67% 19.63% 8.19% 3.63% 2.90% 2.84% 9.03% 15.64%
82.7% 94.62% 14.54% 5.92% 2.31% 1.60% 0.98% 8.02% 12.46%

100.0% 5.38% 1.39% 0.58% 0.26% 0.28% 0.22% 6.86% 10.65%

a) A negative value of the K AL estimate.
b) Values where an error propagation rate approaches infinity.
Two calculations are reported, one using the experimental (in-silico) value of a mobility of the free analyte, μ̃A = 18.22 × 10−9 m2V−1s−1,
and the second using the simulation input mobility of μ̃A = 18.30 × 10−9 m2V−1s−1.

change less than 0.1x10−9m2V−1s−1 in μ̃A has on the K AL

estimates. Moreover, whether the measurement is or is not
performed in the safe region is impossible to judge without
the knowledge of the apparent stability constant that is yet to
be determined.

In the second approach, the direct calculation of the
apparent stability constant is combined with either the
x-fit, Eq. (15), or the y|A&W and y|p f linearization, Eqs. (4)
and (16), that provide the required estimate of the effective
mobility. These calculations require measurements at several
plug lengths, x, but only a single ligand concentration, cL .
The regressions were performed only under the pf-ACE
conditions, i.e. in the lower range of x < 50%, for every
individual degree of complexation, β (cf. Fig. 2B). The
resulting values of |�r

K AL
| are given in Table 2. The y|A&W

linearization is only approximate that is reflected by seriously
biased estimates of the apparent stability constant unless the
degree of complexation β is very small. This is consistent
with the Eq. (17). The y|p f linearization and the x-fit serve
both well for the K AL estimation, while the x-fit works the
best since it can accommodate a value of μ̃A. Only when
the ligand concentration is selected so that the degree of
complexation is far from β = 50% (to either one or the
other side), the direct calculation of K AL is performed out of
the safe region and may become biased (data at β = 98%).
Unfortunately, yet again the safe region is unknown without
the prior knowledge of the sought apparent stability constant.
The rate of an error propagation generally starts to grow

rapidly at β < 5% or β > 95% and is inversely proportional to
the difference between mobilities of the analyte-ligand com-
plex and the analyte itself, (μ̃AL − μ̃A). Combining the direct
calculation of K AL with either the y|p f linearization or the
x-fit is not so sensitive to the input parameters. The x-fit does
not require any extra input parameter at all and the precision
did not considerably change (even become slightly better)
when we supplied a value of μ̃A = 18.30 × 10−9m2V−1s−1

into the y|p f linearization procedure (data not
shown).

In the third approach, the nonlinear regression, Eq. (1),
is applied for the apparent stability constant estimate, while
the direct calculation, Eq. (18), is used for estimating the
value of μ̃A,e f f at every concentration level cL . This approach
requires measurements at several ligand concentrations, cL ,
but only one ligand plug length, x, and thus provides a di-
rect alternative to the classical ms-ACE whenever the ligand
is aimed not to interfere with the used detection technique.
The resulting values of |�r

K AL
| are given in Table 3: “Direct

calculation”. An error analysis shows that the direct estimate
of μ̃A,e f f can be made with a reasonable precision unless
the ligand plug becomes very narrow. It is therefore recom-
mended to perform such measurements at as long ligand
plug lengths as possible and to preferably verify the results
by accomplishing the determination at two different plug
lengths. The data in Table 3: “Direct calculation” also did not
change significantly when altering the value of μ̃A (data not
shown).
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Table 2. Relative errors in estimations of the stability constant K AL by means of the K AL direct estimate, Eq. (19), combined with various
estimation strategies for the value of μ̃A,ef f

� 98% 94% 88% 75% 60% 43% 13% 7%

x-fit 101.16% 13.48% 4.62% 1.02% 0.15% 0.88% 1.61% 0.79%
y|A&W linearization 106.88%a) 124.00%a) 163.18%a) 2715.04%a),b) 111.39% 37.49% 10.62% 11.31%
y|p f linearization 136.56% 18.25% 7.56% 3.27% 2.54% 2.41% 5.20% 8.73%

a) A negative value of the K AL estimate.
b) Values where an error propagation rate approaches infinity.
These strategies are: x-fit nonlinear regression, Eq. (15), y|A&W linearization, Eq. (4), and y|pf linearization, Eq. (16). Errors reported at
every degree of complexation, β.

Table 3. Relative errors in estimations of the stability constant
K AL by means of the K AL nonlinear regression, Eq. (1),
combined with various estimation strategies for the
value of μ̃A,ef f

Calculation method |�r
K AL

|

Direct calculation: x
0.59% 22.15%
1.18% 15.86%
2.36% 11.20%
4.73% 7.38%

11.82% 3.53%
23.64% 2.30%
47.28% 1.97%
59.10% 2.17%
82.74% 3.02%

100.00% 2.03%
x-fit 2.55%
y|A&W linearization 34.95%
y|p f linearization 1.54%

These strategies are: μ̃A,ef f direct calculation, Eq. (18), x-fit
nonlinear regression, Eq. (15), y|A&W linearization, Eq. (4), and
y|pf linearization, Eq. (16). Errors reported at every relative plug
length, x, in the case of the μ̃A,ef f direct calculation.

The final approach consists in combining the K AL non-
linear regression with either the x-fit or the y|A&W or y|p f

linearization. It requires a measurement of the full matrix of
data at several levels of ligand concentrations, cL , and sev-
eral ligand plug lengths, x. The resulting values of |�r

K AL
|

are given in Table 3: “x-fit”, “y|A&W” and “y|p f ”. Similarly
to the second approach above, the y|A&W linearization leads
to a biased estimate of the apparent stability constant. Inter-
estingly, the data obtained by the y|A&W linearization obeys
the rectangular hyperbola, Eq. (1), extremely well (Fig. 3).
Thus the biased estimate of K AL is actually not recognized
by a mere visual check of the quality of the nonlinear fit.
The y|p f linearization and the x-fit provide a very good pre-
cision. Although the precision observed by using the x-fit in
the second approach above was sometimes appreciably better
(cf. Table 2: “x-fit”: β ∼ 50%), the K AL nonlinear regression
does not suffer from the risk of measuring outside the safe
region and thus is overall less prone to an experimental er-
ror. The y|p f linearization works a bit better than the x-fit in
our case, which may be an accidental observation, though.

Figure 3. The dependency of the effective mobility of the ana-
lyte in the ligand plug, μ̃A,ef f , on the ligand concentration, cL , as
results from the two linearization approaches y|A&W and y|pf .

In general, both methods lead to an estimate comparable in
its precision with that obtained by a standard ms-ACE mea-
surement (cf. Table 3: “Direct calculation”: x = 100%, since
μ̃B = μ̃E OF = 0). Thus while the x-fit can accommodate for
the value of μ̃A if needed, the y|p f linearization may be prefer-
able namely for its capability of handling a possibly variable
EOF.

3.3 pf-ACE with charged ligands

The Eq. (14) is technically applicable to both neutral and
charged ligands. The mobility of the ligand plug boundary,
μ̃B , may be composed of both mobility of the EOF, μ̃E OF ,
and mobility of the ligand, μ̃L . Thus, μ̃B = μ̃L + μ̃E OF . How-
ever, using charged ligands in pf-ACE is tricky due to their
participation on ionic fluxes in a capillary. When a plug of
a charged ligand is subjected to an applied voltage, it may
experience deformations of its distribution including possi-
ble local changes in pH and conductivity. Noticeably, Amini
and Westerlund [26] limited their pf-ACE theory to exclu-
sively neutral ligands only, while Nilsson et al. [25] developed
their approach under a condition of a constant electric filed,
explicitly assuming a neutral ligand on the one hand, but
they switched to charged ligands making the assumption of
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Table 4. Conclusions about various approaches to estimating a stability constant K AL by means of the pf-ACE

�̃A,ef f estimate Requirements K AL estimate Requirements Risk Note

Direct �̃A , �̃L , �̃E O F Direct �̃AL High -
�̃E O F can vary Regression Several cL levels Low - Moderate a)

x-fit �̃E O F � �̃A or �̃E O F = constant Direct �̃AL Moderate b)

Several x levels Regression Several cL levels Low -
y|P F T �̃L = 0 �̃E O F can vary Direct �̃AL Moderate b)

Several x levels Regression Several cL levels Low -

a) Determination should be made at the highest plug length possible and preferably verified at two plug length levels.
b) Biased at high/low degrees of complexation, β, while β cannot be controlled since it is governed by the unknown value of K AL . The
higher the ( μ̃AL − μ̃A) the lower the rate of an error propagation
Three ways of estimation of an effective mobility of an analyte in the ligand plug, μA,ef f , can be combined with two estimators of the
stability constant, K AL . The three ways are: μ̃A,ef f direct calculation, Eq. (18), x-fit nonlinear regression, Eq. (15), and y|pf linearization,
Eq. (16). The two K AL estimators are: direct estimate, Eq. (19), or nonlinear regression, Eq. (1). Given requirements state what quantities
must be further known or what are their restrictions with respect to the calculation, i.e. the mobility of the free analyte, μ̃A, the mobility
of the ligand, μ̃L , or the mobility of an EOF, μ̃E OF . x and cL refer to the relative ligand plug and the ligand concentration, respectively. A
risk of making a biased estimate of the K AL value is stated along with a note towards the best measurement practice. We keep the
possibility of a nonzero mobility of ligand, μ̃L , in this table (see Section 3.3).

μ̃AL = μ̃L without further notice, on the other hand. We pro-
vide a quick look on the dynamics of pf-ACE with charged
ligands by means of a computer simulation in the Supporting
Information. An artificial permanently charged (+1) ligand
with chloride as a counter-ion and a corresponding analyte-
ligand complex were used for simulations. Other parameters
were the same as in the simulations with the neutral ligand
herein.

Negligible plug deformations and a perfect match be-
tween the observed (in-silico) and predicted (by the Eq. (14))
mobilities was seen at the lowest ligand concentration of
cL = 0.05 mM at two, “low” and “high”, relative plug lengths,
x = 0.59% and x = 59%, respectively. An observed error was
also acceptable at the low plug length at higher ligand concen-
trations (cL = 10 mM and cL = 30 mM). On the other hand,
the values at the low plug length but higher ligand concentra-
tions were systematically biased, which would likely lead to a
biased estimate of the apparent stability constant. Thus, using
as low ligand concentration as possible and altering the plug
length is preferable over increasing a ligand concentration in
pf-ACE systems with a charged ligand.

High ligand concentrations together with high plug
lengths may cause dramatic changes in the pH and conduc-
tivity profiles and lead to observed mobilities completely out
of the expectation (by the Eq. (14)). Computer simulation can
be helpful in assessing a possible disturbing phenomena in
such systems. Nevertheless, the problem extends the scope
of this paper and it would deserve further investigation.

4 Concluding remarks

The new formula for an observed mobility of an analyte in
pf-ACE systems can serve for calculations of an effective mo-
bility of the analyte that it attains in the ligand plug, and
consequently estimations of an apparent stability constant of
the analyte-ligand complex. A y|A&W linearization that was
introduced in the literature earlier is only approximate and is

now replaced by a new linearization y|p f . In addition to the
linearization, several other approaches can be adopted in an
attempt to estimate the value of the apparent stability con-
stant. They are all summarised with their requirements and
limitations in Table 4.
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a  b  s  t  r  a  c  t

The  present  study  describes  a rapid  and effective  capillary  electrophoresis  (CE)  method  for  the
enantioseparation  of pindolol  using  single-isomer  octa(6-O-sulfo)-�-cyclodextrin.  The complexation
parameters  were  determined  under  neutral  and  high  pH conditions  to identify  optimal  separation  condi-
tions  using  a theoretical  model.  Baseline  separation  of  pindolol  enantiomers  was  achieved  within  6 min  in
a sodium/MOPS  buffer,  pH 7.2,  with  a  selector  concentration  of  6 mM. The  method  was  validated  according
to  the  ICH  guidelines  using  imidazole  as  an internal  standard.  Low  limits  of detection  and  quantification
were found,  specifically  1.2  �g/mL and  4  �g/mL  (0.6  �g/mL and  2 �g/mL  per  enantiomer),  respectively.
The  calibration  curves  showed  good  linearity,  with  a  coefficient  of  determination  R2 ≥ 0.999  over a  5 –
55  �g/mL concentration  range  and over  a 50 –  300  �g/mL concentration  range  of  the  racemic  mixture.
The  relative  standard  deviations  (%RSD)  of intra-day  and  inter-day  precision  were  lower  than  8% at LOQ
level,  lower  than 3%  at 50 �g/mL level  and  lower  than  1.5%  at  300  �g/mL level.  Accuracy  ranged  from
95  to 103%  (106%  at LOQ  level).  The  proposed  method  was  successfully  tested  on a medical  formulation
of  Visken® Sandoz  intravenous  solution  and  Visken® Teofarma  pills  for oral use.

©  2018  Elsevier  B.V.  All  rights  reserved.

1. Introduction

Pindolol belongs to the group of �-blockers, clinically impor-
tant drugs, which block �-adrenergic receptors. Because pindolol
is a nonselective �-blocker, it interacts with both �1- and �2-
receptors. Similarly to many other drugs, pindolol is a chiral
compound with a chiral center and two enantiomers. Although the
racemic mixture is used in clinical practice, the biological activity
of the R-(+) enantiomer is approximately 200 times lower than that
of the S-(–) enantiomer [1]. This drug is mainly used to treat various
cardiovascular disorders, e.g., angina pectoris, cardiac arrhythmia
or hypertension [2,3]. Some studies have shown that pindolol is
useful in the treatment of glaucoma [4,5], and successes have
been also achieved in the treatment of mental disorders such as
schizophrenia and panic disorders [6,7]. Although enantiomeric
purity is not always a requirement for successful treatment, chi-
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ral separations of �-blockers enable the pharmacokinetics and
pharmacodynamics study of both enantiomers. Furthermore, only
the therapeutically active enantiomer of medical drugs should be
available in the market or, when this is not possible, the other enan-
tiomer should be treated as other impurities in the formulation,
according to the European Medicines Agency [8], which increases
the significance of chiral separations in general.

In addition to chromatography [9–14], enantioseparation of �-
blockers has recently stood out in capillary electrophoresis (CE).
Several review papers focused on this topic can be found in the
literature [14–21]. Among the various chiral selectors that can
be used for this purpose, cyclodextrins (CDs) have remained the
most popular chiral recognition agents in CE since the early 1990s
[22,23]. Derivatization of the native CD ring extends the separation
potency of CDs and provides new physicochemical properties, such
as increased solubility in aqueous solution, acidic/basic properties
or a permanent charge, to these oligosaccharides. Simple deriva-
tization usually results in a mixture of isomers that differ in both
the number and the positions of the substituents. This is caused by
the symmetry of the CD molecule, which consists of 6, 7 or 8 (�-,
�- or �- CDs, respectively) equivalent �-D-glucopyranoside units.
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Although we have shown that such mixtures of isomers can be
advantageous for chiral resolution due to the so-called mixed ther-
modynamic/electrophoretic enantioseparative mechanisms [24],
batch-to-batch reproducibility remains an issue of randomly sub-
stituted mixtures of CDs.

To overcome this issue, synthetic strategies have been devel-
oped for single-isomer CD derivatives. Since Vigh and coworkers
[25] reported the first member of a family of negatively charged,
highly sulfated CDs in 1997 new derivatives have been regu-
larly emerging until the most recent publication in 2017 [26].
The original idea of Vigh and coworkers was based on 1) pro-
tecting the primary hydroxyl group of the �-D-glucopyranoside
units, 2) protecting the secondary hydroxyl groups, 3) deprotecting
the primary hydroxyls and 4) derivatizing the primary hydrox-
yls in a sufficient excess of the derivatization agent, resulting in a
single-isomer CD derivative with all �-D-glucopyranoside primary
hydroxyls derivatized. This protocol is apparently cost-effective
and easy to follow, and various selectors are commercially avail-
able (https://cyclolab.hu/, http://www.cyclodextrin-shop.com/). A
review by Chankvetadze focused on using charged cyclodextrins in
capillary electrophoresis [27] and another by Cucinotta et al. sum-
marized the use of charged single-isomer CD derivatives in CE [28].
Although the range of applications is wide, the available data on
rational method development and validation tests remains scarce.

In this study, we present a new CE method for simultaneous
enantioseparation and quantification of pindolol using octa(6-O-
sulfo)-�-cyclodextrin (OS-�-CD). OS-�-CD [29,30] belongs to the
family of commercially available CD derivatives introduced by Vigh
and coworkers. Herein, we show that, although OS-�-CD is a sin-
gle isomer, its high separation potency allows the fast and reliable
enantioseparation of this drug. The analyte-selector complexation
parameters were determined, and their contribution to separa-
tion efficacy was analyzed for method optimization. The method
was validated and showed appropriate accuracy and precision. The
limits of detection and quantification matched those provided by
HPLC using the same type of detection [31]. The reliability of this
technique was also tested on a real sample of pindolol drug formu-
lations.

Regarding HPLC, pindolol enantioseparations from water solu-
tion [32] and from various matrices, such as urine or human serum
[33], have been previously performed. Some of these enantiosep-
arations were followed by pharmacokinetics analysis [34,35] and
simultaneous quantification of both enantiomers [35,36]. As pre-
viously reported [32,36], the use of a UV detector provides limits
of detection (LOD) in the order of �g/mL. However, lower LODs
can be achieved when incorporating a different type of detector;
fluorescence detectors provide LODs in a magnitude of ng/mL [34],
albeit requiring prior pindolol derivatization. Even lower LODs can
be achieved by MS  or by MS/MS  detection [37]. CE is sometimes
mentioned as a green alternative to HPLC because CE avoids or
minimizes the use of organic solvents and requires a low con-
sumption of chemicals in general [38,39]. Pindolol enantiomers
have been predominantly separated by CE in phosphate buffer at
acidic pH using cyclodextrins [40–42]. In addition to experiments
in common buffers, effective separation has also been achieved in
systems containing organic modifiers [43,44] and in systems using
different selectors, including micelles [45] and clarithromycin [44].
Enantioseparations by CE with sufficient resolution (R > 1.5) in
times ranging from 12 to 35 min  have been reported. However,
the OS-�-CD used in this study is able to baseline-separate the
two pindolol enantiomers within 6 min. Furthermore, no validation
data on pindolol enantioseparation by CE has been published thus
far. Although Briguenti and Bonato [37] validated the quantitative
analysis of pindolol and a few other �-blockers in pharmaceuti-
cal preparations by capillary electrophoresis, the method was  not
developed for enantioseparation.

Table 1
Preparation of calibration and validation solutions of pindolol: V �L of pindolol/BGE
stock solution (1 mg/mL) mixed with 25 �L of imidazole/BGE stock solution
(150 mM)  and 25 �L of DMSO/water solution (2% v/v), and completed to the total
volume of 5 mL  with the BGE, resulting in a ctot concentration of pindolol racemate
(per enantiomer in parenthesis) in the solution. Data for low and high concentration
ranges.

Lower range

ctot / (�g/mL) 5 (2.5) 15 (7.5) 25 (12.5) 35 (17.5) 45 (22.5) 55 (27.5)
V  / �L 25 75 125 175 225 275

Higher range

ctot / (�g/mL) 50 (25) 100 (50) 150 (75) 200 (100) 250 (125) 300 (150)
V  / �L 250 500 750 1 000 1 250 1 500

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Chemicals

All chemicals were of analytical-grade purity: Racemic pin-
dolol, MOPS (3-(N-morpholino)propanesulphonic acid), MOPS-Na
(3-(N-morpholino)propanesulphonic acid sodium salt), imida-
zole and DMSO (Sigma-Aldrich, Prague, Czech Republic), NaOH
solution for rinsing the capillary (Agilent Technologies, Wald-
bronn, Germany). S-pindolol standard was purchased from Santa
Cruz Biotechnology, Inc., Heidelberg, Germany. Chiral selec-
tors octa(6-O-sulfo)-�-cyclodextrin (OS-�-CD, M = 2111.9 g/mol)
and hepta(6-O-sulfo)-�-cyclodextrin (HS-�-CD, M = 1849.4 g/mol)
were generous gifts from prof. Gyula Vigh (Texas A&M uni-
versity, College Station, TX, USA). Pindolol formulation Visken®

Sandoz 0.4 mg/2 mL  (Sandoz, Basel, Switzerland) was a generous
gift from Dr. Radomír Čabala (Charles University, Prague, Czech
Republic) and Visken® Teofarma 5 mg  dosage (TEOFARMA Srl,
Italy) was  a generous gift from Jitka Čáslavská (Universität Bern,
Berna, Switzerland). Water was  purified by Rowapur and Ultrapur
(Watrex, San Francisco, CA, USA). IUPAC buffers of pH 4.005 and
10.012 (Radiometer, Copenhagen, Denmark) were used to calibrate
the pH meter.

2.2. Instrumentation

Experiments were performed using an Agilent CE 7100 sys-
tem with a diode array UV/VIS detector, operated via ChemStation
software (Agilent Technologies, Waldbronn, Germany) in bare
fused-silica capillary, ID 50 �m,  OD 375 �m,  effective length 40 cm,
total length 48.5 cm (Agilent Technologies, Waldbronn, Germany).
A PHM 240 pH/ION Meter (Radiometer Analytical, HACH Company,
Loveland, CO, USA) was  used to measure the pH of the solutions.

2.3. Experimental conditions

Sodium MOPS buffer containing 40 mM Na and 80 mM MOPS
(pH 7.12) was  used. The stock solution of 6 mM OS-�-CD in the
buffer served as BGE. Calibration solutions and solutions used for
the validation study were prepared according to Table 1. The run-
ning buffer with the selector was  used for sample preparation.
All solutions were filtered using 0.45-�m syringe filters (Sigma-
Aldrich, Prague, Czech Republic).

All experiments were performed under the following condi-
tions: temperature, 25 ◦C; voltage, + 25 kV; detection wavelength,
214 nm;  hydrodynamic injection, 20 mbar × 6 s A new capillary was
flushed 5 min  with water, 5 min  with 0.1 M NaOH and again 5 min
with water. The same procedure was applied each day after the
measurements. Before the measurements, the capillary was rinsed
with BGE for 10 min  and for 3 min  between each experiment, using
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an extra stock vial. Each experiment was repeated three times. After
every six measurements, the BGE vials were replaced by fresh ones.

The ChemStation software (Agilent Technologies, Waldbronn,
Germany) was used for data collection, acquisition and eval-
uation. All calculations were performed using Microsoft Office
Excel 2010 (Microsoft Corporation, Redmond, WA,  USA) or our
software (https://echmet.natur.cuni.cz/software) PeakMaster and
CEVal, and ACEResol, as stated in the text.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Optimization of the pindolol enatioseparation

The structural characteristics of pindolol were considered when
choosing the suitable separation conditions. Pindolol has a pKa
value of 9.49 [46]. At lower pH, the amine group will be read-
ily protonated and thus positively charged. Conversely, separation
under basic conditions when pindolol becomes neutral should
also be possible using charged selectors. In the literature, pin-
dolol enantioseparation by CZE has been performed in phosphate
buffer at acidic pH, using randomly sulfated �-CD (DS = 7–10) [43],
carboxymethyl-�-CD [47] or heptakis(2,6-di-O-methyl)-�-CD and
(2,3,6-tri-O-methyl)-�-CD and their mixture [48].

Sodium/MOPS buffer (pH 7.12) was used for preliminary exper-
iments. Pindolol is fully charged at this pH, and the electroosmotic
flow (EOF) still has a considerable mobility, thus contributing to
shorter migration times. There are also no system peaks that could
interfere with the analyte peaks in this buffer system, as shown by
analysis using the PeakMaster software [49,50] (available for free
at https://echmet.natur.cuni.cz/peakmaster). Hepta(6-O-sulpho)-
�-CD (HS- � -CD) and the OS-�-CD were further investigated as
suitable chiral selectors. Surprisingly, baseline enantioseparation
was not achieved when using HS-�-CD, whereas rapid enantiosep-
aration was possible when using OS-�-CD, although they both
belong to a family of highly negatively charged selectors. Such
results indicate that the � -cyclodextrin cavity may  fit better the
size of the pindolol molecule. Therefore, only the separation using
OS-�-CD was further studied.

Accordingly, we determined both pindolol enantiomer-OS-�-
CD selector complexation parameters using our software CEval
[51] (available for free at https://echmet.natur.cuni.cz/ceval). The
software reads the migration time as the a1 parameter of the
Haarhoff-van der Linde (HVL) function, which approximates the
peak shape [52], performing automatic estimations and statistical
analysis of the complexation parameters by nonlinear regression
(effective mobility vs. selector concentration) [52]. We  performed
the nonlinear regression using the so-called double-fit approach,
which assumes that the two enantiomers have equal mobili-
ties in the free BGE. No other corrections for viscosity or ionic
strength effects were used. Specifically, the latter can be problem-
atic with highly-charged cyclodextrins. Nevertheless, the data were
not used herein as thermodynamic parameters of analyte-selector
complexation but instead for method optimization, which is fea-
sible as long as the regression curve fits the experimental data
well.

The determinations were performed in two sodium/MOPS
buffers, one neutral (40 mM/80 mM,  pH 7.12), and one basic
(40 mM/20 mM,  pH 12.2). The pH 7.12 is low enough to make the
pindolol molecule fully protonated, whereas pindolol is a neu-
tral compound in the basic buffer environment. Both regression
curves are shown in Fig. 1 (neutral pH and basic pH, panels A
and B respectively). Panels C and D show examples of the so-
called profile plots identifying the confidence limits of nonlinear
regression parameters determined (Panel C) and performing statis-
tical tests on those parameters (Panel D). The regression estimated

the value of pindolol mobility in the basic buffer (without selec-
tor) at −0.07x10−9 m2s−1V−1. The hydroxyl group of the pindolol
molecule may  be partly deprotonated at a pH of 12.2 (the SPARC
calculation, http://archemcalc.com/sparc, estimates the respective
pKa at 13.7). Nevertheless, a hypothesis test of H0: �0 = 0 vs. HA:
�0 /= 0 (where �0 stands for pindolol mobility in the free buffer)
reveals a p -value of 0.55 (cf. Fig. 1, D), thereby preventing us from
rejecting the null hypothesis. Thus, we performed the regression in
the basic buffer with �0 set to 0.

A sample spiked with an S-pindolol enantiomer standard was
additionally analyzed under the two pH conditions. This allowed
us to assign the pindolol peaks, and consequently the complexation
parameters, to the absolute configuration of pindolol enantiomers
(Fig. 2). The values of the estimated complexation parameters are
outlined in Table 2. The data indicates duoselective enantiosepa-
ration conditions according to the so-called CHARM model [53].
However, complexation in the neutral buffer is approximately 10
times stronger than in the basic buffer, as expected based on the
charges of the pindolol molecule and of the OS-�-CD selector.
Weak interactions under basic conditions also result in higher esti-
mate errors of complexation parameters, which are approximately
15–20% in basic buffer and only 2–4 % in neutral buffer (expressed as
half of a 95% confidence interval). Some other observations should
also be made. First, under low pH conditions, pindolol migrates
with a cationic effective mobility below the selector concentra-
tion of approximately 1.5 mM,  comigrates with the electroosmotic
flow at this concentration and migrates with an anionic effective
mobility above it (Fig. 1, A). Second, pindolol enantiomers experi-
ence the reversal of electromigration order (EMO) [54] at high pH
at approximately 10 mM selector concentration (Fig. 1, B). Finally,
the S-enantiomer has a stronger affinity to the OS-�-CD selector
than its R counterpart at pH 7.12, while the opposite applies at
pH 12.2. Further investigation of this effect would require, e.g.,
NMR  spectroscopy or molecular modelling studies [55]. Conversely,
the R-enantiomer complex is always slower (migrates with lower
anionic mobility, i.e.,  arrives first to the detector at the cathodic
side) than the S-enantiomer complex, which indicates that the
complex with R-enantiomer has higher hydrodynamic radii at both
pH values. A deeper analysis (data not shown, cf. Fig. 1, D) reveals
significant differences (p -value of approx. 0.03) in complex mobil-
ity under both neutral and high pH conditions, although OS-�-CD
is a single isomer [24]. This implies that the differences in com-
plex size are significant, which is generally advantageous for chiral
resolution [23,56]. These observations let to the hypothesis that
different (possibly better) separation conditions may be observed
under intermediate pH conditions wherein the pindolol molecule
is only partly dissociated.

We  created a software tool ACEResol (https://echmet.natur.
cuni.cz/aceresol) that enabled us to explore the expected behav-
ior of the separation system under various selector concentrations
and buffer pH values. The user enters complexation constants and
mobilities of complexes of two  analytes (herein enantiomers) along
with the EOF mobility into the software and the software predicts
the separation time (i.e., time of the slower enantiomer) and sev-
eral measures of the separation efficacy. The following measures
are available: i) mobility factor (with/without EOF) as the difference
between the mobilities of the two  analytes divided by their average
value; ii) selectivity (with and without EOF) as the ratio of the two
mobilities; iii) mobility and time differences. Mobility factor and
selectivity with/without EOF are calculated with apparent/effective
mobilities, respectively. The analytical resolution would, indeed,
be the best parameter that the software could provide. Unfortu-
nately, it turns out that finding a reliable algorithm for its prediction
faces several problems (namely due to its dependency on the initial
peak with, sample amount, diffusion coefficients, electromigration
dispersion – some of which also depend on interactions between
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Fig. 1. Determination of the complexation parameters of pindolol enantiomers with the OS-�-CD selector. Screenshots of data analysis using the CEVal software. Panels A
and  B: nonlinear regression in sodium/MOPS buffers, pH 7.12 and 12.2, respectively; red dots and blue triangles are experimental points of the R and the S enantiomers,
respectively; the red solid line and the blue dashed line are the respective theoretical curves (nonlinear regression analysis); mobility is expressed with positive/negative
values for cationic/anionic mobilities. Panel C: example of the determination of the mobility of complex of the first enantiomer in the neutral buffer at a 95% confidence
interval. The green V-shaped curve is the so-called profiling plot, the blue solid horizontal line is set to a 95% confidence interval, and the red dashed vertical lines indicate
the  upper and lower limits of the confidence interval. Panel D: an example of a statistical test stating the null hypothesis that both enantiomers have zero mobility in the
high  pH buffer (versus otherwise). The V-shaped curve is the profiling plot, the red dashed vertical line is set to the tested value, and the blue solid horizontal line indicates
the  corresponding p -value.

Fig. 2. Electromigration order determination at A) neutral; B) basic pH. R:S pindolol sample spiked with the S enantiomer standard in 1:2 ratio. Sodium/MOPS buffer, A)
40/80  mM,  pH 7.12, with 6 mM OS-�-CD; B) 40/20 mM,  pH 12.2, with 20 mM OS-�-CD; + 25 kV / 48.5 cm capillary. Other experimental conditions in Experimentals.

analyte and selector). Overcoming these issues will result in a next
generation of our software.

The advantages, drawbacks and relevance of the measures listed
in the previous paragraph are discussed elsewhere [57]. In short,
although EOF is theoretically a non-selective phenomenon in CZE,
it contributes to the separation time (separation window) and thus

influences the extent of separation in practice. Thus the parame-
ters without the EOF are not relevant for assessment of separation
efficacy of a concrete separation system albeit they may be useful
for evaluating separation potency of various selectors themselves.
Similarly, the mobility difference does not reflect the EOF. We  pro-
vide these parameters for illustrative/educative purposes in our
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Table 2
Apparent complexation parameters between pindolol enantiomers and the OS-�-CD selector in sodium/MOPS buffers of two  different pH values. K

′ , apparent complexation
constant, �0, mobility of pindolol molecule, �AS , mobility of pindolol-selector complex. Mean values of the nonlinear regression estimates are given with corresponding
95%-confidence intervals in parenthesis.

Low-pH buffer (pH 7.12) High-pH buffer (pH 12.2)

R enantiomer S enantiomer R enantiomer S enantiomer

K
′ / mM−1 390 (374 - 406) 409 (394 – 425) 59 (49 – 71) 46 (37 – 55)

�0 / 10−9 m2s−1V−1 17.880 (17.875 – 17.884) 0 (fixed)
�AS / 10−9 m2s−1V−1 22.1 (21.6 - 22.6)a 22.8 (22.3 – 23.2)a 28.7 (26.8 – 32.1)a 34.1 (30.4 – 38.9)a

a) complexes between pindolol and OS-�-CD migrate as anions.

software. Mobility factor has the closest relation to the analytical
resolution nevertheless it results in values that are not intuitive.
Both mobility factor and selectivity additionally do not take peak
width into account. To the contrary, time difference (�t) is directly
comparable to the peak width (as expected from experience or pre-
liminary experiments). Noticeably, the �t  parameter is also the
only one that reflects the physical dimensions of the separation
system, namely the separation length and the applied electric field.
Consequently, we found the �t  parameter the most significant for
optimizing electrophoretical separations.

A peak baseline width of approximately 0.2 min  was observed
under a concentration of hundreds of �g/mL of a pindolol sam-
ple (Fig. 3, B). Therefore, we were looking for separation conditions
that lead to �t  = 0.25 min. Fig. 4 shows the expected separation
results predicted for variations in selector concentration and in pH.
Extrapolation of theoretical curves up to 50 mM selector concen-
trations must be considered cautiously; nevertheless, it indicates
the expected trends in the separation system. Fig. 4, panel A, shows
that the peaks become sufficiently separated within 6 min  when
the selector concentration reaches 6 mM in the neutral buffer. Fur-
ther increasing the selector concentration would lead to even better
separations, albeit with unnecessarily longer separation times. No
optimal compromise between the separation time and the �t
parameter exists. This is compared with the separation predicted in
the basic buffer in the same panel A in Fig. 4. Here, �t = 0.25 min is
observed at a selector concentration of 26 mM when the expected
separation time is approximately 5.5 min. This is a slightly shorter
separation time than that observed in the neutral buffer. Never-
theless, such a small improvement in separation time does not
compensate for the 4 times higher selector consumption and the
corresponding increase in ionic strength. Only in case of a need for
considerably more powerful separations (�t  > 0.6), the diagram
in panel A indicates that the basic buffer would become a better
choice if the selector consumption and the Joule heating do not
pose a problem at the high selector concentrations.

Fig. 4, panel B, shows predicted time differences and separa-
tion times at mid-range pH of 9.5, where the pindolol molecule
is half-protonated. The software calculates these curves automati-
cally, based on the complexation data provided at the two (neutral
and basic) pH conditions at which the analyte exists in two distinct
(de)protonated states. The pH-overall complexation parameters
are provided at a given pH as they result from the theoretical model
described previously [58]. Noticeably, information on the electro-
migration order of the two enantiomers under the two boundary
pH conditions is also necessary. We  introduced a method that
enabled us to answer this question even without a pure enantiomer
of a racemic sample [59]. However, the procedure is not needed
in our case since the S-pindolol standard is available (cf. Fig. 2).
The analysis reveals that the requirement of �t  = 0.25 min leads
to separation times similar to those in the neutral buffer (Fig. 4,
A) but only at higher selector concentrations. Similar results are
observed at other mid-range pH values (data not shown). Conse-
quently, the neutral sodium/MOPS buffer, pH 7.12, supplemented
with 6 mM OS-�-CD selector, was selected as the running buffer.

The separation measures observed in this buffer are: time differ-
ence, 0.25 min, mobility difference, 0.88 · 10−9 m2V−1s−1, mobility
factor (with EOF) 0.04, selectivity (with EOF) 1.04.

3.2. Method validation

The method was validated according to the corresponding ICH
guideline [60]. The validation parameters improved significantly
when adding an internal standard (ISTD) to the sample solution.
Imidazole, in a 0.75 mM constant amount, was chosen as the ISTD.
Imidazole is partly positively charged under the selected sep-
aration conditions and migrates well before the electroosmotic
flow.Furthermore, all peak areas (of both enantiomers and the ISTD)
were normalised to peak migration time (read from the peak apex)
as recommended for the quantitative analysis in CZE [61,62]. Con-
sequently, the time-corrected area of a pindolol enantiomer peak
is divided by the time-corrected area of the ISTD. The validation
parameters reported in this study are valid under the conditions
given in the Experimentals section.

Limit of detection (LOD) is defined as the lowest analyte con-
centration in a sample that can be detected but not necessarily
quantified. Limit of quantification (LOQ) applies to the lowest ana-
lyte concentration in the sample that can be reliably quantified.
Both the LOD and the LOQ are calculated based on the signal-to-
noise ratio method. Blank solutions were measured five times and
were set as multiples of 3:1 and 10:1 signal-to-noise ratios for LOD
and LOQ, respectively. The value was then converted into concen-
tration units by one-point calibration with a peak height close to
the LOQ (without using the ISTD). At the concentration scale, the
LOD and LOQ values were 1.2 �g/mL and 4.0 �g/mL (0.6 �g/mL
and 2.0 �g/mL per enantiomer), respectively. The LOD was  similar
to the lowest LODs achievable in CE and HPLC with UV-VIS detec-
tion, thus indicating that OS-�-CD does not hinder the detection,
even at the short wavelength of 214 nm.

Subsequently, the method was  validated over two concentra-
tion ranges; i) from (approximately) LOQ to 10 times LOQ and
ii) from 10 times LOQ to 60 times LOQ. The two concentration
ranges were selected as relevant i) for determinations of trace
amounts of pindolol enantiomers, e.g., in pharmacokinetic studies
or in environmental analysis and ii) for quality control of drug for-
mulations. The lower limit of the lower range is naturally given
by the LOQ of the method. The upper limit of the higher range
is given by the tradeoff between resolution and separation time
(see 3.1 Optimization of the pindolol separation). The following
ranges were selected for the validation study: i) lower range: 5–55
�g/mL (2.5–27.5 �g/mL per enantiomer) and ii) higher range:
50–300 �g/mL (25–150 �g/mL per enantiomer). Typical elec-
tropherograms and resolutions at the lowest and at the highest
concentration levels are shown in Fig. 3.

First, linearity was tested in the two individual ranges (cf.
Table 1). The linearity test was performed measuring a series of
six different equidistant concentrations in triplicate for both enan-
tiomers simultaneously. Coefficients of determination of and R2

≥ 0.999 were observed for either enantiomer over the lower and
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Fig. 3. Typical electropherograms under the separation conditions of the validation tests. Sodium/MOPS buffer, 40/80 mM,  pH 7.12, with 6 mM OS-�-CD, + 25 kV / 48.5 cm
capillary. Other experimental conditions in Experimentals. Panel A: electropherogram of a 5 �g/mL racemic sample (2.5 �g/mL per enantiomer); visible peaks (from left)
are  imidazole IS, system peak, DMSO, and the R-pindolol and S-pindolol peaks, which are further zoomed in the inset. Panel B: 300 �g/mL racemic sample (150 �g/mL per
enantiomer); the HVL-function envelope of the peak is shown in green after peak evaluation using the CEval software; the blue solid vertical line indicates the position of
the  peak apex; the green dashed vertical line indicates the value of the a1 parameter of the HVL-fit, which is considered the expected migration time of the peak (cf. inset in
Panel  A). The separation of the two enantiomers is shown in the inset.

Fig. 4. Expected migration times and migration time differences under various selector concentrations and pH values. Curves were constructed using our ACEResol software
(https://echmet.natur.cuni.cz/aceresol) based on the complexation parameters outlined in Table 2. Upper and lower triangles show the expected migration times of first
(R-pindolol) and second (S-pindolol) analytes in the left vertical axis, respectively. Dots show the corresponding expected migration time difference in the right vertical axis.
Panel  A: buffers pH 7.12 and pH 12.2, black and ping (upper and lower half of the figure), respectively. Panel B: intermediate pH buffer (pH 9.5). Red dashed vertical lines
indicate the selector concentration at which the expected migration time difference becomes 0.25 min  in the neutral (Panel A) and pH 9.5 (panel B) buffers.

upper concentration ranges. The same procedure was  then used for
calibration throughout the validation process.

The accuracy of an analytical method expresses the closeness of
agreement between the value of an analyte measured in a sample
and the value accepted as a true or reference value. The accuracy of
the method was assessed as the recovery at the low, medium and
high concentration levels of 5, 50 and 300 �g/mL (2.5, 25 and 150
�g/mL per enantiomer). Calibration solutions were prepared from
an individual stock solution of pindolol (Table 1). The 50 �g/mL
sample was evaluated twice, using low- and high-level calibra-
tions separately. Recoveries at the three concentration levels tested
for both concentration ranges were in the 95–103 (106) % interval
(106% applies for the LOQ level). In addition, the ratio of the deter-
mined concentrations of the S and R enantiomers was  calculated
for every sample. The ratios ranged between 0.95 and 1.03 at the
LOQ level, and between 0.98 and 1.02 at the other concentration
levels.

The precision of an analytical procedure expresses the close-
ness of agreement between a series of measurements by multiple

sampling of the same homogeneous sample under the prescribed
conditions. It may  be expressed as: repeatability (intra-day preci-
sion, under the same operating conditions over a short period of
time), intermediate precision (inter-day precision, under the same
operating conditions in different days or using different instru-
ments within the same laboratory) and reproducibility (precision
between different laboratories). Repeatability was assessed using
five separately prepared stock solutions of pindolol diluted to
the desired concentration levels (cf. accuracy above), according to
Table 1. Intermediate precision (different days, same instrument)
was determined using the same approach albeit with one randomly
chosen sample (per concentration level) for five consecutive days.
Both precisions were expressed as a percentage of relative standard
deviation (%RSD) of the content of R and S pindolol enantiomers
determined in the samples. A single calibration was  used for the
intermediate precision. %RSD values were lower than 8% at the LOQ
level, lower than 3% respective 2% at the 50 �g/mL level using the
calibration for the lower respective the higher concentration range,
and lower than 1.5% at the 300 �g/mL level.
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The validated method was tested through a quantitative enan-
tioseparation of pindolol in a two pharmaceutical formulations.
Firstly, Visken® Sandoz formulation for intravenous application
with a declared concentration of the active substance (pindolol) of
200 �g/mL (100 �g/mL per enantiomer) was analyzed by mixing
487 �L of the formulation with 10 �L of ISTD and 2.5 �L of DMSO
(resulting in a dilution factor of 0.975). The upper-range calibra-
tion was used for quantification. A racemate of pindolol with an
actual concentration of 202 �g/mL was found in the formulation
(101.07 �g/mL and 101.11 �g/mL per R and S enantiomer, respec-
tively, S/R ratio of 1.00). Secondly, Visken® Teofarma pill with a
declared dosage of 5 mg  (2.5 mg  per enantiomer) was  analyzed. The
pill was extracted in 5 mL  of the BGE using an ultrasonic bath for
5 min  resulting in a white suspension. The suspension was  then
filtered through a 45-�m syringe filter, and 500 �L of the filtrate
was mixed with 100 �L of ISTD and 25 �L of DMSO in a 5 mL  vol-
umetric flask, which was then filled up with the BGE (resulting in
a nominal concentration of pindolol of 100 �g/mL, 50 �g/mL per
enantiomer, i.e. 50 times dilution factor). A racemate of pindolol
with an actual dosage of 4.92 mg  was found in the formulation
(2.44 mg  and 2.49 mg  per R and S enantiomer, respectively, S/R ratio
of 1.02, which falls within the accuracy limits for a racemic sample).

4. Concluding remarks

Sodium/MOPS buffer (40/80 mM)  at a neutral pH of 7.2
with 6 mM single-isomer octa(6-O-sulfo)-�-cyclodextrin (OS-�-
CD) enable a fast and reliable enantioseparation of pindolol with a
limit of detection as low as 1.2 �g/mL (0.6 �g/mL per enantiomer).
The use of a single-isomer selector is recommended because it is
less prone to batch-to-batch variability than the widely used mix-
tures of isomers. Determining both pindolol enantiomer-selector
complexation parameters under neutral and high pH conditions,
when the analyte is fully protonated and deprotonated, respec-
tively, may  help to study the separation system and to optimize
the separation conditions. The baseline resolution of this method
was achieved in approximately 6 min, which is significantly faster
than that of previously developed methods. The method was val-
idated according to the ICH guidelines in a low concentration
range of 5-55 �g/mL (2.5–27.5 �g/mL per enantiomer) and in a
high concentration range of 50–300 �g/mL (25–150 �g/mL per
enantiomer), and was further applied for a quantitative enan-
tioseparation of pindolol in two formulations, Visken® Sandoz for
intravenous application and Visken® Teofarma pills for oral intake.
This method is a fast, simple and accurate approach for the determi-
nation and quantification of pindolol enantiomers with validated
parameters comparable to HPLC using the same type of detector.
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Research Article

Determination of thermodynamic acidity
constants and limiting ionic mobilities of
weak electrolytes by capillary
electrophoresis using a new free software
AnglerFish

Thermodynamic acidity constants (acid or acid-base dissociation constants, sometimes
called also as ionization constants) and limiting ionic mobilities (both of them at defined
temperature, usually 25°C) are the fundamental physicochemical characteristics of a weak
electrolyte, that is, weak acid or weak base or ampholyte. We introduce a novel method
for determining the data of a weak electrolyte by the nonlinear regression of effective elec-
trophoretic mobility versus buffer composition dependence when measured in a set of
BGEs with various pH. To correct the experimental data for zero ionic strength we use the
extended Debye-Hückel model and Onsager-Fuoss law with no simplifications. Contrary
to contemporary approaches, the nonlinear regression is performed on limiting mobility
data calculated by PeakMaster’s correction engine, not on the raw experimental mobility
data. Therefore, there is no requirement to perform all measurements at a constant ionic
strength of the set of BGEs. We devised the computer program AnglerFish that performs
the necessary calculations in a user-friendly fashion. All thermodynamic pKa values and
limiting electrophoretic mobilities for arbitrarily charged substances having any number
of ionic forms are calculated by one fit. The user input consists of the buffer composition
of the set of BGEs and experimentally measured effective mobilities of the inspected weak
electrolyte.

Keywords:

Capillary electrophoresis / Dissociation constant / Limiting mobility / Nonlinear
regression / Software DOI 10.1002/elps.201900283

1 Introduction

An acidity dissociation constant and electrophoretic mobili-
ties are the fundamental physicochemical constants that char-
acterize an ionic constituent (by ionic constituent we under-
stand a weak electrolyte, i.e., a weak acid or base). Both of the
constants determine the effective mobility of the constituent
in the electromigration movement and in this way have a
direct impact on the quality of separation in electromigration
separationmethods–CZE and ITP. In fact, both constants de-
pend on the ionic strength of the solution. The ionic strength
I is the quantity assessing the contributions of Coulombic in-
teraction of all ionic species in the solution, includingH+ and
OH– ions, and is defined as: I = 1/2

∑n
i=1 ciz

2
i , where ci and

zi is the concentration and the charge number of the i-th ionic
species, n is the number of all ionic species in solution. The
mobility and acidity dissociation constant (pKa) converge to
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some values when decreasing the ionic strength, that is, when
decreasing the concentration of ionic species to zero. Such
limiting values are called limiting ionic mobilities and ther-
modynamic pKa constants and characterize the particular
constituent. They are defined for infinitely diluted solutions
and therefore are unavailable to be measured directly.

Accurate and precise knowledge of limiting mobilities
and thermodynamic constants is however essential in mul-
tiple fields of chemistry, not only in electromigration, and
much scientific effort has been devoted to development of
methods for their determination. Most of these methods
do not utilize the set of the measurements of quantities
with gradually decreasing ionic strength, but rather rely on
a theoretical model of the dependence of the quantities on
ionic strength.

The development of suchmodels goes back to the history
of physical chemistry. It wasDebye andHückel who proposed
the theory of activity coefficients dependent on ionic strength
[1, 2]. The theory has been used with various modifications
to the present time. It explains how to obtain the activity

Color online: See article online to view Figs. 1–3 in color.
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coefficient γi of the ion to calculate the activity ai = γi ci of
the i-th ionic species from the concentrations ci at a finite
ionic strength I. When the activities of the ionic species are
known, the true thermodynamic dissociation constants of
the ionic constituents (acid or bases) can be determined.

The dependence of the electrophoretic mobility on ionic
strength is, however, more complicated. While the activity
coefficient regards only the static influence of the ionic
atmosphere, the electrophoretic mobility has to take into
consideration also the dynamics of forming an ionic atmo-
sphere, as the ionic constituents are in forced movement.
The theory by Onsager and Fuoss [3] takes into account two
phenomena connected with the electromigration of ionic
constituents: the electrophoretic and relaxation effects. It
even derives for electrolytes composed of more than two
ionic species that the relaxation effect depends not only
simply on ionic strength but also on the mobility ratios and
on the ratios of concentrations in which the various ions
are present. Onsager and Fuoss call this phenomenon the
“mixture effect” and show that the mixture effect is greater
the more the mobility ratios deviate from unity. The mixture
effect plays an inevitable role in electrolytes in CE, where
typically three ions are present in the peak: the separated
ion, the co-ion and the counter ion of the BGE. The mixture
effect is significant in highly acidic or alkaline electrolytes,
as the mobilities of hydroxonium and hydroxide ions are
extraordinarily high when compared to other ions.

Long before CE and isotachophoresis, the methods for
the direct determination of mobilities and dissociation con-
stants were introduced, a number of papers were published
on the dependence of molar conductivity and transport num-
bers on ionic strength. This is reviewed in the classic book by
Robinson and Stokes [4].

As mentioned above, the electromigration separation
methods, ITP and CZE, can be used not only for the sep-
aration of analytes but also for the determination of the
mobilities and pKa constants of various constituents. Here a
substantial contribution was made by Hirokawa and cowork-
ers [5–13], who published a great deal of reliable data obtained
by ITP. The advantage of ITP is its separation ability, which
enables us to determine the mobilities of several constituents
at once, even without purification. Further advantage of ITP
for such measurements is its accuracy, as it works in a
hydrodynamically closed system, which eliminates bulk
electroosmotic flow, a possible source of experimental errors.
Due to a stacking effect the edges of the zones remain sharp.
The approach by Hirokawa involved computer-assisted data
fitting and then correcting both pKa and limiting mobilities
for ionic strength. The Debye-Hückel law [1, 2] was used
to calculate the true thermodynamic pKa constants, while
the limiting mobilities were calculated using the Onsager
equation [14].

One of the first approaches based on CZE measure-
ments was proposed by Beckers et al. [15]. Beckers’ method
naturally uses the fact that effective electrophoretic mobility
is the weighted average of the actual ionic mobilities of all
dissociation states of a given compound where the weights

are molar fractions of each dissociation state. Beckers
showed that the pKa and limiting mobility of a monovalent
acid or base can be calculated by measuring its effective
mobility in two systems with different pH, provided that the
pH and ionic strength of both systems is known. True pKa
values are again calculated using the Debye-Hückel law and
the limiting mobilities are calculated from ionic equivalent
conductance.

Cai et al. from the group of El Rassi [16] were the first to
combine effective mobility measurements by CZE with non-
linear regression. In this case, the effective mobility of the
analyte is measured in several buffers with different pH. The
obtained set of pH versus effectivemobility data points is then
fitted with a model appropriate for the analyte. Ionic mobil-
ities and pKa constants are parameters of the fit. A consid-
erable advantage of this approach is the fact that the overall
procedure remains the same regardless of the number of dis-
sociation states of the analyte. The only thing that needs to
be adjusted is the equation describing the theoretical depen-
dence of the effective mobility on pH. Such an equation is,
however, fairly simple to derive so long as the possible disso-
ciation states of the studied substance are known. Other ad-
vantages include high robustness against experimental error,
proper error estimation of the fitted parameters and the ease
of automation. Even though ionicmobilities are also obtained
from the fit, Cai proposed nomeans of how to calculate limit-
ingmobilities from the experimental data. Cai’s approach has
been further extended for multivalent substances [17] and ap-
plied to wide variety of substances [18, 19].

For the purposes of true thermodynamic pKa determina-
tion it is convenient to define a sort of acidity constants as
so-called mixed constant [20, 21]. The mixed acidity constant
is defined as a function of activity of hydroxonium ions and
concentrations of the two consecutive ionic forms of a given
compound. This is advantageous because activity of hydrox-
onium ions can be measured directly by calibrated pH elec-
trodes. As such, this mixed constant is already partially cor-
rected for ionic effects.

Andrassi et al. [22] performed a comparative study of pKa
determination using CZE and potentiometric titration. They
concluded that CZE is advantageous due to its ability to both
separate and characterize a substance, thus greatly reducing
the effect of any impurities that might be present in a sample.
Additionally, it can work with very small sample volumes and
even allows for the characterization of multiple substances
simultaneously.

While calculation of true pKa using the Debye-Hückel
law is straightforward, there is no equally simple and
universal formula for the calculation of limiting mobili-
ties. Presently used methods for determination of limiting
mobilities that utilize CZE use some form of the Pitts equa-
tion [23,24]. The Pitts equation, Ref. [25], is an extension of the
Onsager-Fuoss [3] law and uses various additional parameters
whose value must be determined beforehand. The means of
how to get the values of these parameters vary from semi-
empirical approaches to rather complicated experiments that
require specialized equipment.
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There were many attempts to use CZE to determine both
pKa and ionic mobilities, see, for example, Refs. [26–28].
Šlampová et al. [27, 28] attempted to correct both pKas and
ionic mobilities for ionic effects. Šlampová’s approach was
limited to singly charged weak electrolytes and required that
all experimental data bemeasured at the same ionic strength.
A Microsoft Excel spreadsheet has been provided for auto-
matic data evaluation.

All the works on the determination of limiting ionic mo-
bilities and thermodynamic pKa constants by electromigra-
tion methods have used the following approach: determina-
tion of the actual ionic mobilities and apparent pKa constants
from the sets of experimental data and then correcting them
for zero ionic strength using the Debye-Hückel theory and
some modification of the Onsager equation for mobilities.
Such an approach requires using a set of measurements at
constant ionic strength, which is difficult or even impossible
to reach at very low or very high pH, where either hydroxo-
nium or hydroxide ions significantly contribute to the ionic
strength. In fact, the approach is principally incorrect, as the
experimentally available effective mobility is dependent both
on the ionic mobility and pKa constant. Moreover, it is diffi-
cult to make a proper correction of mobilities when two pKa
constants of a constituent are close together because in this
case the pKa constants also influence each other and so do
the limiting mobilities.

Our group introduced two software tools for the simu-
lation and prediction of electromigration behavior and for
method development–PeakMaster [29–32] and Simul [33].
Both tools use as the input data the set of limiting ionic mo-
bilities and thermodynamic pKa constants, which is known
as the Hirokawa database [6]. Both software tools also en-
able one to perform the correction of (i) activity coefficients
influencing pKa using the Debye-Hückel theory [1, 2] and
(ii) mobilities using the theory by Onsager and Fuoss [3].
This way they can simulate the real behavior of ions quite
precisely.

In the present work, we propose adapting the ionic
strength corrections used in PeakMaster for the inverse task:
to determine the limitingmobilities and true thermodynamic
pKa constants of a constituent from the set of experimental
data of effectivemobilities of the constituent obtained by elec-
trophoresis using a set of background electrolytes with vari-
ous pH. The procedure for obtaining the limiting mobilities
and thermodynamic pKa constants will be a nonlinear regres-
sion of the set of experimental mobility data. Contrary to con-
temporary approaches, the nonlinear regression is performed
on limiting mobility data calculated by the PeakMaster’s cor-
rection engine, not on the raw experimental mobility data.
This enables us to calculate by one fit both the true thermo-
dynamic pKa values and limiting electrophoretic mobilities
for arbitrarily charged substances with any number of ionic
forms. There is no requirement to perform all measurements
at the same ionic strength of the set of BGEs.

We have developed the freeware program AnglerFish for
the user-friendly input of experimental data and the comfort-
able obtaining of results.

2 Theory

2.1 Corrections for ionic strength

As was shown by Debye and Hückel [1, 2] and Onsager
and Fuoss [3], even low concentrations of ions in a solution
lead to observable deviation of the expected ideal behavior
of solutions. These deviations cause differences between the
observed and expected dissociation constants and changes
in conductivity, which in turn are a result of the reduced
ionic mobilities of all ions. The Debye-Hückel and Onsager-
Fuoss theories consider ions to be infinitely small uniformly
charged particles.

In our software tools PeakMaster and Simul we apply the
Davies’ [34] modification of the extended Debye-Hückel for-
mula for the ionic activity coefficient γz of an ion with the
charge number z at a temperature of 25°C:

log γz = −0.50925 z2
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where z is the charge number of the ion and I is the ionic
strength expressed in mol/L.

For the correction of mobility for ionic strength, uj, we
use the equations derived by Onsager and Fuoss [3] taking
into account effects stemming from nonequilibrium thermo-
dynamics. We have rewritten the equations into contempo-
rary notation and presently used units for better clarity:
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number of the j-th ionic species, respectively, cj is the concen-
tration of the j-th ionic species, e is the elementary charge,
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dynamic viscosity of the solution, respectively, k is the Boltz-
mann constant, T is the absolute temperature, and s is the
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Column vectors R(n) are defined by means of the recur-
sion formulas
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where δji is the Kronecker delta, ej is the charge of j-th ion,
ej = e zj, where e is the elementary charge, and I is the unit
matrix.

This way it is possible to calculate the so-called actual ef-
fective mobilities of an analyte when all parameters of the
BGE and the analyte are known–their limiting ionic mobili-
ties and the thermodynamic pKa constants of all constituents
included.

But our task is inversed:

i. We have an analyte, the thermodynamic pKa constant(s)
and mobility(ies) of which are to be determined.

ii. We have a background electrolyte with a known compo-
sition, where all limiting mobilities and thermodynamic
constants pKa of all its constituents are known. This en-
ables us to calculate using PeakMaster: (a) the pH based
on the activity of the hydroxonium ions and (b) ionic
strength of the background electrolyte.

iii. We prepare a set of such BGE s with various pH.
iv. Wemeasure by CZE the effectivemobilities of the analyte

in the set of the background electrolytes above.
v. Using a nonlinear regression, we fit the set of the mobil-

ities of the analyte by the Henderson-Hasselbalch equa-
tion, in the analogous way, as in Ref. [16]. The substantial
difference is that we correct the measured mobilities of
the analyte for ionic strength effects using the PeakMas-
ter correction engine, Eqs. (1–5), inversely. The correction
is hardcoded in the fitting function, so in our approach
theHenderson-Hasselbalch equation fits directly the lim-
iting ionic mobilities and thermodynamic constants of
the compound. In the single fitting procedure, the fit-
ted parameters are both the limiting ionic mobilities and
thermodynamic pKa constants of the analyte. These pa-
rameters are the results.

2.2 AnglerFish computer program

One obvious drawback of treating the entire buffer as an inde-
pendent variable bymulti-purpose tools such as Origin,MAT-
LAB, QtiPlot, Gnuplot, etc. that are commonly used in the
electrophoretic community for the nonlinear fitting of exper-
imental mobility, is that the fitting cannot simply use both
the Henderson-Hasselbalch equation and correction proce-
dure by Debye-Hückel and Onsager-Fuoss. Specifically, the
Onsager-Fuoss correction is nontrivial and it requires knowl-
edge of the exact buffer composition. A specialized computer
program that accepts experimentally obtained effective mo-
bilities and composition of buffers as input is needed.

To take full advantage of the approach suggested above
we have devised the computer program AnglerFish. Input

data for the program consists of (i) the composition of a series
of buffers, (ii) effectivemobilitiesmeasured experimentally in
each entered buffer and (iii) initial estimates of the pKa and
limiting mobilities. The program then performs a nonlinear
regression using the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm [35,36]
to calculate the thermodynamic pKa constants and limiting
ionic mobilities. Since the program knows the exact compo-
sition of every buffer, the proper correction for ionic effects
using the Debye-Hückel law for pKa and the Onsager-Fuoss
law for limiting mobilities is applied at every step of the re-
gression. This enables the calculation of the true thermody-
namic values of all pKa constants and eliminates the need to
perform the entire series of measurements in buffers of the
same ionic strength. The AnglerFish program is derived from
the PeakMaster 6 [32] program and both programs provide a
common user interface which allows for the user-friendly in-
put and output of parameters and displaying a graph with the
experimental and fitted values of mobilities.

The expected procedure of use is to design a series of
buffers bymeans of PeakMaster, run the experiments, import
the composition of buffers andmeasured actual effective mo-
bilities into AnglerFish, and fit the results. The program and
a user guide can be downloaded from the ECHMET group
website [37], the source code is available on GitHub [38].

3 Materials and methods

3.1 Chemicals

All used chemicals were of analytical grade purity. Lithium
hydroxide monohydrate, β-alanine, CHES, MOPS, MES,
glycine, acetic acid, formic acid, phosphoric acid, histidine,
guanosine monophosphate (GMP), all of them from Sigma
Aldrich. Water for preparation of all solutions was deion-
ized byWatrex Ultrapur system (Prague, Czech Republic). All
running buffers were filtrated using Minisart syringe filters
(Sartorius Stedim Biotech, Goettingen, Germany), pore size
0.45 mm.

All experiments were performed using Agilent 7100 CE
equipment operated under ChemStation software (Agilent
Technologies, Waldbronn, Germany). Detection was per-
formed with the built-in DAD. Fused silica capillary (50 µm
i.d. 375 µm o.d.) was provided by Polymicro Technologies
(Phoenix, AZ). The experiments were performed in bare cap-
illaries with a total lengths and effective lengths to the DAD
detector around 50 and 41.5 cm, respectively. The new cap-
illary was flushed first with 1 M sodium hydroxide and then
with de-ionized water for 10min and 10minwith actual BGE.

A sets of 33 buffers with calculated properties by Peak-
Master was prepared. Buffers covered pH range of 1.5–12 in
ionic strengths of 10 mM. pH coverage for all the buffers is
summarized in Table 1. All BGEs as well as sample matrix
were prepared bymixing appropriate amounts of buffer com-
ponent stock solutions and deionized water. Injected samples
composed of 0.1–0.5 mM of GMP and DMSO were dissolved
in the measured BGE. DMSO was used to track the velocity
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Table 1. Set of buffers and their pH range

Buffer composition pH range

Phosphoric acid 1.5–2.3
Phosphoric acid/LiOH 2–3.1
Formic acid/LiOH 2.9–4.1
Acetic acid/LiOH 3.8–5
MES/LiOH 5.3–6.2
MOPS/LiOH 6.2–7.4
Tricine/LiOH 7.3–8.6
Glycine/LiOH 8.9–10.4
CHES/LiOH 8.5–9.3
β-Alanine/LiOH 9.7–11.7
LiOH 11.6–12.6

of electroosmotic flow. Hydrodynamic injection of 10mbar×
15 s was applied. Additional pressure was used if there was
a need to modulate the velocity of EOF. Applied voltage was
15 kV keeping flowing current below 15 µA. Measurements
were performed in triplicates and evaluated by CEval 0.6h6
[39] computer program.

3.2 Data fit algorithm

The software performs a nonlinear fit to calculate the ther-
modynamic pKa and limiting mobilities. The algorithm per-
forms sanity checks of the fitted parameters to ensure that
they are physically sensible. The first check is to make sure
that pKa(n) > � > pKa(p), where pK(n) is pK of the form
with the lowest charge and pK(p) the pK of the form with the
highest charge.

The second check concerns limiting mobilities and can
be described as follows: 0.55 ubase + uz–1 < uz < 1.2 ubase +
uz–1 for basic and as 0.55 ubase + uz+1 < uz < 1.2 ubase +
uz+1 for acidic ionic forms, where ubase is either u–1 or u+1
depending on whether the acidic or basic forms are evalu-
ated. This reflects the generally valid rule that each additional
charge increases the overall mobility of a substance by ap-
proximately the same amount. AnglerFish provides the op-
tion of disabling the limitingmobilities sanity check. The san-
ity check of pKas cannot be disabled. Initial estimates for fits,
both in Origin and AnglerFish, were estimated from experi-
mental curves.

4 Results and discussion

It is not the purpose of this paper to present thermodynamic
pKa constants and limiting mobilities of a number of vari-
ous compounds. Instead, we will demonstrate the abilities
of AnglerFish by calculating the data for one multivalent
ionic constituent–GMP, which is a trivalent weak anionic
compound. The set of buffers summarized in Table 1 was
prepared to have the same ionic strength close to 10 mM.
Buffers of the same ionic strength were prepared to allow

for the fair comparison between the “classic” procedure and
AnglerFish.

Our intention here is to compare the classic procedure
for the determination of thermodynamic pKa constants and
limiting mobilities of an ionic compound by electrophoresis
with the new one based on the new approach.

(i) The classic procedure we used was based on this ap-
proach: we measured the set of effective mobility data of the
compound for various pH of the BGEs and fitted these raw
experimental mobility data by the Henderson-Hasselbalch
equation with the Origin software. This way obtained appar-
ent mixed pKa constants we corrected for zero ionic strength
using the Debye-Hückel equation, Eq. (1). To make the com-
parison with AnglerFish fair, we corrected the actual mobili-
ties for zero ionic strength by “manual iteration” by means of
the PeakMaster software. This “manual iteration” procedure
is explained further below.

(ii) The procedure by AnglerFish is based simply on the
input of the compositions of the set of BGEs and correspond-
ing measured effective mobilities.

4.1 Classic procedure

The set of 99 couples of the measured pH of 33 BGEs (ev-
ery measurement was repeated three times) and the corre-
spondingmeasured effectivemobilities of GMPwere entered
into the Origin environment into the so-called Book. The data
were analyzed and depicted by one of Origin’s tools, the Non-
linear Curve Fit, using the Henderson-Hasselbalch function,
which was manually inserted. The Levenberg-Marquardt al-
gorithmwas used for the nonlinear fit. The output in the form
of a Graph is shown in Fig. 1.

All effective mobilities dependent on pH are depicted
by crosses. The figure also displays the fitting Henderson-
Hasselbalch curve in red and the fitted parameters calculated
by Origin in the inlay: the actual ionic mobilities and appar-
ent mixed pKa constants. These values are to be corrected for
ionic strength.

4.1.1 Correction of pKa constants

The dissociation steps of GMP are as follows:

GMP
�
H+ GMP− �

H+ GMP2−
�
H+ GMP3−

and corresponding dissociation equations for mixed dissoci-
ation constants Kmix

z are:

Kmix
1 = c

(
GMP−) · a (

H+)
c (GMP)

Kmix
2 = c

(
GMP2−

) · a (
H+)

c (GMP− )

Kmix
3 = c

(
GMP3−

) · a (
H+)

c (GMP2− )

(6)
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Figure 1. Origin’s output of nonlinear re-

gression analysis of effective mobility de-

pendence on pH of the BGE for GMP.

Crosses: experimental data. Curve: fitting

function. The Henderson-Hasselbalch fitting

function and fitted parameters are depicted

in the inlay.

According to equation Eq. (1), the activity coefficients for
mono-, di- and three-valent ions for the electrolytes with ionic
strengths I of 0.01 mol/L are: γ1 = 0.9051, γ2 = 0.6712,
γ3 = 0.4078, respectively. The true thermodynamic disso-
ciation constants are expressed exclusively by means of ac-
tivities, ai = γ ci, instead of concentrations. The relation
between the thermodynamicKz and apparentKmix

z mixed dis-
sociation constants is therefore K1 = γ1 Kmix

1 , K1 = γ2
γ1
Kmix
2 ,

K3 = γ3
γ2
Kmix
3 , so correspondingly for pKa constants

pK1 = pKmix
1 − log (γ1)

pK2 = pKmix
2 − log (γ2)+ log (γ1)

pK3 = pKmix
3 − log (γ3)+ log (γ2)

(7)

Using formulas in Eqs. (7) the corrected pKa values for
GMP are: pK1 = 2.7015, pK2 = 6.8331, pK3 = 10.4558.

4.1.2 Correction of mobilities

All data on mobilities in this paper is given in electrophoretic
units, that is, 10–9 m2V/s. The correction of mobilities for
zero ionic strength was accomplished by manual iteration
by means of the PeakMaster software. In PeakMaster we
first input as the BGE a highly alkaline electrolyte composed
of lithium hydroxide to assure that any anionic analyte will
be fully dissociated. The concentration of lithium used was
10.130 mM to achieve an ionic strength of 10.000 mM. Then
we build the GMP as the analyte by steps, starting from a
hypothetical univalent form. We entered the value 2.7015 ob-
tained in the above paragraph as the pKa(-1) and manually
iteratively adjusted the limiting mobility u(-1) to obtain the
effective mobility of the compound of –17.772, as fitted by

Origin, see Fig. 1. The resulting limiting mobility u(-1) was
20.538. These actions were repeated when adding the second
and third valency with pKa 6.8331 and 10.4558, successively.
The resulting corrected mobilities are u(-1) = 20.538, u(-2) =
37.178, u(-3) = 55.620.

4.2 Procedure by AnglerFish

The same set of 99 couples of the measured pH of 33 BGEs
including their compositions and corresponding measured
effective mobilities of GMP were placed into the window of
the AnglerFish environment, see Fig. 2.

The software then requires initial estimates of mobilities
of all ionic forms, here say 45, 27, and 17, and pKa constants,
here say 10.4, 6.7, and 2.8. The calculation of limiting mo-
bilities and thermodynamic constants is carried out by sim-
ply clicking the Fit button. The resulting graphical window is
shown in Fig. 3, the fitted parameters in Fig. 4.

Notice that the blue squares in Fig. 3 are the fitted values
of the actual effective mobilities. They do not have to neces-
sarily form a smooth curve (when using BGEs with different
ionic strengths) as it was in the classic procedure, where the
fitting function was the Henderson-Hasselbalch function.

The comparison of the limiting values obtained by both
approaches is shown in Table 2.

4.3 Discussion

It is obvious from Table 2 that all results obtained by An-
glerFish have lower standard deviations. It is a natural
consequence of the fact that the Henderson-Hasselbalch
function is exact only for true thermodynamic dissociation
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Figure 2. Input window of AnglerFish. Crosses: experimental data. Subwindows in the upper left corner: compositions of BGEs. Subwin-

dow in the middle upper part: initial estimates.

Table 2. Limiting ionic mobilities and thermodynamic pKa

constants. In the classic approach: first fitted by Origin,

then manually corrected. In the AnglerFish approach:

fitted directly

Classic approach AnglerFish

Mobility S.D. Mobility S.D.

u1 20.538 0.109 20.696 0.034
u2 37.178 0.145 38.140 0.050
u3 55.620 0.168 57.458 0.051

pKa S.D. pKa S.D.

pK1 2.7015 0.0163 2.6986 0.0048
pK2 6.8331 0.0255 6.7638 0.0080
pK3 10.4558 0.0286 10.2056 0.0093

R2 0.99832 0.99947

R2: coefficient of determination.

constants and limiting ionic mobilities. Thus, it does not fit
the experimental data correctly before its correction to the
thermodynamic (limiting) values.

Moreover, as a matter of fact, any effective mobility ob-
tained by measurement is dependent more or less on all pa-
rameters of the compound. Therefore, it is not entirely right
to correct the values of the actual ionic mobilities and appar-

ent pKa constants for zero ionic strength independently, one
by one, as is done in the classic procedure.

There is one more important aspect of using AnglerFish
which employs the Onsager-Fuoss correction procedure de-
scribed in Ref. [3]. As already mentioned, this procedure con-
siders themixture effect. In alkaline BGEs at pH around 12 or
more, the anions are composed mostly of highly mobile hy-
droxide ions. Themixture effect of fast hydroxide ions speeds
up the negative GMP3– ions, so their mobility is extraordinar-
ily higher. This is well recognized by AnglerFish and the fitted
points lie close to experimental points at a high pH of around
12. On the other hand, in the classic approach by Origin the
fitted curve deviates from the experimental points in this re-
gion; compare Figs. 1 and 3.

Another advantage of the proposed approach is that the
buffers in the set need not necessarily have the same ionic
strength as each of them is treated individually. This is es-
pecially useful for buffers with either highly acidic or highly
alkaline pH, for example, it is principally impossible to pre-
pare a buffer for pH less than two having the ionic strength
equal to or less than 0.01 mol/L.

As mentioned above, the input data for AnglerFish re-
garding buffers is simply the compositions of these buffers.
The software includes the same database of pKa constants
and mobilities of many constituents, as Simul and PeakMas-
ter have–theHirokawa database. From the composition of the
buffer can be then calculated its corresponding pH. However,
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Figure 3. Output graphical windowof AnglerFish. Crosses: experimental data. Full squares: fittedmobilities, values on left axis. Hexagons:

residuals of the fit, values on right axis.

Figure 4. Output window of AnglerFish – fitted limiting mobili-

ties and thermodynamic constants together with their standard

deviations. R2: coefficient of determination.

the calculated pH may differ from the pH measured. More-
over, often some chemicals used for the preparation of buffers
cannot be weighed with maximum precision, especially liq-
uid chemicals, such as phosphoric or acetic acid. Therefore,

we decided to adopt the following strategy: (i) the pH mea-
sured by a calibrated pH meter and (ii) the amount of one
of the constituents of the buffer, the one which can be reli-
ably weighed, are the basic entries of the buffer composition.
The corresponding amount of the second constituents of the
buffer is calculated by the software. This way we are able to
reach the maximum correctness of the input data.

To the authors’ best knowledge, when utilizing the
Onsager-Fuoss correction, Eqs. (2–5), the ionic strength of all
used buffers should not exceed 20 mM to achieve acceptable
accuracy. As we came to recognize, for a higher ionic strength
and charge numbers of measured compounds higher than
two the correction can fail and yield deviated results.

5 Concluding remarks

We have introduced an improved method for the deter-
mination of thermodynamic acidity dissociation constants
and limiting ionic mobilities by the nonlinear fit of effective
mobility versus buffer composition dependence. Themethod
uses the extended Debye-Hückel model and Onsager-Fuoss
law with no simplifications and does not require maintain-
ing constant ionic strength in all experiments. We devised a
computer program that performs the necessary calculations
in a fully automated fashion. The user input consists of the
buffer composition and experimentally measured effective
mobilities.
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Research Article

CE determination of the thermodynamic
pKa values and limiting ionic mobilities of
14 low molecular mass UV absorbing
ampholytes for accurate characterization of
the pH gradient in carrier ampholytes-based
IEF and its numeric simulation

Fourteen low molecular mass UV absorbing ampholytes containing 1 or 2 weakly acidic
and 1 or 2 weakly basic functional groups that best satisfy Rilbe’s requirement for being
good carrier ampholytes (�pKa = pKamonoanion – pKamonocation < 2) were selected from a
large group of commercially readily available ampholytes in a computational study us-
ing two software packages (ChemSketch and SPARC). Their electrophoretic mobilities
were measured in 10 mM ionic strength BGEs covering the 2 < pH < 12 range. Us-
ing our Debye-Hückel and Onsager-Fuoss laws-based new software, AnglerFish (free-
ware, https://echmet.natur.cuni.cz/software/download), the effective mobilities were re-
calculated to zero ionic strength from which the thermodynamic pKa values and limit-
ing ionic mobilities of the ampholytes were directly calculated by Henderson-Hasselbalch
equation-type nonlinear regression. The tabulated thermodynamic pKa values and limit-
ing ionic mobilities of these ampholytes (pI markers) facilitate both the overall and the
narrow-segment characterization of the pH gradients obtained in IEF in order to mitigate
the errors of analyte ampholyte pI assignments caused by the usual (but rarely proven)
assumption of pH gradient linearity. These thermodynamic pKa and limiting mobility val-
ues also enable the reality-based numeric simulation of the IEF process using, for example,
Simul (freeware, https://echmet.natur.cuni.cz/software/download).

Keywords:

Capillary isoelectric focusing / Limiting ionic mobility / pH Gradient linearity / pI
Marker / Thermodynamic acid dissociation constant

DOI 10.1002/elps.201900381

1 Introduction

According to a seminal paper of Rilbe [1], for a successful
IEF separation in a natural pH gradient, the following
conditions have to be met. First, the anode compartment
of the electrophoretic device has to be filled with an acidic
solution (the anolyte, e.g. 20 mM H3PO4). Second, the
separation compartment has to be filled with a mixture
of carrier ampholytes (ampholytes for which it holds that
�pKa = pKamonoanion – pKamonocation < 2). Third, the cathode

Correspondence: Professor Bohuslav Gaš, Department of Phys-

ical and Macromolecular Chemistry, Faculty of Science, Charles

University, Prague, Czech Republic

E-mail: bohuslav.gas@natur.cuni.cz

Abbreviations: 3MHIS, 3-methylhistidine; DNS-Cl, dan-
sylchloride; DNS-IDA, dansylated iminodiacetic acid; GLYHIS,
glycyl-histidine; ICIEF, Imaging capillary isoelectric focusing;
IDA, iminodiacetic acid; LAB, labetalol; LBB, Leucoberbelin
blue I dye; SERO, serotonin

compartment has to be filled with a base (the catholyte,
e.g. 20 mM NaOH). Fourth, convective disturbances have
to be absent or suppressed in the system (either by using
an anti-convective medium or a capillary as the separation
compartment). Fifth, a sufficiently large DC voltage has to be
applied between the anode and the cathode for a sufficiently
long period of time to allow any and all of the initially cationic
and anionic carrier ampholytes in the mixture to migrate
out of sections of the separation compartment in which the
local pH value is different from their isoelectric point value.
(Since Rilbe considered the isoelectric point value to be very
close to the isoprotic point value–which he calculated as
(pKamonocation + pKamonoanion)/2–the symbol pI, and the term
pI value, became loosely–and interchangeably–used in the
literature to designate either “iso” value.)

Once all these conditions are fulfilled, adjacent, individ-
ual carrier ampholyte bands form across the separation com-
partment such that the pH in the successive bands increases

Color online: See the article online to view Figs. 1, 3–5 in color.
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monotonously from that in the anolyte to that in the catholyte.
If the concentration of the carrier ampholyte in its band is
sufficiently high, the pH approaches the isoprotic/isoelectric
value of the individual carrier ampholyte such that, to quote
Rilbe [2], “… my contemplated pH gradients should be stable
indefinitely.”.

When a number of ampholytic analyte molecules are
mixed with the carrier ampholytes prior to the separation,
they also participate in the formation of the natural pH gradi-
ent and end up in segments of the separation compartment
where the pH corresponds to their respective pI value. Since
the pI value (however defined) of an ampholytic analyte is
considered an important material characteristic, it would be
valuable if it could be obtained from the IEF experiment it-
self. It is possible to take fractions from the focused carrier
ampholyte train when IEF is carried out in a conventional
density gradient column (even when it is miniaturized, see,
e.g. [3]) or in a multicompartmental electrolyzer (see, e.g. [4]),
or in a free-flow electrophoretic device (see, e.g. [5]) and mea-
sure their pH. One can also measure, post focusing, the pH
along the surface of an IEF gel with a specialized glass elec-
trode (see, e.g. [6]). However, there is no convenient direct way
to do either of these when the separation compartment is a
capillary, even if the focusing position of the analyte band is
detectable. The usual solution to this conundrum is an indi-
rect one: two or more additional ampholytes with known pI
values (the so-called pImarkers) that are readily detectable at
the end of the IEF process (by whatever detector is used in
the instrument) are added to the carrier ampholyte mixture
and their known pI values are plotted against their relative
focusing positions between the anode and the cathode. The
resulting graph is deemed to represent the shape of the pH
profile in the separation compartment and is commonly re-
ferred to as the pH gradient. Being an indirect method, the
accuracy of this representation is ill-defined and depends on
the often assumed–yet rarely proven–local linearity of the pH
gradient between the adjacent pI markers. In principle, the
use of a larger number of pI markers can lead to a more ac-
curate the description of the shape of the pH gradient.

Historically, both proteins and small ampholytic
molecules with consensus pI values have been used as pI
markers (for an extensive list of early references and their fair
critique, see, e.g. [7]). In CIEF, the use of small ampholytic
markers is preferred, because multiple analytical methods
can be applied for the determination and cross-validation of
their pI values. In addition to finding such pI markers by
scouring catalogues of fine chemicals (see, e.g. [8]), many
groups have synthesized families of pI markers such as,
e.g. substituted nitrophenols [7, 9–11], monoalkylpiperidine
amides of fluorescein [12], azo dyes [13], oligopeptides [6,14],
and ampholytic trisulfonamido pyrenes [15].

Most of the time, the pKa values associated with the
monocationic and monoanionic forms of the pI markers
are determined experimentally and the pI values are calcu-
lated as their arithmetic average according to Rilbe’s equa-
tion (vide supra), yielding the isoprotic point value. The
respective pKa values can be obtained, among others, from

Table 1. Stock BGE compositions and their corresponding pH

ranges, cstock stands for concentration of the stock

solution

Buffering
constituent

cstock
mol/dm3

Titrant pH range

Phosphoric acid 0.5 – 2
Phosphoric acid 0.5 LiOH 2.30–3.00
Formic acid 1 LiOH 3.00–4.00
Acetic acid 2 LiOH 4.00–5.15
MES 0.5 LiOH 5.15–6.15
MOPS 0.5 LiOH 6.15–7.30
Tricine 1 LiOH 7.30–8.50
CHES 1 LiOH 8.50–9.50
β-Alanine 1 LiOH 9.50–11.70
Lithium 0.5 – 11.70–12.00

potentiometric titrations (see, e.g. [7]), pH-dependent spec-
troscopic measurements (see, e.g. [12, 13]) or pH-dependent
capillary electrophoretic effective mobility measurements
(see, e.g. [16–18]). Alternatively, the pI value can be deter-
mined directly from pH-dependent pressure-mediated cap-
illary electrophoretic measurements [19] (which can also pro-
vide the respective pKa and limiting electrophoretic mobility
values of the pImarkers).

The first objective of the work reported in this paper
was to identify a set of low molecular mass pI markers suit-
able for characterization of the pH gradient in the 3 < pH
< 10 range that (i) have well-defined structure and contain
no more than two acidic and two basic functional groups, (ii)
are commercially available (or are very easy to prepare) with
adequate purity, at relatively low cost. The second objective
was then to determine their respective thermodynamic pKa

and limiting electrophoretic mobility values to facilitate their
use (i) for characterization of the shape of the pH gradient
in IEF and, (ii) in reality-based numeric simulation of IEF
separations with programs such as Simul [20, 21] (freeware,
https://echmet.natur.cuni.cz/software/download).

2 Materials and methods

2.1 Chemicals

2.1.1 BGEs

Water used for the preparation of all solutions was pu-
rified by Rowapur and Ultrapur (Watrex, San Francisco,
CA, USA). The BGE constituents were chosen to buffer
in the 2 < pH < 12 range. BGEs were prepared by mix-
ing appropriate amounts of the stock solutions shown in
Table 1 according to PeakMaster 6 [22] (freeware, https://
echmet.natur.cuni.cz/software/download), and then diluted
with deionized water to 10 mM ionic strength. In all cases,
0.5 M lithium hydroxide was used as the titrant, except
at pH 2 where pure phosphoric acid and at pH 12 where
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Figure 1. Comparison of the mea-

sured effective mobility values

(symbol black +) and those calcu-

lated by AnglerFish (symbol blue

square) using the thermodynamic

pKa and limiting ionic mobility

values of Leucoberbelin Blue I, LBB

(left vertical axis) as a function of

pH (horizontal axis). The yellow

hexagon symbols show the residu-

als, that is, the differences between

the average experimental values

and the calculated values (right

vertical axis, in 10–9 m2/V/s units).

pure lithium hydroxide were used. All BGEs were filtered
through 0.45 µm syringe filters (Whatman, GE Healthcare,
Chicago, IL, USA). All chemicals used for the stock solu-
tions were of analytical grade purity. Phosphoric acid was
purchased from Lachema (Brno, Czech Republic), formic
acid, acetic acid (AcOH), MES, MOPS, N-(2-hydroxy-1,1-
bis(hydroxymethyl)ethyl)glycine (Tricine), CHES, β-alanine
and lithium hydroxide were supplied by Sigma-Aldrich
(Prague, Czech Republic). The pH of every BGE was mea-
sured by a PHM 240 pH/ION Meter (Radiometer Analytical,
HACH, Loveland, CO, USA), calibrated with IUPAC buffers
of pH 1.679, 4.005, 7.000, 10.012, and 12.450 (Radiometer,
Copenhagen, Denmark).

2.1.2 Commercially available low molecular mass

ampholytes used as pImarkers

These ampholytes were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich
(Prague, Czech Republic). Their names and abbreviations
(in parentheses) are as follows: 3-methylhistidine (3MHIS),
4-(4-aminophenyl)butyric acid, epinephrine (EPI), glycyl-
histidine (GLYHIS), labetalol (LAB), leucoberbelin blue I dye
(LBB), metanephrine (MEPI), norepinephrine (NEPI), sero-
tonin (SERO), and tyramine (TYRA) (purchased as chloride
salt).

2.1.3 pImarkers prepared by dansylation of amino

acids

Aspartic acid (ASP), γ-aminobutyric acid, glutamic acid, and
iminodiacetic acid (IDA), were dansylated by dansylchloride

(DNS-Cl) (all from Sigma-Aldrich, Prague, Czech Repub-
lic) according to the procedure in [23] yielding dansylated
ASP, dansylated GABA, dansylatedGLU, and dansylated IDA
(DNS-IDA). Briefly, a 1 mM stock solution of the selected
amino acid was prepared in 40 mM aqueous lithium car-
bonate and its pH was adjusted to 9.2 with hydrochloric
acid. A 5.5 mM DNS-Cl solution was prepared in acetoni-
trile (Sigma-Aldrich, Prague, Czech Republic) and 1 mL of
it was added rapidly to 2 mL of the amino acid stock solu-
tion, mixed for 2 min, then kept in a dark place at room tem-
perature for 60 min. Subsequently, the reaction mixture was
applied onto a silica gel column, hydrolysed DNS-Cl was re-
moved from it with a 1:4 methanol:chloroform eluent, fol-
lowed by the elution of the dansylated amino acid by a 1:1
methanol:chloroform eluent, while the inorganic compounds
stayed on the silica gel.

2.2 Capillary electrophoretic experiments

The effective electrophoretic mobilities of the pI markers
in different pH BGEs were measured by CE using an Ag-
ilent CE 7100 system equipped with a diode array detector
and operated via ChemStation software (Agilent Technolo-
gies, Waldbronn, Germany). In order to minimize analyte-
capillary wall interactions, multiple capillaries with different
inner surface coatings were used including (i) bare fused sil-
ica capillaries (50 µm i.d., 56 and 71.5 cm effective lengths),
(ii) fluorocarbon-coated µSil capillaries (75 µm i.d., 56 cm ef-
fective length) and PVA-coated capillaries (50 µm i.d., 56 cm
effective length, all from Agilent Technologies, Waldbronn,
Germany), and (iii) dynamically-coated triple layer Polybrene
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Table 2. Thermodynamic pKa data and their respective standard deviations for the pImarkers calculated by AnglerFish from the

experimentally measured pH-dependent effective mobilities. Values marked with asterisk (*) are values estimated with

insufficient accuracy due to too few data points at high pH. pKCC, pKC, pKA, and pKAA denote the pKa of the +2, +1, –1, and –2

charged species, respectively. Values in the last three columns were calculated as �pKa = pKA – pKC [1],

−dz/dpH = ln(10)/(1 + 0.5(10(pKA−pKC )/2) ) [7] and pI = (pKA + pKC)/2 [1], respectively

Name pKCC σ pKC σ pKA σ pKAA σ �pKa –dz/dpH pI

DNS-IDA – – 2.30 0.07 3.68 0.09 4.84 0.09 1.38 0.67 2.99
DNS–ASP – – 2.75 0.01 3.93 0.02 5.13 0.02 1.18 0.78 3.34
DNS–GLU – – 2.96 0.02 4.02 0.03 5.29 0.04 1.06 0.85 3.49
DNS–GABA – – 3.57 0.01 4.83 0.01 12.53* – 1.26 0.73 4.20
4APBA – – 4.26 0.01 5.45 0.01 – – 1.19 0.78 4.86
LBB – – 4.70 0.01 5.83 0.01 – – 1.13 0.81 5.27
GLYHIS 2.22 0.06 6.77 0.01 8.32 0.01 – – 1.55 0.58 7.55
3MHIS 2.04 0.4 6.50 0.01 8.91 0.01 – – 2.41 0.26 7.71
LAB – – 7.32 0.01 9.65 0.01 – – 2.33 0.28 8.49
NEPI – – 8.62 0.04 9.80 0.05 – – 1.18 0.78 9.21
EPI – – 8.62 0.03 10.02 0.07 12.88* – 1.40 0.66 9.32
MEPI – – 9.11 0.01 10.33 0.03 – – 1.22 0.76 9.72
TYRA – – 9.50 0.04 10.84 0.05 – – 1.34 0.69 10.17
SERO – – 10.01 0.02 11.15 0.03 – – 1.14 0.81 10.58

4APBA, 4-(4-aminophenyl)butyric acid; DNS-ASP, dansylated aspartic acid; 3MHIS, 3-methylhistidine; DNS-GABA, dansylated

γ-aminobutyric acid; DNS-GLU, dansylated glutamic acid; DNS-IDA, dansylated iminodiacetic acid; EPI, epinephrine; GLYHIS,

glycyl-histidine; LAB, labetalol; LBB, Leucoberbelin blue I dye; MEPI, metanephrine; NEPI, norepinephrine; SERO, serotonin; TYRA,

tyramine

capillaries (50 µm i.d., 71.5 cm effective length, made in our
laboratory according to [24]. Briefly, a bare fused silica cap-
illary was rinsed with 1 M NaOH (Sigma-Aldrich, Prague,
Czech Republic) solution for 30min, then with deionized wa-
ter for 10 min, then sequentially with aqueous 5%, w/v Poly-
brene, 3%, w/v dextran sulfate and again with 5%, w/v Poly-
brene solutions for 20 min each.

All CE experiments were performed at a constant 25°C
temperature and +15 kV voltage (except with the Polybrene-
coated capillary, where –15 kV was used). All capillaries were
preconditioned prior to the CEmeasurements: the bare fused
silica capillaries were rinsed with 0.1 M NaOH solution
for 10 min, deionized water for another 10 min and with
the respective BGEs for 5 min, whereas the fluorocarbon-
and PVA-coated capillaries were rinsed with 10 mM phos-
phoric acid prior to deionized water, 10 min each. When
switching BGEs, the capillaries were flushed with the new
BGE for 5 min, then for 1 min before each run. The sam-
ple was an aqueous solution of the analyte at a concen-
tration of 0.1 mg/mL and 0.08%, v/v DMSO as an EOF
marker. The sample was injected by applying 20 mbar
pressure for 5 s. All measurements were performed in
triplicates.

2.3 Imaging capillary isoelectric focusing

experiments

Imaging capillary isoelectric focusing (ICIEF) experiments
were carried out on a CEInfinite instrument equipped with
an on-line whole column imaging detector operating at

280 nm wavelength (Advanced Electrophoresis Solutions,
Cambridge, ON, Canada). The separation cassette contained
a 100 µm i.d. fluorocarbon-coated capillary (50 mm scanned
length) between the two electrode reservoirs (containing
0.3 M phosphoric acid and 0.2 M lithium hydroxide, re-
spectively). IDA and arginine (ARG), used as sacrificial am-
pholytes [25] were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (Prague,
Czech Republic).

The carrier ampholyte stock solution consisted of 5 mL
of 0.25%, w/v aqueous methylcellulose (1500 cP / 2%, w/w,
aq) solution, 300 µL of 0.2 M IDA (anodic sacrificial am-
pholyte [25]), 100 µL of 0.5 M ARG (cathodic sacrificial
ampholyte [25]), and 150 µL of AES SH 3–10 carrier am-
pholyte mixture (Advanced Electrophoresis Solutions Ltd.,
Cambridge, ON, Canada), resulting in nominal 10.8 mM
IDA and 9 mM ARG concentrations in the carrier ampholyte
stock solution. A pI marker stock solution containing each
marker at a concentration of 1 mg/mL was prepared and
1 µL of it was added to 0.5 mL of the carrier ampholyte
mixture, resulting in individual pI marker concentrations of
2 µg/mL.

The sample-containing carrier ampholyte solutions were
filled into the ICIEF capillarymanually by introducing 0.8mL
of air into the headspace of the 2 mL sample vial through its
tightly closed septum for 3 min. The length of time has been
experimentally verified to be sufficient for complete replace-
ment of the content of the whole capillary with a fresh solu-
tion. ICIEF measurements were made at ambient tempera-
ture. The applied voltage was set to 1 kV for 1 min, followed
by a step change to 3 kV for 4 min. Whole column images
were taken in 10 s intervals.
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Table 3. Limiting ionic mobility data of the pImarkers calculated by AnglerFish from the experimentally measured pH-dependent

effective mobilities. Values marked with asterisk (*) are values estimated with insufficient accuracy due to too few data points at

high pH. uCC, uC, uA, and uAA stand for the limiting ionic mobility of the +2, +1, –1, and –2 charged species in 10–9 m2/V/s units.

�u is the difference between the absolute values of limiting mobilities of the monocationic and monoanionic species (i.e., �u =
|uC|–|uA|)

Name uCC σ uC σ uA σ uAA σ �u= |uC|–|uA|

DNS-IDA – – 21.6 1.2 −18.6 2.1 −39.4 0.2 3.0
DNS–ASP – – 20.9 0.1 −18.4 0.4 −40.5 0.1 2.5
DNS–GLU – – 20.6 0.2 −19.2 0.8 −40.0 0.1 1.4
DNS–GABA – – 22.0 0.1 −21.3 0.1 −46.7* – 0.7
4APBA – – 26.9 0.1 −26.6 0.1 − – 0.3
LBB – – 18.4 0.1 −18.6 0.1 − – −0.2
GLYHIS 51.9 1.8 25.3 0.1 −25.0 0.1 − – 0.3
3MHIS 42.5 6.8 27.4 0.2 −26.6 0.1 − – 0.8
LAB – – 19.3 0.1 −19.1 0.1 − – 0.2
NEPI – – 26.4 0.3 −26.2 0.6 − – 0.2
EPI – – 25.7 0.2 −22.6 1.3 −50* – 3.1
MEPI – – 25.1 0.1 −20.9 1.1 − – 4.2
TYRA – – 30.0 0.3 −27.0 0.7 − – 3
SERO – – 28.1 0.2 −24.0 0.5 − – 4.1

4APBA, 4-(4-aminophenyl)butyric acid; DNS-ASP, dansylated aspartic acid; 3MHIS, 3-methylhistidine; DNS-GABA, dansylated

γ-aminobutyric acid; DNS-GLU, dansylated glutamic acid; DNS-IDA, dansylated iminodiacetic acid; EPI, epinephrine; GLYHIS,

glycyl-histidine; LAB, labetalol; LBB, Leucoberbelin blue I dye; MEPI, metanephrine; NEPI, norepinephrine; SERO, serotonin; TYRA,

tyramine.

3 Results and discussion

Based on prior experience with low molecular mass am-
pholytic pImarkers in one of our laboratories [17, 19, 25, 26],
corroborated by structure-based pKa predictions by SPARC
(SPARC 2018, ARChem, Danielsville, GA, USA, www.
archemcalc.com) and ChemSketch (ACD/Labs, 2017.2.1, Ad-
vanced Chemistry Development, Toronto, ON, Canada, www.
acdlabs.com), a series of relatively inexpensive, commercially
available or simple-to-synthesize pI marker candidates were
selected for the CE measurements of their pH-dependent ef-
fective mobilities, from which their pKa and electrophoretic
mobility values could be calculated. However, due to the ionic
strength dependence of the measured effective mobilities, a
direct nonlinear regression fit of the data by the Henderson-
Hasselbalch equation [27] yields only the apparent pKa and
apparent ionic mobilities. Our laboratory recently devised a
new model and new software, called AnglerFish [28] (free-
ware, https://echmet.natur.cuni.cz/software/download), for
the direct determination of the thermodynamic pKa and lim-
iting ionic mobility values of weak electrolytes by nonlin-
ear regression of the experimental data. The program uses
the Debye-Hückel [29–31] and Onsager-Fuoss [32] laws to
calculate thermodynamic pKa and limiting ionic mobilities.
First, using both the experimentally measured pH and the
actual buffer compositions of the set of BGEs as input data,
the program recalculates the effective mobilities by the cor-
rection engine to the corresponding infinite-dilution, lim-
iting mobility values, followed by nonlinear regression us-
ing the Henderson-Hasselbalch equation which yields, in
one fit, both the thermodynamic pKa values and the limit-
ing ionic mobilities. This approach is universally valid within

the limitations of the Debye-Hückel and Onsager-Fuoss
laws.

As an example, Fig. 1 shows the measured effective mo-
bility values (symbol +) and those calculated by AnglerFish
(symbol blue square) using the thermodynamic pKa and lim-
iting ionic mobility values of Leucoberbelin Blue I, LBB (left
vertical axis) as a function of pH (horizontal axis). The yel-
low hexagon symbols show the residuals, that is, the differ-
ences between the average experimental values and the calcu-
lated values (right vertical axis, in 10–9 m2/V/s units). Similar
graphs were obtained for the other pImarkers as well.

The calculated thermodynamic pKa and limiting ionic
mobility data of all of the pImarkers obtained by AnglerFish
are shown in Tables 2 and 3. The last three columns in Table 2
list the�pKa and –dz/dpH values of themarkers (characteriz-
ing their focusing ability), along with their pI values. Eleven
out of the 14 pI markers have �pKa < 1.5 values (i.e., they
are excellent focusers), the remaining three have acceptable
focusing speeds, 1.55 < �pKa < 2.41 (GLYHIS, 3MHIS, and
LAB). Table 3 lists the limiting ionic mobility data, where uCC,
uC, uA, and uAA stand for the limiting ionicmobility of the+2,
+1, –1, and –2 charged species in 10−9 cm2/V/s units and
�u is the difference between the absolute values of limiting
mobilities of themonocationic andmonoanionic species (i.e.,
�u = |uC|–|uA|). The limiting mobilities of the monocharged
ions are in the 18 < |u| < 30 range (in 10–9 m2/V/s units),
in agreement with what is found for similar structures in Hi-
rokawa’s database [33] implemented in PeakMaster 6 what is
typically used in computer simulations of CIEF, for exam-
ple, [34]. Interestingly though, and contrary to what is typi-
cally used in the numeric simulation of CIEF, the limiting
mobilities of the monocations are larger than those of the
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Figure 2. Image of the 12 fo-

cused ampholytes detectable

at 280 nm and serving as po-

tential pI markers, distributed

alongside the pH gradient ob-

tained with the SH AES carrier

ampholyte mixture. For exper-

imental conditions see Sec-

tion 2.3.

monoanions (see the last column of Table 3) for 13 out of the
14 pI markers studied. For about half of the pI markers that
mobility difference is as large as 10 to 15%, for the rest it is
in the 1 to 2% range.

These pImarkers were used inCIEF experiments to trace
the shape of the pH gradient obtained with the SH AES car-
rier ampholyte mixture in a CEInfinite instrument. The pI
markers that are detectable by the full column imaging pho-
tometric detector at 280 nm (12 of the 14, since GLYHIS and
3MHIS are not visible at 280 nm, only at 230 nm) were added
to the prepared carrier ampholyte solution and focused as de-
scribed in Section 2.3 TheUV absorbance at 280 nm recorded
as a function of position in the capillary is shown in Fig. 2.
The 50 mm long capillary is imaged across 2050 pixels of the
detector. The rise above the steady baseline at 400 pixels indi-
cates that the 0 to 400 pixels portion of the capillary is filled
with the focused anodic sacrificial ampholyte, IDA [25]. The
initial concentration of IDA in the 2050 pixels long capillary
that was 10.8 mM, increased in the 0 to 400 pixels segment
to a steady 55.4 mM value (10.8 mM× 2050/400) after focus-
ing. The 190 pixels long section of the capillary between pixels
1860 and 2050 is filled with the cathodic sacrificial ampholyte,
ARG, whose 9 mM initial concentration was increased to
about 97 mM by the focusing step (9 mM × 2050/190). The
pImarkers are found between 400 and 1860 pixels in the cap-
illary: their names and pI values (from Table 2) are listed on
the labels next to the respective peaks. Though the concen-
trations (in mg/mL) of the markers in the feed solution were
identical, the peak height values are different due to their dif-

ferent molecular masses, molar absorbances at 280 nm and
their slightly different peak widths.

The shape of the pH gradient created from the SH AES
carrier ampholytemixture (Fig. 2) is deduced from the respec-
tive pI values and peak maximum positions in the capillary
of the pI markers, as shown in Fig. 3. In the IDA zone (IDA
pI = 2.33, symbol red ×) the pH, calculated by PeakMaster
6 is 2.4 (blue solid line), slightly higher than the pI value of
IDA, and the buffering capacity is high (57 mM), predicting
a sharp boundary between the anodic sacrificial ampholyte
(anodic blocker [25]) and the focused carrier ampholyte train.
The most acidic pImarker, DNS-IDA (pI = 3.02, symbol red
+) is only about 30 pixels away from this boundary, indicating
a relatively steep change in pH (about 0.7) and confirming the
absence of significant amounts of carrier ampholytes with pI
< 3 in the SH AES 3–10 carrier ampholyte mixture.

At the cathodic side end of the capillary that is filled
with ARG (pI = 11.36), the pH calculated by PeakMaster
for the 97 mM ARG concentration is only 10.9 (blue solid
line), and the buffering capacity is only 4.4 mM, due to the
relatively large �pKa of ARG (4.88). Thus, the boundary be-
tween the focused carrier ampholyte train and ARG is ex-
pected to be less sharp than the boundary with IDA. SERO
(pI= 10.61) is a good marker to indicate the beginning of the
ARG zone.

Figure 3 shows that the pH gradient between the most
acidic pI marker, DNS-IDA (pI = 3.02) and the most basic
pImaker, SERO (pI = 10.61) is nonlinear. One of the factors
that leads to this nonlinearity is ITP that is contemporaneous
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Figure 3. pH profile of the fo-

cused SH AES 3–10 carrier

ampholyte mixture calculated

from the focusing positions of

the pI markers in Fig. 2 and

their pI values in Table 2, in-

dicating a nonlinear pH gradi-

ent. The rapid increases of pH

at the beginning and end of

the pH gradient are caused by

the boundaries at the IDA- and

ARG-filled zones. The pH val-

ues in these zones were calcu-

lated by PeakMaster using the

focused IDA and ARG concen-

trations (see text) and the pKa

values of IDA from Ref. [35]

and of ARG from Ref. [36].

with focusing: it continuously removes the most extreme
pI components into the respective electrode compartments
[34] and over time also alters the width of the focused carrier
ampholyte bands. For wide-range carrier ampholytes (3 <

pI < 10), the extent of change is initially least noticeable in
the pI range nearest to (and equidistant from) pI 7. Thus, by
connecting a straight line through the coordinates of the two
pImarkers closest to pH 7 in Fig. 3, LBB (pI= 5.26) and LAB
(pI = 8.49), one can find the approximate slope of the hypo-
thetical linear pH gradient one would find in the absence of
ITP, as shown by the black dashed line in Fig. 3. Obviously,
the farther away one is from pI 7, the shallower the actual
slope becomes, until one reaches the boundaries of the an-
odic and cathodic blockers, wherein there is a rapid change
toward the actual pH value of the focused blocker solutions.

The results in Fig. 3 clearly indicate that the common
practice of fitting a “best straight line” through the pI ver-
sus position scatter graph of the focused pI makers leads to
a systematically incorrect description of the pH profile of the
focused carrier ampholyte train.

Since this work provided not only the thermodynamic
pKa values, but also the limiting ionic mobilities, they can be
used for reality-based numeric simulation of the IEF process.
Therefore, a simulation run was set up using Simul [21]. In
the simulation the separation channel had a total length of
72 mm with 1000 grid points and was segmented into three
parts in the ratio of 1:6:1. The first and the last parts served as
the electrode compartments and contained 0.3 M phospho-
ric acid and 0.2 M lithium hydroxide, respectively, as anolyte
and catholyte. The middle part contained 181 uni-univalent

hypothetical carrier ampholytes with increasing values of
pKa, starting from an anionic pKa of 3.5 to an anionic pKa

of 10.8 with �pKa = 1 between the anionic and cationic
forms, and a pKa step of 0.0406 for each following ampholyte.
The cationic and anionic mobilities of all ampholytes were
set to 20×10–9 m2/V/s, their concentrations to 0.1 mM. The
pI markers occupied the same part of the separation chan-
nel as the carrier ampholytes at time zero, but their concen-
tration was set to 0.01 mM. The thermodynamic pKa and
limiting mobility values of the pI markers were taken from
Tables 2 and 3. The applied voltage was 100 V for 3002 s,
which was sufficient for formation of the pH gradient. The
results of the simulation are shown in Fig. 4. The tall peaks
belong to the carrier ampholytes (only every 10th is shown,
starting with the pI = 3 one at the IDA zone boundary), the
short peaks belong to the 14 pI markers, starting with DNS-
IDA at the IDA boundary. The pH trace (light purple) shows
four plateaus (corresponding to zones of H3PO4, IDA, ARG,
and LiOH). The horizontal red line shows themaximum pos-
sible concentration of any carrier ampholyte that ismostly un-
touched yet by bidirectional ITP.Notice that the extent of zone
expansion–contraction at the low and high pI ends of the car-
rier ampholyte train are different. The pH profile obtained by
the simulation and the superimposed pI values of the mark-
ers from Table 2 and the focusing positions of their peakmax-
ima from Fig. 4 are shown in Fig. 5. Figure 5 closely resem-
bles Fig. 3 indicating that the main source of pH nonlinearity
is bidirectional isotachophoresis that accompanies IEF and
alters both the concentration and width of the focused carrier
ampholyte zones. This effect is more pronounced at the low
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Figure 4. Simulated ICIEF separation of the 14 pImarkers from Tables 2 and 3. For the simulation conditions, see the text. H3PO4 (ochre),

IDA (dark purple), ARG (yellow) and LiOH (reddish brown) concentration traces are off-scale, their boundaries pointing toward the middle

of the capillary are labeled. pH profile: light purple trace. Tall peaks: carrier ampholytes, every 10th is shown, starting at pI 3. Low peaks:

14 pI markers of this study starting with DNS-IDA (pI = 2.99). For direct compatibility with Fig. 2 (experimental CIEF trace), pI markers

GLYHIS and MHIS that are not detectable at 280 nm are not shown. Horizontal red line: maximum concentration of carrier ampholyte

peaks mostly unaffected yet by ITP.

Figure 5. pH profile calculated during

simulation of the ICIEF separation of the

pI markers in Fig. 4 along with the super-

imposed pI values from Table 2.

and high pH extremes of the pH gradient. The agreement be-
tween Fig. 3 (obtained with an actual carrier ampholyte mix-
ture SH AES 3–10) and Fig. 5 (obtained with a hypothetical,
ideal carrier ampholyte mixture containing only 181 species)
is remarkable and reinforces the notion that the practice of
using a linear model to describe the shape of the pH gradient
is untenable.

4 Concluding remarks

The pH-dependent electrophoretic mobilities of 14 low
molecular mass UV absorbing ampholytes containing 1 or
2 weakly acidic and 1 or 2 weakly basic functional groups (pI
markers) weremeasured by CE in 10mM ionic strength back-
ground electrolytes in the 2 < pH < 12 range. The measured
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effective mobilities were recalculated to zero ionic strength
fromwhich the thermodynamic pKa values and limiting ionic
mobilities of the pI markers were directly calculated by a
Henderson-Hasselbalch equation-type nonlinear regression
with the help of our Debye-Hückel and Onsager-Fuoss laws-
based new software, AnglerFish. Except for LAB, all of the
pI markers that can be detected at 280 nm have �pKa < 1.5
and –dz/d(pH) > 0.66, that is, they are rapid focusers. The
thermodynamic pKa values and limiting ionic mobilities of
12 of the 14 markers that are visible at 280 nm were used to
characterize the shape of the pH gradients obtained in full
column imaging isoelectric focusing experiments. They also
enabled the numeric simulation of the IEF process of a hypo-
thetical ideal carrier ampholyte mixture with Simul and re-
vealed that the nonlinearities experimentally observed with
an actual carrier ampholytemixture and in a simulated ICIEF
system with a hypothetical ideal carrier ampholyte mixture
(identical �pKa, identical initial concentration and identical
limiting mobility values) were very similar and were caused
by the bidirectional isotachophoretic process that unavoid-
ably accompanies IEF.
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